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Abstract 
 
Sequence assembly and alignments are two important stepping stones for comparative genomics. 
With the fast adoption of the next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies and the coming of the third-
generation sequencing (TGS) technologies, genomics has provided us with an unprecedented opportunity 
to answer fundamental questions in biology and elucidate human diseases. However, most de novo 
assemblers require an enormous amount of computational resource, which is not readily available to most 
research groups and medical personnel. Moreover, there has been little progress on sequence assembly 
qualities, especially for genomes having high repetitions. As more affordable raw data and assembled 
genomes are accessible to the community, there is an emerging demand for genome searches among the 
big amount of divergent genomes in gene banks. The genomes can be in the form of raw reads, 
unfinished/low-quality assemblies, or completed genomes, on which traditional multi-sequence alignment 
tools may not be suitable to perform similarity searches. Yet there are few research studies aiming at 
meeting this demand. 
We have developed a novel de novo assembly framework, called Tiger assembler, which adapts to 
available computing resources by iteratively decomposing the assembly problem into sub-problems. Our 
method can flexibly embed different assemblers for various types of target genomes. Using the sequence 
data from a human chromosome, our results show that Tiger can achieve much better NG50s, better 
genome coverage, and slightly higher errors, as compared to Velvet and SOAPdenovo, using a modest 
amount of memory that is available in commodity computers today. We also experimented with a real de 
novo assembly, i.e., the E. mexicana genome, and demonstrated the strength of our work. The N50s of our 
contigs and scaffolds by Tiger were 7 and 57 times longer than those by SOAPdenovo. On the other hand, 
the assembly done by ALLPATHS-LG had only one-third genome size. 
We also developed a multi-genome sequence aligner, called Tiger aligner, able to perform fast 
similarity checks among multiple genomes with distant biological relationship and low quality raw data. 
Practical applications of our tool are demonstrated through experiments. The performance of Tiger aligner 
on traditional multi-sequence alignments is also compared against existing works, MUMmer and 
SOAPaligner. The results show the practicality and strengths of our tool. 
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Most state-of-the-art assemblers that can achieve relatively high assembly quality need an excessive 
amount of computing resource (in particular, memory) that is not readily available to most researchers. 
Tiger assembler provides the only known viable path to utilize NGS de novo assemblers that require more 
memory than that is present in available computers. Evaluation results demonstrate the feasibility of 
getting better quality results with low memory footprint and the scalability of using distributed 
commodity computers. 
The quantity explosion of genomes makes existing multi-sequence aligners impractical to check 
similarities among genomes with different characteristics in terms of evolutionary relationship and 
sequence completeness. Current pairwise sequence aligners cannot cope with them without big revisions 
because of the inherently algorithmic limitations. Tiger aligner is the first known work invented to deal 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Among scientific disciplines, genomics has one of the fastest growing bodies of data today. This 
is largely due to the recent advances in the next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies, which 
have tremendously reduced DNA sequencing costs. This massive amount of sequencing data has 
provided the basis to better understand the tree of life and to identify molecular signatures of human 
variation and disease mechanisms, such as cancer. To make such analyses possible, one key 
computational task is to de novo assemble raw reads from NGS technologies into complete or near-
complete genomes. However, the enormous amount of data creates an inevitable barrier to this 
assembly process in terms of memory usage. In addition, the lower quality and limited read length 
produced by NGS, as compared to the traditional Sanger sequencing, make it extremely difficult to 
assemble reads into long scaffolds, which are essential to facilitate the analyses of large-scale genome 
rearrangements. 
The other key computational task is to find the evolutionary variations among thousands of 
genomes in the gene banks, which can be in the form of raw reads, unfinished/completed sequences, 
or low-quality assemblies. Underneath, sequence alignment is to provide similarity information among 
genomes and is thus the backbone of later research. With the prevalence of NGS technologies and the 
forthcoming third-generation sequencing (TGS) technologies, more raw data and new species are 
expected to be available to the community. Fast comparisons among multiple genomes are given more 
attention nowadays [Schneeberger, 2009; Li and Homer, 2010]. Yet, as far as we know, most existing 
works are assuming the sequences for alignment to be high-quality assemblies and thus there is little 
work targeting at this need. 
In this thesis we developed a new assembler, targeting at resolving the issues of memory usage 
and assembly quality results. Moreover, the sequence alignment work used in the assembler is 
extended as a standalone multi-genome sequence aligner to perform fast similarity checking among 
sets of uncompleted/finished sequences. Figure 1 depicts the places that our tools are targeting in the 
DNA sequencing flow, where the assembler processes the raw reads, and the aligner deals with the 
raw reads and assembled/finished sequences. 
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Figure 1. Activities in genome sequencing flow. 
1.1 Motivations 
Most of the modern NGS-based de novo genome assemblers adopt the de Bruijn Graph (DBG) 
data structure to handle extremely high coverage raw data [Chaisson, 2009; Butler, 2008; Zerbino, 
2008]. Some assemblers have specifically been developed with some success to assemble large 
genomes. In SOAPdenovo [Li R. et al. 2010b] and ALLPATHS-LG [Gnerre, 2010], a DBG was 
constructed in a large shared memory and the assembly process was done in parallel within multiple 
threads. However, they usually required hundreds of gigabytes (GB) of memory to assemble large 
genomes, such as those from human, other mammalian species, and plants. Although the memory cost 
drops every year, the trend of providing more read libraries for better assembly results pushes the 
demand for more memory. The requirement of using expensive high-memory machines limits the 
prevalence of these assemblers and potentially hinders the research progress of this field. 
Another challenge in genome assembly for NGS technologies is the assembly quality and 
feasibility. For DBG-based assemblers, the assembly result is highly affected by the factors: (1) k-mer 
sizes, (2) errors in input raw reads, and (3) assembly algorithms. Recent works [Gnerre, 2010; Peng, 
2010; VelvetOptimizer; Luo, 2012] either explicitly iterate all possible k-mer sizes or implicitly find 
suitable ones at different levels of assembly granularities for best results. Assemblers [Gnerre, 2010; 
Li R. et al. 2010b; Luo, 2012] have error correction done before the actual assembly starts. And the 
assembly algorithms are mainly different from the methods of graph traversal with error corrections, 
contig scaffolding, and post-assembly gap fixing in order to improve assembly qualities. Even though, 
every genome has its characteristic and assemblers have different strengths and weaknesses [Baker, 
2012]. In other words, no single assembler can deal with all genomes. Furthermore, for genomes with 
complex sequence structures and high repetitions, such as plants, they are even more difficult or 
impossible to assemble owing to huge sizes, higher ploidy, more heterozygosity, and more repeats 
[Imelfort, 2009; Schatz, 2012], which challenges the short-reads assemblers not only on algorithms but 
on the computational resources as well. 
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Sequence alignment has been widely used in computational genomics, because it plays an 
important first step to the later biological researches, such as genetic structure variations, evolutionary 
divergences, similarities among DNA and protein sequences, search of the protein binding sites, etc. 
With the wide spread NGS technologies, the unprecedented amount of data makes this task more 
critical to other research in terms of runtime, accuracy, and meaningful information. Most of the 
existing sequence aligners aim at quick and exact pairwise sequence-to-sequence evaluation and 
further extend to manage alignments between a read set and a contig set. Some well-known sequence 
alignment tools use the precise alignment algorithms, like Smith-Waterman [Smith, 1981] and 
Burrows-Wheeler Transform [Burrows, 1994], for base-pair-to-base-pair alignments. The other tools 
use seed-based local alignment algorithms, like BLAST [Altschul, 1990], to approach the accuracy of 
precise alignments. Yet, since they are aiming at exactly mapping sequences base-by-base, the fault 
tolerance capability is weak so that mismatches or errors are managed with high runtime cost. With 
the foreseeable abundance of genome data, there can be situations that exact alignments are not 
suitable or impractical: (1) sets of raw reads as alignment subjects when assembly is not done yet or 
not feasible, (2) fast similarity checks of a query set against a huge amount of database genomes with 
close or distinct evolutionary relations, and (3) quality and similarity checks among multiple draft/new 
genomes by different assemblers with different parameter settings. 
For these situations, we introduce multi-genome alignment for the alignment subjects that are not 
limited to closely related known species in the form of completed, clean genome sequences or 
contigs/scaffolds. This is different from traditional multi-sequence alignment, where multiple similar 
sequences are listed side-by-side for searching the identical base pairs and variations [Dear, 2007]. 
Multi-genome alignment is needed because in a genome database, there can be many genomes in 
different forms, and the query could be unidentified species in the form of unassembled raw reads or 
unfinished contigs/scaffolds with uncorrected errors inside. After closely related (raw) genomes are 
categorized, a further assembly step and the multi-sequence alignments can be carried out more 
effectively. As far as we know, there is no such tool designed for this scenario. 
Motivated from these reasons, we developed Tiger assembler, abbreviated from “Tiled Iterative 
GEnome assembleR.” Within the Tiger assembly framework, the function of approximate sequence 
set-to-set alignments was extended as a standalone aligner, named as Tiger aligner. Tiger assembler is 
aiming at reducing assembly peak memory usage and providing better quality results. Tiger aligner is 
focusing on rough similarity checks among multiple genomes. 
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1.2 Thesis Contribution 
In this thesis, we provide our solutions to the two key problems in computational genomics − 
sequence assembly and alignment. Our ideas are carried out with software implementation and 
practical evaluation. 
Sequence assembly: We made a key observation that the root of the NGS genome assembly 
problem in terms of memory usage and scalability could be solved if the large computational tasks 
could be decomposed into modest-sized independent sub-problems, which could then fit into smaller 
memories and be solved in parallel. This can effectively move large-scale de novo assembly tasks into 
commodity PC networks. In addition, when it is done right, this new approach would even lead to 
better assembly quality compared to the current state-of-the-art assemblers, as shown in detail in 
Chapter 2. We developed an effective framework for decomposing the problem of genome assembly 
from NGS reads. The decomposed sub-problems can be either solved in a sequential manner using 
significantly less memory or solved simultaneously if more computing nodes are available. 
Besides the limitation on computing resources, several works have compared NGS de novo 
assemblers [Imelfort, 2009; Zhang, 2011; Haiminen, 2011; Earl, 2011; Lin, 2011; Miller, 2010; 
Narzisi, 2011; Salzberg, 2011] and it is acknowledged that no assembler is the best across all 
applications and data sets. The developed Tiger assembly framework is designed in such a way that it 
can seamlessly embed different assemblers into the framework to take advantages of unique strengths 
of each assembler. None of existing assemblers can do this. These embedded assemblers work on 
decomposed sub-problems mentioned above efficiently. Through an iterative improvement approach 
facilitated by this framework, it is feasible to achieve higher assembly quality than the original 
assemblers themselves. Moreover, the way an assembly problem is decomposed through our 
framework makes some difficult assemblies possible. With the advance of sequencing technologies, it 
is foreseeable that longer reads will be cheaper and OLC-based assemblers will be back [Li, 2011]. We 
believe our Tiger framework will be still advantageous for the third-generation sequencing 
technologies. 
Sequence alignment: We developed a multi-genome approximate alignment tool, targeting at 
similarity checking among genomes with different characteristics in terms of evolutionary relationship 
and sequence completeness. To the best of our knowledge, no aligners are designed for checking 
similarities among multiple genomes. Traditional pairwise alignment between two similar sequences 
was well studied in [Altschul, 1990; Krutz, 2004; Langmead, 2009, 2012; Li, 2009; Li and Durbin, 
2010; Liu, 2012; Schatz, 2012], which can be categorized into precise alignments and approximately 
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precise alignments. Yet, due to the inherently algorithmic limitations, they cannot be easily extended 
to manage the multi-genome alignment problem. Different from the ideas behind these works, we 
leverage the feature-extraction idea used in the image recognition field and thus achieve faster 
runtime, comparable accuracy, better error/mismatch tolerance capability, and more meaningful 
information such as genome relationships. In particular, the similarity checks can be performed 
between sets of raw reads. Our work also provides another option to evaluate draft/new genomes. In 
our work, four similarity-checking schemes are provided for different levels of filtering on genome 
closeness. The work is also enabled to perform high-throughput alignment in parallel through the use 
of commodity PC networks. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
For the rest of this thesis, we will talk about the iterative genome assembler in Chapter 2, which is 
composed of the observations, novel ideas, assembly task scheduling, and the detailed assembly 
algorithm. Following that, Chapter 3 describes the standalone multi-genome sequence aligner, which 
contains two alignment algorithms and four similarity-checking schemes, leveraging the idea from the 
image recognition field. Chapters 4 and 5 are about the performance evaluations of both assembler and 
aligner, respectively. One small and one medium test case validated by other groups were used. For 
sequence assembly, a practically hard example was experimented. In Chapter 6, we further discuss our 
observations and insights on the new tools of assembly and alignment. The novel features, strengths, 
weaknesses, as well as potentials are revealed. Then, Chapter 7 brings up the related works about 
sequence assembly and alignment, which provides an overview of the state-of-the-art assemblers and 
the history of sequence alignments. At last in Chapter 8, we make a summary about this thesis and 
provide our viewpoints about the potential research directions along the line of our work. For 
interested readers, Appendix A lists the theorems, supporting this new iterative genome assembly. 
Appendix B contains the user manual of our Tiger tool. The tool installation, environment setup, 
usage, and suggestions are elaborated. 
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CHAPTER 2. TILED ITERATIVE GENOME ASSEMBLER 
Most assemblers can deal with small genomes (such as E. coli) very well using a small amount of 
computation resources and time. For very large genomes (such as mammalian-size genomes), most 
assemblers either cannot produce good results or require a tremendous amount of resources and/or 
time. Besides, assemblers usually have their own design characteristics targeting at specific types of 
genomes [Baker, 2012]. Our approach aims to substantially reduce the computational complexity and 
resources needed for large genome assembly. The key innovation is to more effectively divide the 
genome assembly problem into smaller sub-problems and assemble them individually (without inter-
node communication) with the flexibility of using various off-the-shelf assemblers. We use an iterative 
refinement approach to incrementally improve the quality of problem division and the solution. 
2.1 Tiled Genome Assembly 
The rationale of our method follows the belief that the genome assembly could be done part-by-
part instead of as a whole, namely the input reads can be divided into multiple tiles (or clusters) and 
the assembly results of all tiles can be merged as the final assembly. This approach is called tiled 
genome assembly. We observed that if we can have all related information (e.g., reads) for only a short 
fragment of a target genome, most assemblers would get excellent results and require much less 
memory. Inclusion of more reads which correspond to larger regions increases memory requirement 
and degrades assembly results. The main reason is that de novo assemblers cannot tell which part of 
the genome the reads belong to, particularly when the target genome contains a considerable number 
of repetitive regions (e.g. mammalian genomes). In short, we argue that providing more reads to 
assemblers is not always beneficial and requires more memory for assembly. If we can partition the 
reads in an efficient way, the memory issue is fundamentally resolved and assemblers can produce 
better quality results. 
Taking the DBG-based assemblers as an example, ideally, a contig (from a specific region in the 
target genome) is supposed to be built using only the k-mers extracted by the reads contributing to that 
region. This asserts the correctness of the contig. However, most assemblers extract the k-mers from 
all the input reads and mix them together when constructing the DBG. More specifically, the k-mers, 
whose source reads are not contributing to a specific region in the target genome may still be used in 
the DBG construction process. For such k-mers, we call them ambiguous k-mers. For genomes that are 
less repetitive, the ambiguous k-mers could be few. But for genomes that are highly repetitive, they 
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can be significant enough to confuse the error correction scheme on removing tips and thus result in 
shorter contigs. 
Therefore, we proposed a new approach to arrange the input reads into multiple tiles. Our goal is 
to have each tile contain only those reads contributing to a specific region of the target genome. The 
reads in such read tiles are called well-clustered reads. Thus the effect from ambiguous k-mers can be 
dramatically reduced. Since each read tile has all the necessary information, no communication would 
be needed among the assemblies of different read tiles. Then each read tile can be assembled using the 
optimal k-mer size to achieve better assemblies. 
2.2 Read Clustering Based on Clustered Contigs 
Ideally, a well-clustered read tile should contribute to a continuous region of the target genome. 
The region can be composed of one long contig or a set of contigs covering the whole section without 
gaps in-between. A set of such contigs is called well-clustered and can be obtained by sorting or 
clustering closely related contigs together. Therefore, by aligning the input reads against a well-
clustered contig set, the reads having high similarity with sub-sections in the contigs can be collected 
as a well-clustered read tile. This process is called read clustering. The collected reads can then be 
assembled to produce a similar set of the contigs but with improved lengths and quality. 
2.3 Intermediate Reference Genome 
A target genome can be considered as a combination of multiple continuous regions (the 
minimum number is the number of chromosomes in the target genome), where each region can be 
contributed completely by one or many contigs. Therefore, ultimately there would be multiple well-
clustered contig sets corresponding to multiple regions in the target genome. In our approach, we treat 
the contigs from assembly as the intermediate reference genome and arrange the contigs in multiple 
clustered contig sets. 
For de novo assembly, we start from random partitions of the reads in tiles, assemble the reads in 
each tile, and merge all contig sets into one as the intermediate reference. In this case, the reads in an 
initial, randomly partitioned tile will correspond to random sections in the target genome. As a result, 
the initial contig sets that serve as the intermediate reference will likely be fragmented and will have 
many errors. Our approach iteratively improves the clustering and thus the quality of the intermediate 
reference genome. In the end, the intermediate reference genome converges to the final target genome. 
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2.4 Iterative Assembly 
The transformation from reads to contigs and from contigs to reads forms a cycle. Thus the whole 
assembly flow can be iterative. As more transformation iterations are performed, contigs become 
longer with higher quality since read clustering improves, and each tile contains less irrelevant 
information that can confuse the assembly process. 
2.5 Task-Stealing Assembly Scheduling 
Most graph-based assemblers perform assemblies on a shared graph. The graph can be physically 
shared by multiple processing units on a shared-memory system through, e.g., the multithreading 
OpenMP Application Programming Interface (API) [Dagum, 1998], such as Velvet [Zerbino, 2008]. 
Or the graph can be logically shared among multiple distributed-memory machines in the network 
through the Message Passing Interface (MPI) protocol [Message Passing Interface Forum], such as 
ABySS [Simpson, 2009]. Different from these assemblers, the nature of our assembly work is not 
bound to a shared graph. Instead, each read tile is processed independently from each other. This 
scenario fits both the shared- or distributed-memory systems efficiently with suitable environment 
setup. However, since the assembly time of each read tile is not known in advance, the scheduling of 
assembly tasks plays a crucial role in runtime. Here we present two assembly task scheduling policies 
used in our assembler, starting from a static scheduling policy to a dynamic one which resolves the 
uncertain runtimes of read assembly tasks practically. 
2.5.1 Naïve Task Scheduling 
A naïve scheduling is to statically dispatch the assembly tasks to all available processing units 
evenly, and to wait until all of them are finished. This scheduling policy has the benefits of zero 
communication overhead and easy implementation. It fits the best when the runtimes of all tasks are 
similar and/or the communication overhead is high. Yet, its key problem arises when one or several 
tasks take longer time than others, most processing units will be idle, waiting for the rest to finish. 
Since the runtimes of long-running tasks are not known in advance, it is hard to avoid the problem. 
Figure 2 delineates the naïve scheduling policy and its drawback. 
In Tiger assembler, the read clustering step applies the naïve scheduling policy because of the 
task characteristics (details in Section 2.6). For read assemblies, the runtime of an assembly task is not 
predictable from the size of input reads and can vary differently from one another from minutes to 
hours. Oftentimes load imbalance happens and most processing units are waiting for the last few ones 
to finish. So the fundamental solution is to adjust the schedule dynamically. 
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Figure 2. Naïve task scheduling. Q2 has one long-running task, which makes other processing 
units idle at last. It is noted that the runtime of a task is not known until it is processed. 
2.5.2 Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) 
One famous dynamic task scheduling API is TBB. The focus of TBB is on providing a general-
purpose algorithmic-level programming interface for task scheduling for parallelism [Intel Threading 
Building Blocks]. Different from the concept of breaking a program into multiple parallel tasks, TBB 
advocates data-parallel programming, i.e., a program is the composition of a collection of data 
elements processed in parallel. Thus, the program performance scales as more resources are added, 
which is thus applied in our dynamic task scheduling policy (described in Section 2.5.3). An algorithm 
is tailored to the TBB interface for parallel execution. Underneath, TBB builds a task graph to 
represent the algorithmic abstraction for parallelism. The graph node is a task executed by a logical 
thread, and the graph edge denotes the relationship between tasks, i.e., parents and children. Usually a 
logical thread is mapped to a physical hardware thread for efficiency. Each thread has its own task 
deque, namely tasks can be pushed/pulled from both sides of a queue. The tasks in a graph are 
executed in a depth-first fashion to achieve the best cache efficiency with minimum memory cost. 
When a thread finishes its tasks, it randomly steals the oldest task in another deque. Figure 3 
demonstrates the idea. 
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Figure 3. A simple TBB task graph and task stealing. T3 has one bigger job and T1, T2 and T4 
roughly finish their jobs at the same time. Then, T1 randomly picks the threads having jobs 
unfinished. The last task in Q3 is stolen by T1. 
2.5.3 Assembly Task Scheduling 
We borrow the concept of task stealing from TBB but avoid its weaknesses for our application. 
TBB is designed to manage fine-grained lightweight tasks, i.e., small code snippets taking 
approximately 100K clock cycles, on a shared-memory system with a small number of processing 
units about 2 to 8 cores [Contreras, 2008]. Because of the short runtime of each task, to avoid 
communication overhead, the stealing policy is based on randomness. Such randomness-based stealing 
policy gets worse for a large number of processing units across the network. 
In our Tiger assembler, there are several places that the TBB API framework is not applicable. 
First, read assemblies are coarse-grained heavyweight tasks, i.e., big code snippets with big runtimes, 
varying from seconds to hours. Second, the disk I/O time can be significant for both shared- or 
distributed-memory environments. Third, for an assembly in a distributed-memory environment, the 
network bandwidth can be the bottleneck if not managed carefully. For this, we manage that big data 
(reads) are read from local disks and small data (contigs) are dumped to remote centralized disks. The 
locations of read tiles for which machines are decided at a previous step before the read assembly in 
Tiger assembler (details in Section 2.6). Fourth, the number of processing units for assemblies can be 
tens to hundreds across the network or on a single machine. Fifth, the ratio of the number of tasks to 
the available processing units can be up to 100 or more. Thus the task scheduling needs to be adjusted 
dynamically with strategies. Sixth, the task graph of read assemblies is a flattened tree structure with 
many leaves. This provides more abundant parallelism than that is assumed in the TBB task graph 
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structure. In a word, the problem involves different factors and the scale is much bigger in terms of 
memory requirement, computation resources, and runtime of each task. 
The goal of a task scheduling policy is to keep everyone busy and to finish at the same time point 
as close as possible. More specifically, this is to reduce the total idle time by all processing units. 
Equation (1) explains the idea of the optimization goal of a task scheduling policy. 
Minimize [(idle time by core 1) + (idle time by core 2) + … + (idle time by core N)] 
(1) 
Obviously, as the number of computing units increases, the naïve task scheduling is no longer 
suitable and a randomness-based task stealing policy can possibly make the situation worse 
[Contreras, 2008]. We treat the task scheduling as the problem of mapping tasks to physical threads 
due to the flattened task tree structure in our Tiger assembler. The mapping is carried out through a 
two-level thread hierarchy, as shown in Figure 4, at a two-phase processing scheme. At the top level, 
logical threads are allocated to manipulate the task execution and stealing by how many physical 
threads. At the low level, physical threads are designated to execute tasks. At the first-phase 
processing, all tasks are distributed evenly to all top-level logical threads. Threads at this state are 
called workers. Each logical thread decides the number of parallel tasks executed by the low-level 
physical threads, according to the available computation resources, such as the number of physical 
threads and size of memory. When a logical thread finishes its task queue, it enters the second-phase 
processing, which is stealing tasks from other logical threads. We called threads at this state, helpers, 
as they help other workers finish their jobs. The worker having the most tasks left is helped first. A 
helper steals the tasks in the worker’s queue for processing. It does not matter which task is stolen 
first. The next worker who finishes its tasks becomes a helper for the next worker having the most 
tasks left. One worker is helped by only one helper until the tasks are done. Then, they together 
become helpers and look for the rest workers with no one helping. If all rest workers are already 
helped, the helper leaves. 
There is a reason that a worker is helped by only one helper. For distributed-memory machines 
connected by network, each top-level logical thread is responsible for the task scheduling and 
processing on one machine. When it becomes a helper, the number of tasks it can steal is limited to the 
network bandwidth and the affordability of the machine (another logical thread) storing the read tiles 
for assembly. Since the read tiles are stored at local machine disks, assemblies are preferred to be done 
locally. Transmitting read tiles to another machine for assembly causes the slowness to the network 
and additional overhead on both transmitter and receiver machines. Oversubscribing the tasks for 
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stealing (i.e., more data transmitted through network) may further slow down other machines due to 
network congestion. 
To sum up, the task stealing policy is first-finish, first-help-slowest, and more factors are 
considered for a distributed-memory environment, such as the locations of read tiles and limited 
network bandwidth. 
 
Figure 4. Two-level thread hierarchy for task execution and stealing. 
2.6 The Tiger Assembly Algorithm 
Based on aforementioned ideas, we developed the Tiger assembler, abbreviated from “Tiled 
Iterative GEnome assembleR.” Here “tile” is a synonym of “set” or “cluster”, representing the tiled 
computation nature in the assembly process. The conceptual flow is illustrated in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. Schematic view of the iterative framework for genome assembly. 
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Step 1. Reads Partitioning 
We first partition the input reads into multiple read tiles. In our current implementation, the input 
reads are randomly partitioned evenly into N subsets, which is determined by users based on the 
available resources and the total size of the input reads. This step can be bypassed if users provide a 
preprocessed list of read tiles. 
Step 2. Read Assembly 
Read tiles are assembled individually, using an off-the-shelf assembler, such as Velvet, embedded 
into Tiger. Thus, the niches of the embedded assemblers can be leveraged. Depending on the available 
system memory, the assembly of read tiles can be done independently in serial or in parallel on a 
shared or distributed memory computer cluster. There is no communication between the assemblies of 
different read tiles. To reduce the assembly time on a distributed computer environment, the assembly 
task scheduling is developed in Section 2.5. 
For the embedded assembler requiring specifying a k-mer size, k-mer sizes are decided either 
manually by users or automatically through the auto-k-mer scheme in Tiger. For the manual k-mer 
designation, a k-mer size is used in all read tile assemblies for all Tiger iterations. Otherwise, the auto-
k-mer scheme randomly picks k-mer sizes within a given range and records the best k-mer size in the 
assembly results. The best k-mer size and the randomly picked ones will be considered in the 
subsequent assemblies. User-specified k-mer size can be introduced into this k-mer history database 
but may not be used again if the first attempt is not good. The number of used reads in the assembly, 
the total length of the contigs, and the resultant N50s are used to evaluate whether a k-mer size can 
help produce the best result without knowing the target genome. This avoids the problem of picking a 
contig set with high N50 and low coverage and enables Tiger to find a good direction in the iterative 
process and to converge to high quality results. 
Since Step 2 is the first time to assemble the initial read tiles, the contigs can be too short and 
cause long running time in the later iterations. We address this issue by merging the contig sets and 
feed the merged contig set to Velvet with the LONGSEQUENCE flag enabled. Velvet may be able to 
further elongate the contigs by treating the input contigs as long reads. The new contig set is used 
when it is better than the merged contig set. The output contig set is scaffolded by SSPACE [Boetzer, 
2010]. The scaffolded contig set is the input to Step 3. The purpose of this scaffolding process is to 
leverage paired-end information to bridge contigs that may be from different assemblies. This is 
beneficial for better clustered contigs at Step 3. The scaffolding process also helps resolve duplicated 
contigs from different assemblies. 
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Step 3. Contig Clustering 
The overall contig clustering algorithm is depicted in Figure 6. A graph that models the contig 
connectivity intensity is built from the merged contig set. This graph is called the contig connectivity 
graph (CCG). Graph vertices are the contigs. Vertex weights are contig lengths. Edge weights are 
defined based on the contig overlapping degree with each other. We then apply a graph-partitioning 
tool, METIS [Karypis, 1998], to partition the graph into contig clusters. METIS is known to be fast 
and memory-efficient in processing millions of graph vertexes. 
 
Figure 6. Contig clustering algorithm. Words are extracted from contigs. The number of common 
words between two contigs is used as the graph edge weight. Contig lengths are modeled as 
vertex weights. The contig connectivity graph (CCG) is thus built, followed by the METIS 
partitioning process. The partitioned sub-graphs are clustered contig sets. 
The contig lengths (vertex weights) are given less importance than the contig overlapping degrees 
(edge weights) in the graph partitioning process. This is because we want the partitioned CCGs to be 
more edge-oriented instead of being vertex-oriented. But we still need to consider the vertex weights 
for the situations where there exist many short contigs with little connectivity in-between. This is very 
common for the assembly results in the first few iterations on assembling randomly partitioned read 
tiles. These short contigs ought to be distributed to all clusters evenly. This not only preserves their 
existence in the following Tiger iterations but also reduces their influence on the rest of the clustered 
contigs. 
By focusing graph partitioning on edge intensity, overlapping contigs will be grouped together 
and would be rebuilt as one long complete contig later at Step 5. These contigs are used to produce 
well-clustered reads in the read clustering process at Step 4. That is, this contig clustering step makes 
crucial contribution to the quality of results of the later steps. 
Building of a CCG can be time-consuming if a naïve base-pair-to-base-pair alignment algorithm 
is used, like the Smith-Waterman algorithm [Smith, 1981]. Since the degree of overlap between 
contigs need not be determined exactly for our purposes, a heuristic, named as word-based alignment 
algorithm, is applied. A similar detailed algorithm is listed in Section 3.2. Although that is for read 
clustering, it serves the purpose to introduce the detailed fast alignments among contigs. The 
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alignment idea is based on the image recognition algorithm using vocabulary trees in [Nister, 2006], 
with inverse document frequency scoring dropped. We begin by extracting consecutive sub-sequences 
of equal length (called words) from each of the contigs in the set. The extracted words are used to 
build a map (or inverted file) from the words to the contigs containing them. A CCG is then built from 
the map with the edge weights being set to the number of words in common between the vertices 
(contigs) connected by that edge. 
For complex or big genomes longer than one Gbp, the number of nodes and edges in a CCG can 
be more than what METIS can manage, and the memory for storing the CCG may be too small, e.g., 4 
GB. Thus, in terms of implementation, the contig clustering step is done through two phases. At the 
first phase, only long contigs (or high-weight nodes) are considered. Since long contigs tend to be the 
dominators of the partitioned individual CCGs, disregarding the short ones will affect the contig 
clustering result to the least. Then, we have multiple CCGs stored in disks with only long contigs, 
respectively. At the second phase, the left short contigs at the first phase are aligned to these CCGs 
and dispatched to one or several CCGs depending on the alignment degree. As a consequence, this 
two-phase CCG building process reaches a balance between memory usage and clustering accuracy. 
We also had a primitive implementation of Step 3. The primitive implementation considers all short 
and long contigs together and thus slightly faster than this two-phase process. But it cannot manage 
big genomes. Overall, the runtime for building a CCG dominates the whole step. Yet as compared to 
Steps 4 and 5, its runtime is relatively small. 
Step 4. Read Clustering 
The entire read set is aligned to the contig sets from Step 3. The reads having high similarity to 
each contig set are collected as one read cluster. Reads can be dispatched to more than one cluster. 
This process guarantees any read potentially contributing to a contig set will be collected. Assuming 
the clustered contig set maps to a section of a reference, the collected reads will maintain the read 
coverage to that section. The read-to-contig alignment is done by the algorithms listed in Chapter 3 in 
details. For paired-end reads, if one of a read pair aligns to the given contig cluster, both reads are 
collected. This potentially adds the chance to extend and/or bridge the contigs. This clustering process 
can be done in parallel or in serial on a shared or distributed memory computer cluster. No 
communication is needed between read tiles. The required memory is also proportional to the size of a 
read tile. 
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Step 5. Read Assembly 
We assemble the read tiles, the same as we do at Step 2. But the assembly of the merged contigs 
from all read tile assemblies may not be performed. Since if the assembly of the merged contigs is not 
improving, it is skipped in later iterations to save time. Through experiments, we found it is 
worthwhile to have this additional assembly in the first few iterations. 
Step 6. Post Processing 
If we have reached the given number of iterations, we just exit. Otherwise, go to Step 3. Steps 3, 
4, and 5 form an iterative process. 
Summary 
The rationale behind the Tiger assembly framework is that the improvement on contig quality of 
the current iteration can be carried over to the next iteration through more accurate read clustering. An 
optimal clustering solution will be achieved if only reads contributing to a contig are clustered for 
assembling the contig. This idea differentiates our approach from the previous work and provides the 
Tiger assembly framework the capability of improving an existing contig set further. 
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CHAPTER 3. FEATURE-BASED APPROXIMATE MULTI-GENOME 
ALIGNER 
In our assembly framework, we have developed a fast approximate sequence comparison 
approach with low memory requirement between thousands of small read tiles and thousands of small 
contig sets, namely, the contig/read clustering steps in Section 2.6. We further extended this work as a 
standalone approximate sequence alignment tool, called Tiger aligner, which is able to identify the 
similarities among genomes in various forms. For instance, the subject genomes can be 
unfinished/new genomes with many errors, evolutionarily irrelevant genomes, and raw reads without 
corrections. The characteristics of such data sets make them not suitable for existing sequence 
alignment tools. However, our tool can still perform the tasks that most existing works do, i.e., 
alignments between two completed sequences or between a read set and a well-assembled contig set. 
Our Tiger aligner is aiming at providing preliminary or first-level sequence alignments among a 
huge number of genomes and leaving the detailed alignments to other exact alignment tools. In terms 
of applications, it can be applied to three scenarios. First, high-throughput sequence-to-sequence 
alignments can be managed in a short time in parallel across computers. So a huge amount of 
alignment subjects can be reduced to a few ones. Second, Tiger aligner provides another option of 
quality evaluation on new/draft assemblies (which could be done by different assemblers or different 
parameter settings), especially when a reference genome is not available. By checking the results from 
different assemblies against the same input read set, the reported similarity scores indirectly reflect the 
corresponding genome coverages. Third, the similarities or relationships between sets of 
fragmented/unclean genome sequences or raw reads (with uncorrected errors) can be quickly 
identified. This is very useful when the new species are not assembled yet or cannot be assembled. 
The application scope of our work differentiates our method from the existing works. The 
rationale of our method is based on the unique aspect for our contig/read clustering tasks in Tiger 
assembler that distinguishes our needs from those met by existing works. More specifically, because 
our tasks involve relaxed comparisons among contigs (for contig clustering at Step 3 in the Tiger 
assembler) and sorting input reads with respect to contigs (for read clustering at Step 4), we only need 
approximate mappings, instead of precise alignments [Smith, 1981] or seed-based approximate 
alignments [Altschul, 1990]. Image recognition algorithms in computer vision can detect the 
similarities between two object images using feature-based approaches in a short time, benefiting from 
the fact that only a small amount of information is required for comparison. This is practically useful 
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when the object images are dirty or incomplete. Inspired by this, we use the extracted feature 
information to represent a set of sequences or a whole sequence. This allows the comparisons to be 
performed only on small subsets of the information from the query and database sequences and 
tolerates more errors in the original subjects. By using the feature-based approach for similarity 
estimation, we can quickly filter out the majority of irrelevant sequences and focus on the similar ones 
at later phases if necessary. 
We have come up with two algorithms, applying this approximate-alignment idea, i.e., Bowtie- 
and word-based alignments. The first one features low-memory alignments, leveraging existing fast 
BWT-based aligner. The second one features relaxed alignments with more evaluation schemes and 
better fault tolerance capability, targeting at detailed inspection. The following sections list the details 
of both algorithms. To simplify the discussion, we focus on the alignments between a query read set 
and thousands of database contig sets, whereas the actual implementation is beyond this setting. 
3.1 Bowtie-Based Approximate Alignment Algorithm 
Bowtie [Langmead, 2009; Langmead, 2012] is famous for its fast and precise alignments between 
reads and a contig set, leveraging the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [Burrows, 1994] to reduce 
time complexity and memory footprint. More specifically, the time complexities of building and 
querying a BWT are O(NlogN) and O(N), respectively. The space complexity is O(N). Because of 
these benefits, we have developed an alignment framework, leveraging Bowtie to perform quick 
alignments between one query read set and thousands of database contig sets in the Step 4 of Tiger 
assembler. The following subsections list the detailed procedure of our algorithm, followed by a short 
summary regarding its strengths and weaknesses. Figure 7 delineates the algorithm in detail. In our 
implementation, it can deal with read-to-read sets and read-to-contig sets directly in parallel across 
computers. For contig-to-contig sets and two complete sequences, one preprocessing step is applied. 
The query data will be first chopped into small pieces, followed by the read-to-contig/sequence set 
alignment. 
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Figure 7. The Bowtie-based approximate alignment algorithm, performing alignments and similarity 
checking between one read set and multiple contig sets. 
Step 1. Building Indexes of the Contig Database 
Using Bowtie for alignments requires first building the indexes of the contig database. The 
Bowtie indexes are based on the BWT to provide a fast and condensed data structure for later 
alignment tasks. Since the key step to build BWT is done by sorting, the time complexity is O(NlogN), 
where N is the number of base pairs in the contigs. To manage thousands of database contigs sets, we 
apply OpenMP and MPI for the shared- and distributed-memory environments, respectively. If there 
are more processors available, the OpenMP parallelism enabled by Bowtie itself can be activated too. 
Since the input read set for alignment is used to align all contig sets and its size is way larger than the 
aligned subject, up to 100x or bigger, the runtime for each alignment task is majorly affected by the 
read set. Hence, although the sizes of contig sets can be different, the alignment runtimes between the 
read set and any contig sets are similar. We simply adopted the scheduling algorithm in Section 2.5.1 
and observed the runtime scaled with more computation resources. Namely, the tasks to process the 
contig sets are spread evenly to the processing units or machines. 
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For distributed machine environment, to avoid network congestion, the database contig sets are 
read from the centralized file system, and the corresponding Bowtie index data is written to local 
machine disks, read out later for comparison at the local machines individually. 
Step 2. Revising Input Reads for Alignment 
The features in the query read set are extracted in linear time. In Tiger assembler, the input read 
set is partitioned into tiles so that the feature extraction task can be processed in parallel. The feature 
of a read is a sub-sequence of a fixed number of bases, called a word. To reduce the runtime by 
Bowtie, a word (without N’s) is extracted from a read. To meet Bowtie’s existing function, the given 
read files are revised such that the read headers are replaced with read IDs and the read base pairs are 
replaced with their corresponding words. Since for a read, the 3’ side usually contains more 
sequencing errors, we extract the word from the 5’ side. After alignments, if necessary, the original 
reads can be recovered. Otherwise, we only need the information of the number of features matching 
the contig database. 
For distributed machine environment, to avoid network congestion, the query read set can be 
uploaded to all machines’ local disks in advance. Then the feature extraction and the later read-to-
contig alignment can be done at local machines, using local disks as the temporary hardware cache to 
avoid the network I/O. Based on this setup, our experiments showed the small distributed-memory 
machines (e.g., desktops) were faster than a large shared-memory computing cluster. This is because 
the computing cluster underneath is built by connecting several medium-sized machines with shared 
memory and file system across fast network. Since the input read set is usually hundreds of Giga bytes 
storage size, frequent data read-in/out can still saturate the fast network. Our approach restricts most of 
the computation and data read-in/out to a local machine and only allows small network flow for the 
input contig sets and the output comparison results. 
Step 3. Read-to-Contig Alignment 
The extracted words from input reads are used as the representative features for alignment against 
the preprocessed Bowtie index data, representing the contig sets. Bowtie performs read alignment in a 
table lookup fashion in the BWT contigs data structure in O(N) time complexity, where N is the read 
length times the number of reads and both are constants. The runtime compared to the full alignment is 
shorter since partial information is used. It is noted because Bowtie filters out paired-end reads if one 
of the pair fails the alignment or the minimum insert length is not met, we relax this constraint by 
treating paired-end reads as single-end reads. So this explains why at Step 2 we need to revise the 
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reads by ourselves instead of using the read revision function by Bowtie. The alignment can be done in 
parallel between the read set and any contig sets. Bowtie outputs the read IDs that have their 
corresponding words fully aligned to the contig sets. The read base pairs, comments, and quality 
scores for the FASTQ format are not generated. For distributed-memory environments, with all the 
uploaded data on each machine as suggested at previous steps, the network usage can be reduced to 
the minimum. 
Step 4. Read Recovering 
If the full information of reads is needed, which have words completely aligned to contigs, we 
recover it by extracting the input reads indexed by the read IDs from the above Step 3. For paired-end 
reads, if Bowtie confirms one read of a pair is aligned, both reads of a pair are recovered. The 
recovering process can be done in parallel. 
Step 5. Scoring of Similarities 
We devised a method, called Coverage Checking (CC), for similarity scoring between sets. The 
idea is similar to that in SOAPaligner and SOAPcoverage [Li, 2009], which checks the number of 
mapped reads to gauge the assembly quality. In our method, we align the words extracted from the 
query against the database and count the numbers of aligned and misaligned reads to evaluate the 
similarity. Therefore, the runtime is much faster at the cost that the occurrence of individual unique 
words from a query set is not recorded. There can be a situation that the aligned words in the query are 
big enough to bias the similarity score calculation. As depicted in Figure 8, the query word Q1, Q2, 
Q3 and Q6 hit the words in the database. Since the number of Q6 is big, it covers the mismatch 
penalty by the missing Q4 and Q5. So the similarity score will be high because the number of matches 
is 13 and that of mismatches is 4. Yet, a lower similarity score does assert the subject sequence sets 
are not similar. It serves as the first-level filtering to quickly filter out irrelevant sequence sets. 
In the Bowtie-based alignment algorithm, we have the information of: (1) number of aligned 
single reads (only one read of a pair), (2) number of aligned paired reads (both reads of a pair), and (3) 
total number of reads (paired or single, depending on the read library). Therefore, we have Equation 
(2) as the similarity score equation for the Coverage Checking scheme. It grades the similarity of a 
query paired-end read set against a database contig set, where S is the number of aligned single reads, 
P is the number of aligned paired reads, T is the total number of read pairs for paired-end reads or the 
number of reads for single-end reads, and α is the weight to add for paired alignment when using 
paired-end reads. For the equation for single-end reads, P and α are zero. 
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Similarity Scores CC = (S + P × (1+α)) / (T × (1+α)) 
(2) 
The similarity score is a floating-point number in the range between 0 and 1. For all paired-end 
reads are aligned, the similarity score is 1, which is the highest score that one query set can achieve. 
When no reads are aligned, the score is 0. The scores of a query set against multiple database genomes 
can be used to find the average, maximum, and minimum scores among a database contig sets so that 
users can understand the relative similarities from a global view. Yet, the absolute similarities are still 
needed to judge the alignment. So we have three pieces of information: (1) number of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired over the total, (2) number of aligned single reads over the total single reads, 
and (3) number of aligned paired reads over the total paired reads. For a paired-end read set, the 
second piece of information will be low and the first and third pieces will be high to demonstrate high 
similarity. Figure 9 delineates these pieces of information by an example. 
 
Figure 8. Example of the Coverage Checking scheme. 
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# of paired input reads 6 
Similarity scores 0.61 
% of aligned reads regardless of single/paired (2+2*2) / (6*2) 
% of aligned single reads 2/6 
% of aligned paired reads 2/6 
Figure 9. Differences of the extracted alignment information. The total number of paired-end reads 
is 6. The number of aligned paired reads is 2 and the number of aligned single reads is 2. The 
number of aligned reads regardless of single or paired is 6. The similarity score is 0.61 when α is 
set to 0.2. 
Summary 
The Bowtie-based alignment approach provides fast similarity checking among sets of short/long 
reads and contigs, requiring very low memory. For a one Giga base pair long genome, the memory 
requirement of the BWT data structure is about 2 GB. Also, since only portions of the query set are 
extracted, the runtime is fast and more errors can be skipped. Yet, the resultant filtering capability may 
provide more false positives, particularly if the extracted word size is too small. One key reason 
behind this is because Bowtie is using BWT-based algorithm. In order to have fast alignment and to 
tolerate mismatches, the word size must not be the same as the read length. As a consequence, a 
shorter word size has better mismatch tolerance capability, and more similar sequences are asserted 
aligned, among which false positives may exist. However, since the only information we can get is the 
mapped input query sequences and their occurrence frequencies, there is no other way to filter out 
these false positives. 
One weakness for the Bowtie-based approach is dealing with large data sets as query when they 
are used for only one or a few times, because the time for data preprocessing takes a portion of the 
whole processing time. For alignments among thousands of database genomes the data preprocessing 
time on the query can be amortized. The other weakness of this approach is the heavy disk I/O 
accesses across the steps. As is noted that the input reads and the revised ones are used at Steps 2, 3, 
and 4. At the worst case, multiple threads may have the I/O requests at the same time and thus saturate 
the (central or local) disks or network. This bottleneck is not obvious at the algorithm level. One way 
to avoid the heavy I/O access is to use a big piece of memory to hold the input read set during the 
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whole process. Yet, this will limit the application to big memory machines. The other way is to revise 
Bowtie to avoid the data-preprocessing step or replace Bowtie with another alignment tool. 
Another weakness of the Bowtie-based approach is the error tolerance capability. As we referred 
in Section 1.1 and will elaborate more details in Chapter 7, the existing exact or close-to-exact 
alignment algorithms are vulnerable to errors/mismatches, such as gaps, insertion/deletions, etc. Albeit 
some tools, like Bowtie, can allow a few mismatches, the added runtime overhead is usually several 
times longer than not allowing any [Langmead, 2009]. Owing to these, we further devised the word-
based alignment algorithm to overcome these weaknesses and still be memory-affordable. 
3.2 Word-Based Approximate Alignment Algorithm 
Similar to the Bowtie-based alignment algorithm, the word-based alignment algorithm is also 
based on the feature-extraction ideas, whereas it is realized as a hash-table lookup fashion instead of 
using the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [Burrows, 1994] in Bowtie. In additional, more 
features can be extracted from a sequence to tolerate more errors without increasing the runtime. The 
time complexities of building and querying a hash table are all O(NlogN), where N is the number of 
words extracted from the reads. The space complexity is O(N), though in implementation it is bigger 
than that by BWT because of the tree data structure. 
The word-based method provides more flexibility on handling not only reads-to-contigs 
alignment but also the contigs-to-contigs alignment, as is referred at the contig-clustering step in 
Section 2.6. Although the N’s (for filling gaps) cannot be handled either, it bypasses them without 
losing performance. The sequences with N’s are still included in the alignments as long as the features 
inside do not have N’s. Other than that, it is almost functionally equivalent to the Bowtie-based 
approach when only one feature is extracted from a sequence. Here we focus on the discussion of 
aligning a read set against thousands of contig sets, same as the Bowtie-based approach for 
comparison. Figure 10 and the following sub-sections show the detailed algorithm that dumps the 
aligned reads for further study. In our implementation, it can directly deal with read-to-read sets, 
contig-to-contig sets, read-to-contig sets, and two complete sequences in parallel across computers. 
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Figure 10. Word-based approximate alignment algorithm. 
Step 1. Feature Extraction of the Database Contig Sets 
The features in each contig set are extracted as the contig feature database in linear time in 
parallel. The features are stored in the data structure of vocabulary trees [Nister, 2006], with inverse 
document frequency scoring dropped. So identical features from the same contig set are treated as one. 
A sub-sequence with a fixed number of base pairs, extracted from a database contig, is the feature or 
word in our terminology (same as that in the Bowtie-based approach). To some extent, it is similar to a 
k-mer in read assembly but used differently here. For instance, the k-mers extracted for assembly have 
to be overlapping with one base pair difference, but the words extracted for alignment may not be so. 
Same as a k-mer, a longer word size provides more specificity and less mismatch tolerance. On the 
other hand, a shorter word size has more ambiguity and better mismatch tolerance. Usually a possible 
word size is around 2/3 of the read length. 
Based on the feature-based image recognition idea, the features in the database are extracted 
completely, but those in the query need not to be. More specifically, for each contig, continuous words 
with one base pair stride are extracted, as shown in Figure 11. The maximum number of words can be 
extracted from a contig is (C – W + 1), where C and W are the contig and word sizes in base pairs, 
respectively. To reduce the alignment time, each word is translated into a unique integer number, 
called a word value. In terms of implementation on a 64-bit machine, we have the word value uniquely 
represented by a compound of multiple 64-bit integers. A word value is the search key, inserted into a 
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vocabulary tree, realized as a sorted tree (e.g., self-balanced binary search tree [Cormen, 2001]). Thus 
both the tree construction and query tasks take O(logN) per element time complexity, where N is the 
total number of elements in the tree. Each tree element also points to a list of contig cluster IDs, 
pertaining to the contig clusters containing that element. Since the number of such contigs is mostly 
small for our application, that list can be realized as a sorted tree or just a vector. Hence, the time and 
space complexities for the list of contig IDs can be treated as a constant. Figure 12 lists the pseudo-
code of this step and the corresponding time complexity for each line and the total time complexity. It 
is noted that Line 1 is parallelized by threads on the same or different machines through OpenMP or 
MPI, respectively. 
 
Figure 11. Words extracted from a database contig. 
1  For every database contig cluster    O(D#) 
2      For every contig in the database contig set  O(C#) 
3          For every word in the contig    O(W#) 
4              Compute word value.     O(1) 
5              Add contig cluster ID to the word-value tree. 
O(log(DW#)) 
6         O(D#C#W#log(DW#)) 
 
Figure 12. Pseudo-code of the feature extraction of the database contig clusters. The time 
complexity of each line is listed in the end. Line 6 lists the total time complexity. D# is the number 
of database contig clusters. C# is the number of contigs. For simplicity, W# represents the number 
of words in a contig in average. DW# is the number of words in contigs inserted to the tree, which 
is C# times W#. Since D# is relatively small compared to C#W#, the total time complexity can be 
reduced to O(ClogC), where C is the total words in contigs. 
Step 2. Read Feature Extraction and Query against Contigs 
The feature extraction for reads is basically the same as that for contigs at Step 1. Note that the 
size of extracted features in both reads and contigs must be the same. For a valid read, the features 
extracted from it will be contained in the matching contigs by looking up the contig feature databases, 
which can be done in parallel. To save time, not all features in a read are extracted. For example, we 
can increase the stride and thus reduce the number of words for query. This method is called striding. 
As listed in Figure 13, the stride is 2 and the number of words is reduced by half. 
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Figure 13. Word extraction with stride 2. 
Other than the Bowtie-based approach, the word-based approach can extract more words from a 
read and thus provides more flexibility on dealing with mismatches without sacrificing runtime. This 
comes with a price that the word size needs to be carefully determined with respect to the allowed 
mismatches. As is known that the maximum number of words can be extracted is (R – W + 1), where 
R is the read size and W is the word size. A smaller word size will increase the number of false-
positive reads, since there are more chances to have the same words between the query and database. 
On the other hand, a larger word size will reduce false-positive reads but will limit the number of 
allowed mismatches. A mismatch invalidates maximally W words and minimally one word depending 
on its position in a sequence, as shown in Figure 14. Thus to be conservative, we have Equation (3) to 
calculate the minimum number of valid words without strides, where T is the minimum number of 
words to acknowledge a valid read, R is the read size, W is the word size, and M is the number of 
allowed mismatches in the read. And T must be greater than 0. 
T = (R – W + 1) – M * W 
(3) 
When the stride between words is doubled, the number of words is reduced by half. So is the 
number of queries to the database; hence is the runtime. But the number of valid words is reduced at 
the same time. Equation (4) is the revised final equation for the minimum number of valid words, 
where S is the stride between words and the rest terms are the same as Equation (3). Taking Figure 14 
as an example, when two mismatches are allowed, T is –1 or ((10 – 4 + 1) – 2 * 4) / 1, meaning such 
setting does not work. (Tiger aligner will reject such an illegal parameter setting.) But if only one 
mismatch is allowed, T is 3. Figure 15 lists the pseudo-code of this step and the corresponding time 
complexity for each line and the total time complexity. Obviously, Line 1 can be parallelized. When it 
is combined with the pseudo-code in Figure 12, each alignment (Step 1 and 2) between a query read 
set and a database contig set can be managed by one thread independently. 
T = ((R – W + 1) – M * W) / S 
(4) 
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Figure 14. An example of mismatches in a read. 
1  For every database contig cluster in the word-value tree form O(D#) 
2    For every read of the query read set     O(R#) 
3        For every word in the read      O(W#) 
4          Query the word in the word-value tree  O(log(DW#)) 
5          If hit then increment the overlap score of the read O(1) 
6        If the overlap score of the read is over threshold then O(1) 
7          Dump the read to output      O(1) 
8         O(D#R#W#(log(DW#))) 
 
Figure 15. Pseudo-code of the feature extraction of the query read set. The time complexity of each 
line is listed in the end. Line 8 lists the total time complexity. D# is the number of database contig 
clusters. R# is the number of reads. For simplicity, W# represents the number of words in a read in 
average. DW# is the number of words in contigs inserted to the tree. Since D# is relatively small 
compared to R#W# and DW#, we can reduce the total time complexity to O(RlogC), where R is the 
total words in reads and C is the total words in contigs. 
Step 3. Scoring of Similarities 
As described at previous steps, the word-based method retains more information than that from 
the Bowtie-based one. After the word-based approach pseudo-code in Figure 15 is revised, it can 
provide the information: (1) number of aligned reads regardless of single/paired attribute, (2) number 
of aligned single reads, (3) number of aligned paired reads, (4) frequencies of the individual extracted 
words from a database contig set, and (5) frequencies of the extracted words from a query read/contig 
set. It is noted that the frequencies of individual words from the database are recorded but not from the 
query because of big recording overhead. The first, second, and third pieces of information are the 
same as those by Bowtie-based method but generated by different ways and in finer granularities, e.g., 
a read rejected by Bowtie may be accepted by the word-based method. The fourth and fifth pieces of 
information provide one step further filtering, considering the numbers of same words between the 
query and database. 
Since the extracted words from a sequence can be overlapping among each other, the more words 
from a query sequence are aligned to a database sequence; the more likely both query and database 
sequences are fully aligned. From another point of view to see this, in the DBG-based read assembly, 
k-mers are extracted from reads and used to contribute to a target genome in the form of contigs. It is 
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expected that when more k-mers are used to constitute a contig, there is higher confidence that the 
contig is asserted to be correct. The concept of the word in our alignment context is similar to the k-
mer in the assembly process, except we may apply different word sizes with different word strides to 
evaluate the subjects in more detail. Therefore, we make a link from the input raw reads to the 
extracted words, to the target contig set, and then to the final complete genome. This implies the more 
common words between a query and a database; the higher similarities both are having. 
From these five pieces of information, four similarity-checking schemes can be derived as 
follows. It is noted that they provide different levels of filtering in terms of accuracy and runtime. It is 
therefore suggested to apply the first or second schemes for rough checking and the later for detailed 
evaluation. 
(1) Coverage Checking (CC) scheme: It finds the number of overlapping reads and words 
between the query and database sets. It is the same as the CC scheme in the Bowtie-based method but 
in different implementation to provide better mismatch tolerance. This is because more mismatches 
between both sequences are allowed by the word-based approach, and thus it does not overkill 
sequences whose sub-sequences are aligned against each other. 
(2) Existence Checking (EC) scheme: It detects if a unique word in the database exists in the 
query. Therefore, the set relationship between two subject sets can be detected, e.g., the database is a 
subset of the query. As is demonstrated in Figure 16, both the unique sets from the query and database 
are aligned. In the database, all the symbols are aligned by the query, so we conclude the query is a 
superset of the database. For two sets closely overlapping with each other, we say they have high EC 
relationship. It is noted that the number of unique words is more important than the percentage of 
aligned unique words, because a small number of unique words may have a very high percentage. 
When multiple database genomes are compared against one query set, the numbers of unique words 
can tell the relative relationship among the database genomes. 
To accomplish EC scheme, the words extracted from the database are stored in a hash table 
attached with a hit-alignment flag. The words in the hash table are unique. 
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Figure 16. Relationship between two sets by the Existence Checking scheme. 
(3) Word Coverage (WC) scheme: It measures the distribution of word coverage depths of the 
query across the given database sequence set. It borrows the idea of read coverage depths but different 
from the fact that every word is unique. As is known, read coverage depths can be used to evaluate the 
quality of assembly results. For a well-assembled genome that does not have repetitions, errors, etc., 
the ideal read coverage depths when drawn as a chart is like a very narrow and tall hill, meaning all the 
base pairs across it are mapped with reads evenly, or in other words, with the same number of reads. 
This is because the assembled genome is close to the actual genome that is sequenced into the reads 
for assembly. For a badly assembled genome, not all reads can be aligned and distributed across it 
since it is built partially or incorrectly, and the reads aligned to the genome can be very imbalanced 
with fewer read coverage depths, as compared to the well-assembled genome. The corresponding read 
coverage depth chart could be like a rectangle. Figure 17 delineates the differences between the good 
and bad read coverage depth charts. WC scheme provides similar information like the read coverage 
depth but represents the information in terms of the word frequency distributions, as is depicted in 
Figure 18. Therefore, the information can be used to justify the assembly quality as well as the 
similarities among evaluated subjects, which is just like the read coverage depths. 
Moreover, since for sequence set comparison, the characteristic of one sequence set is usually 
known, e.g., repetition degree, etc., we can leverage this information for further evaluation. For 
instance, two query genomes, A and B, are compared against the same database. It is assumed we 
know the database genome is with high repetition. Or the database can be characterized with the right 
query set (e.g., its reads) to know the WC information in advance. For a genome with low repetitions, 
the peak query word coverage frequencies should be lower (but the hill is not necessarily flat). For a 
similar genome but with high repetitions, the peak query word coverage frequencies should be higher. 
Therefore, we can tell A or B is more similar to the database. 
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Regarding implementation, words extracted from the database have corresponding frequency 
counters to record the hit rates by the query words. 
 
 
Figure 17. Read coverage depths in charts. It is assumed the given read coverage is 50x. 
 
Figure 18. A simple example for word coverage depths. 
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(4) Word Coverage w.r.t. to Sequences (WCS) scheme: When the aforementioned three fast 
checking schemes are applied, there could be fewer subject sets left. If the runtime is not an issue, 
WCS can do one step more detailed evaluation using WC with respect to several or all sequences in 
the database set. For example, a contig set is used as the database compared with a query read set. The 
individual contigs in the database can be aligned one by one by the words in the query, and the 
alignment result of each contig can be inspected. If both sets are highly similar or identical, the words 
in each contig should have average hit rates, no matter the contig of the words is highly repetitive or 
not. This is because existing DBG-based algorithms usually generate contigs on the branch points; in a 
DBG, a branch point is connected by contigs, which are either visited once or multiple times 
(repetitive contigs). So we find such cases do not happen often for fragmented sequence sets, in 
particular those generated by DBG-based assemblers. 
Yet, indeed there can be situations that a contig or scaffold is composed of repetitive and unique 
regions connected together such that the word hit rates are not evenly distributed on the same 
sequence. To further detect this, our existing approach can be revised to check the hit rates of the 
overlapping words on the same sequence. For a query set highly similar to a database, the hit rates of 
the overlapping words from a repetitive region of a database sequence should be high and stable until 
another unique region is met and the hit rates drop to another steady level. If the query and database do 
not match each other, the word hit rates will be cluttering. However, the runtime for detecting this 
could be close to O(N2), where N is the number of words in the query set. We decided not to 
implement this owning to the big runtime and possibly fewer payoffs. 
Another situation for cluttering word hit rates may come from the discontinuity of the query 
words from different reads. This is because the reads from a genome sequence are sequenced 
intermittently, so the aligned words from the reads against a database sequence can be imbalanced. But 
such cluttering effect is negligible for the reason that NGS reads are usually with high coverage 
depths. Figure 19 demonstrates the idea of WCS, where C1 has balanced hit rates across its whole 
sequence, but C2 and C3 do not. In particular, the first half of C2 can be highly repetitive. The 
discontinuity of the sampled reads may cause slight imbalance, as highlighted in C4. 
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Figure 19. Examples of word hit rates against contigs. 
A good analogue of the four similarity-checking schemes is the comparison between two images, 
assuming A as the query and B as the database. An image is composed of pixels with different colors. 
The color of pixels can be red, yellow, blue, and white (A, T, C, G base pairs). A two-dimensional 
square image block (word) is composed of multiple pixels next to each other. Several continuously 
overlapping image blocks form a rectangle image (read/contig). CC scheme checks the number of 
aligned and misaligned pixel blocks from image A to B. EC scheme evaluates if any unique image 
block in image A exists in B and vice versa. Thus we can know if all image blocks in image A are 
covered by B (A is a subset of B), or other ways. WC scheme leverages the information that image B 
is covered by a blue sky (highly repetitive) and thus expects that a big part of the image B should have 
higher alignment rates/frequencies by the pixel blocks from A. WCS further looks into all or randomly 
selected several rectangle image blocks (contigs) in B and checks their image block hit rate 
distributions aligned by the image blocks from A. 
Summary 
The word-based alignment algorithm provides more capability of filtering false positives and 
tolerating more errors than its sibling, the Bowtie-based method, because of more detailed information 
and control at the price of large time complexity. It can deal with alignments among read-to-read sets, 
contig-to-contig sets, read-to-contig sets, and two complete sequences. Also, false positive subjects 
can be reduced due to its four similarity checking schemes. 
The word-based alignment algorithm has more opportunities (more words) for alignment against 
the contigs and consequently provides a better mismatch-tolerant alignment without losing 
performance. On the other hand, the Bowtie-based approach has only one word. Although several 
mismatches can be allowed for Bowtie (e.g., up to three for Bowtie1 and one for each seed in 
Bowtie2), the runtime becomes several times slower. Regarding N’s, both approaches cannot manage 
them. If a read has no word having no N’s inside, Bowtie kicks the read out and the word-based 
approach ignores it. 
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CHAPTER 4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON GENOME 
ASSEMBLY 
We took two methodologies to evaluate Tiger’s assembly function and capability. One is using 
existing validated genomes by other researches as the test cases. The details are listed in Sections 4.1, 
4.2, and 4.3. The other is using a practically real genome, which was never successfully assembled by 
others, as the test case in Section 4.4. For these two methodologies, we also describe the evaluation 
schemes to verify the assembly results, respectively. The machine for experiments is installed with 
Intel Core i7 CPU 950 (4 physical cores in clock rate 3.07 GHz), 24 GB system memory, and 2 TB 
disk space. Five of such machines were used, unless otherwise specified. Two well-known assemblers 
were embedded into Tiger assembler for this evaluation, i.e., Velvet [Zerbino, 2008] (version 1.2.03, 
compiled with max k-mer 96 and 4 categories) and SOAPdenovo [Li R. et al. 2010b] (version 1.05), 
named as Tiger-Velvet and Tiger-Soap, respectively. 
4.1 Evaluation Environment Setup 
Two experimental flows were carried out: Flow R and Flow I, labeled as Tiger-Velvet/Soap-R/I. 
Flow R (Random) started from the randomly partitioned multiple read tiles followed by Tiger-
Velvet/Soap. Flow R demonstrated that Tiger assembler can manage the randomly partitioned read 
tiles and gradually improve the result to achieve better NG50 than the corresponding single-tile 
assembly (i.e., the solution provided by the original assembler itself). Flow I (Improved) started from 
the assembly result generated by Velvet/SOAPdenovo (instead of random partitioning), followed by 
Tiger-Velvet/Soap, respectively, to improve the result. This was to demonstrate that Tiger assembler 
could also improve the single-tile assembly by its embedded assembler. Both flows used 150-tile 
assembly with auto-k-mers. 
4.2 Data Used 
The human chromosome 14 data set in the GAGE assembly competition [Salzberg, 2011; GAGE] 
was mainly used to assess Tiger assembler. The chromosome reference length is 88 Mbp excluding 
N’s. The data set details are summarized in Table 1. Same as [Salzberg, 2011], the reads were 
corrected by Quake [Kelley, 2010] before assembly. The other data set was the 4.6 Mbp E. coli 
genome (Illumina paired-end reads, accession no. SRR001665) with 36 bp read length, generated from 
a 200 bp insert length, E. coli K-12 MG1655 library (accession no. NC_000913). The assembly results 
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were analyzed by the evaluation script from [GAGE], using the MUMMer package [Kurtz, 2004], with 
200 bp as the minimum contig length. 







Read library 1 Read library 2 Read library 3 
# of reads Insert length Cov. # of reads 
Insert 




Chr14 SRP003680 88,289,540 32,621,862 155 41.7 14,054,994 
2,283-
2,803 25.9 2,009,674 
35,295-
35,318 1.3 
E. coli SRR001665 4,639,675 20,693,240 200 160 - - - - - - 
            
The same analysis metrics in [GAGE] are reused in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 (details 
are described in Section 4.3). The NG50 value is the smallest contig size such that 50% of the 
reference genome is contained in contigs of size NG50 or larger. The error-corrected NG50 is 
calculated by splitting contigs at every misjoin and at every indel that is longer than 5 bp. SNPs mean 
the single nucleotide variation. Inversions are the reversed sequences in strands. Relocations are the 
sequence rearrangements. “Unaligned ref.” is the bases in the reference that was not aligned to any 
contig. “100 - Unaligned ref.” is the genome coverage. “Unaligned asm.” is the bases in contigs that 
did not align to the reference sequence. “Duplicated/Compressed ref.” are the sequence occurrence 
frequencies in contigs. 
4.3 Evaluation Results 
4.3.1 Assembly Qualities 
Table 2, Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 summarize the evaluation results. For the purpose of 
discussion, the focus is on the human chromosome 14 results. Since Tiger assembler can iteratively 
improve the assembly results, we only show the results having better NG50s and the differences of 
their genome coverages are within 0.5% range, compared to the best Velvet and SOAPdenovo results 
using k-mer 61 and 55, respectively. To demonstrate that Tiger assembler can improve not only the 
best single-tile assembly result but also a common one by its embedded assemblers, Tiger-Velvet-I 
experiment used the Velvet best result as input and Tiger-Soap-I experiment used the SOAPdenovo k-
mer 61 result which is not the best for SOAPdenovo. 
The NG50s and coverages of the Flow R show continuous improvement from iteration to 
iteration. The best NG50s by Tiger-Velvet/Soap-R reach 11.4 kbp and 3.5 kbp (or 2.2x and 1.2x 
improvement), respectively, as compared to the best Velvet/SOAPdenovo results. The Flow I results 
also show continuous NG50 improvement. Regarding the coverages, although Tiger-Velvet-I results 
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show an improving trend, such trend is not clear in Tiger-Soap-I results. The best NG50s by Tiger-
Velvet/Soap-I reach 10.9 kbp and 3.8 kbp (or 2.1x and 1.3x improvement), respectively. 
As for the accuracy, the best Tiger-Velvet/Soap results of both R and I flows had higher SNPs 
and indels errors. According to the GAGE paper, aggressive assemblers usually get more errors on 
these two types. The misjoin errors by the best Tiger-Velvet-R result were less. But the best results of 
Tiger-Velvet-I and Tiger-Soap-I/R had higher misjoin errors. We suspect this is because the read 
clustering step has collected some irrelevant reads due to unresolved duplications. Note that, in the E. 
coli results, both Tiger-Velvet/Soap produced similar misjoin errors against their counterparts. This 
hints that the higher error rate is also related to the reads characteristics, where the chromosome 14 
reads were not collected from the true reference [Salzberg, 2011]. We proposed a post-processing step 
in Section 4.4 to resolve the duplication issue. 
4.3.2 Runtime and Memory Usage 
Along the line of this research, we have been targeting at different goals, including quality results, 
memory usage, and then runtime at last. So there are usually two or more versions of the 
implementation in the Tiger assembler. For instance, Step 4 has the Bowtie-based read clustering 
approach and word-based one, where the first provides the best low-memory usage but loses runtime, 
and the later one reverses the emphasis totally. Similarly, Step 5 has the naïve/static-based assembly 
scheduling and the dynamic one, where the first has no communication overhead and less OpenMP 
thread control and thus suitable for single machine, and the later is suitable for distributed computing 
and incurs some Pthread control and communication overhead. Therefore, we first introduce the 
results with low memory usages and the corresponding runtimes, called low-memory mode execution, 
followed by the results of the runtime-improved version utilizing the maximum system memory (here 
is 24 GB in our machine). Yet, the runtime-improved version generates quality results as good as the 
low-memory version. Users can pick the versions that best suit their computational environments. 
Table 6 lists the Tiger low-memory mode runtime and memory usage results on the read 
assembly to demonstrate the low memory usage of tiled assembly using multiple auto-k-mers. Tiger-
Velvet consumes the least memory usage as low as 0.17 GB. On the other hand, Tiger-Soap still 
consumes 1.8 GB even though the read tile file size is around 10 MB only, whereas the 1-tile read file 
size is 4.7 GB. It implies SOAPdenovo has a big fixed amount of memory regardless of the input 
reads. The runtime between the experiments by Velvet/SOAPdenovo and Tiger-Velvet/Soap shows 
Velvet and SOAPdenovo perform much faster assemblies when the read tile size is small. For 
instance, the runtime for the 150-tile Tiger-Velvet-R assembly with 8 auto-k-mers is less than twice of 
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the 1-tile Velvet assembly. The runtime between the Tiger-Velvet/Soap experiments with 3 and 8 
auto-k-mers shows Velvet and SOAPdenovo take more time and memory for better-clustered read 
tiles. 
When more threads are enabled, for the Velvet and SOAPdenovo experiments, the memory usage 
did not change much. When 4 threads were used, the runtime speedup for Velvet and SOAPdenovo 
were 2.02x and 1.72x, respectively. No experiments on multiple computers were carried out since 
neither assemblers could execute across computers with distributed memory. Although the assemblies 
using the best k-mer sizes consumed about 8.5 GB, locating the best k-mer sizes required enumerating 
all possible sizes, which actually required more than the 24 GB memory on the machine we had on 
hand, e.g., k-mer 37 for Velvet. We used a computer cluster with 2 TB memory to overcome the 
memory explosion in assemblies. On the other hand, Tiger assembler was immune to it since in the 
experiments each read tile size was about 1/150 of the input reads. This shows the advantage of Tiger 
assembler when a 2 TB memory machine is not attainable. 
Table 7 further lists the detailed computational resource usage using different numbers of threads 
across computers by the low-memory mode Tiger assembler and its counterparts. The runtime and 
memory usage include the whole Tiger assembly process from Steps 3 to 5. Since the resource usage 
of a Tiger iteration can be very different especially for the Flow R experiments, only the first iteration 
of the Flow I experiments is listed because it is stabilized and consumes more resources than the Flow 
R iterations. The peak memory usage by Tiger assembler using one thread was 1.87 GB and the 
runtime went to 4.69 hours. The memory usage of 4-thread execution was 2.44 GB. This reveals 
Tiger’s capability of running on commodity computers. 
When more threads across computers were given, the runtime speedup were 2.98x, 6.53x, and 
8.09x, which are not proportional to the linear speedup, 4x, 12x, and 20x, respectively with the given 
thread numbers, 4, 12, and 20. Since there were unparallelized parts, we dissected Tiger assembler into 
steps with individual timing information, as listed in Table 8. For the 1-thread experiment, Step 4 took 
up to 81.86% out of all three Steps 3, 4, and 5 since it is using the Bowtie-based read clustering. Step 5 
took 15.30%. However, Step 4 performs read-to-contig alignments, where the runtime of alignment 
tasks is similar to one another. Although the size of each contig cluster can be different, the runtime 
for Bowtie to cluster reads for each contig cluster did not make big difference from each other. We 
suspect this is caused by Bowtie’s small time complexity, O(N). This fits best the bulk-synchronous-
parallel computation model so the speedup numbers were 3.41x, 10.32x, and 15.58x, showing closely 
linear results of the speedup, 4x, 12x and 20x, respectively. When the 4-thread experiment was used as 
the base line, the speedup numbers are 3.51x and 5.31x better than the linear speedup, 3x and 5x. We 
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suspect this is because the read-to-contig alignments are limited to the hard disk I/O bandwidth, 
namely the raw reads are processed and dumped/clustered to the hard disks for individual machines. 
Distributing jobs to multiple machines having local disks as the cache avoids the I/O bottleneck. 
At Step 5, the bulk-synchronous-parallel computation model is also used. The last contig 
scaffolding task was parallelizable within one computer so when the scaffolding task was in progress, 
the other computers were idle. However, although the rest of the tasks were mostly parallelizable, the 
runtime speedup was not as good as that at Step 4. This is because the assembly time of each read tile 
is very different from one another such that unbalanced load takes place often, meaning many threads 
were idle, waiting for the last one to finish. This implies the bulk-synchronous-parallel model may not 
work well for Step 5 on parallel read assemblies. 
Table 9 lists the runtimes with respect to different threads when the runtime-improved version is 
used. Step 4 was improved greatly for single-thread execution. Yet, it did not scale as more 
threads/machines were given. One reason is that there is a portion not parallelizable within a machine, 
i.e., feature extraction of the database contigs. The other reason is the task scheduling for read 
clustering. Since both runtime and memory limit need to be considered, we cannot directly reuse the 
same task scheduling policies we referred previously. The read clustering tasks are grouped together 
according to the number of machines and the given memory limit of each machine. The memory size 
of a read clustering task is estimated based on the number of words inside a contig cluster. The 
runtime is estimated by this but not accurate. So the maximum number of words in each group and the 
number of task groups can be roughly calculated from the total words in all contig clusters divided by 
the machine number. We take the multiples of the machine number as the task group number to have a 
balanced task distribution across all machines, e.g., five machines will have at least five task groups or 
multiples of five. The task groups on each machine are executed in serial to meet the given memory 
bound. 
The task scheduling is thus done through filling these groups with read clustering tasks according 
to their sizes in terms of the numbers of words inside contig clusters. When the resultant sizes of all 
task groups are close to each other, their runtimes would be close too. This is actually a knapsack 
problem [Cormen, 2001] since the sizes of contig clusters are different and there are limited bags (task 
groups) with size limits to fill. The knapsack problem is known to be an NP-hard optimization 
problem. So we came up with a primitive heuristic. The read clustering tasks are stored in a main job 
queue. They are dispatched to the task groups (across the machines) in order. Each clustering task is 
dispatched to the task group having the most room left (or the minimum words occupied). If one task 
is too big to fit any of the groups, a new set of task groups are created in the number of machines. The 
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weakness of this heuristic is at the situation that several task groups are much bigger than others so 
that new task groups are created to hold them. This thus causes load imbalance. Therefore, we can see 
the nonlinear speedup at the Step 4 runtimes. A solution to it is to apply other heuristics, like a greedy 
algorithm which always picks the biggest one in the job queue. We will leave the improvement to the 
later release of the code. 
The Step 5 runtimes in Table 9 do not show the strength of the dynamic task scheduling, because 
the chromosome 14 is too small such that only few jobs were stolen in the process. It is also noted that 
the runtimes are still close to those without runtime improvements in Table 8, i.e., no much overhead 
incurred. 
As we did another experiment on the E. mexicana genome, we observed 1.5x and 1.67x speedup 
for Steps 4 and 5, respectively, as listed in Table 10. (Details about the E. mexicana genome is 
described in Section 4.4.) We gave more machines to Step 5 to reveal the task stealing impact, where 
710 out of 3,000 tasks were stolen by other machines. It thus shows the effectiveness of the runtime 
improvement as imbalanced workload takes place. 
Table 11 lists the runtime improvements as compared to the low-memory mode version side-by-
side. As a conclusion, much runtime improvement is from Step 4, especially for the single-thread 
experiment. When compared to the single-thread execution by Velvet and SOAPdenovo in Table 7, 
Tiger assembler is not far from them. As more computers are added for computation, we could be only 
several times longer than the 1-tile assembly whereas providing better quality results. 
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Table 2. The human chromosome 14 assembly results in terms of contiguity and accuracy: the 
number of contigs, NG50 size and its error-corrected size, the number of single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs), and the number of indels and misjoins in contigs. K-mer 61 and 55 are the 
best k-mers for Velvet and SOAPdenovo (rows with bold border), respectively. “#i” stands for the 
iteration number. Since each experimental result takes the GAGE evaluation scheme about 4 to 8 
hours to finish, we only picked the experimental result for evaluation based on the reported higher 
NG50 and lower contig number. 
Experiments 








> 5 ≤  5 Inv. Reloc. 
Velvet 61k 28,974 5.2 4.7 82,235 1,410 16,345 335 266 
Tiger-Velvet-R 13i 20,703 8.4 7.1 74,923 1,475 16,490 391 311 
Tiger-Velvet-R 20i 19,045 10.3 8.5 78,818 1,660 18,009 336 223 
Tiger-Velvet-R 29i 19,159 10.8 8.7 81,905 1,863 18,960 296 247 
Tiger-Velvet-R 39i 19,363 10.9 9.0 80,722 1,727 18,736 305 255 
Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 20,397 11.2 9.2 82,874 1,775 19,251 282 195 
Tiger-Velvet-R 64i 20,043 11.2 9.2 82,735 1,907 19,327 304 204 
Tiger-Velvet-R 69i 19,929 11.4 9.3 82,563 1,816 19,498 297 222 
Tiger-Velvet-R 125i 20,189 11.6 9.3 84,577 1,963 19,884 293 240 
Tiger-Velvet-I 3i 22,871 10.4 8.5 85,017 1,802 19,671 491 330 
Tiger-Velvet-I 5i 22,012 10.8 8.8 85,233 1,840 19,673 405 302 
Tiger-Velvet-I 7i 21,623 10.9 8.9 84,811 1,816 19,654 357 297 
Tiger-Velvet-I 9i 21,128 11.0 9.0 84,395 1,851 19,583 374 300 
SOAPdenovo 55k 50,094 3.0 3.0 67,956 736 11,130 19 17 
SOAPdenovo 61k 54,255 2.8 2.8 68,317 632 10,069 34 33 
Tiger-Soap-R 10i 56,709 2.1 2.0 59,528 676 9,381 86 64 
Tiger-Soap-R 15i 57,028 3.1 2.9 65,006 850 10,909 91 91 
Tiger-Soap-R 26i 59,346 3.5 3.3 67,080 891 11,550 99 72 
Tiger-Soap-R 36i 59,324 3.6 3.4 67,473 934 11,895 100 75 
Tiger-Soap-R 45i 60,287 3.4 3.2 67,957 885 11,514 118 54 
Tiger-Soap-R 53i 61,720 3.5 3.3 67,458 911 11,876 85 69 
Tiger-Soap-R 120i 60,134 3.6 3.4 68,881 927 11,912 108 77 
Tiger-Soap-I 3i 56,396 3.5 3.3 69,209 949 12,018 116 84 
Tiger-Soap-I 5i 56,706 3.7 3.5 68,862 959 12,237 107 74 
Tiger-Soap-I 7i 55,173 3.8 3.6 69,215 999 12,391 119 86 
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Table 3. The human chromosome 14 assembly statistics in terms of total assembly lengths, 
genome coverage, etc. K-mer 61 and 55 are the best k-mers for Velvet and SOAPdenovo (rows 
with bold border), respectively. “#i” stands for the iteration number. “100 - Unaligned ref.” is the 
genome coverage. 







Velvet 61k 96.69 2.09 0.11 0.43 3.09 
Tiger-Velvet-R 13i 90.96 7.74 0.07 0.97 4.05 
Tiger-Velvet-R 20i 94.14 4.95 0.06 1.17 3.64 
Tiger-Velvet-R 29i 95.44 3.89 0.08 1.26 3.45 
Tiger-Velvet-R 39i 96.08 3.37 0.08 1.25 3.34 
Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 97.10 2.88 0.06 1.64 3.27 
Tiger-Velvet-R 64i 97.22 2.59 0.08 1.42 3.23 
Tiger-Velvet-R 69i 97.28 2.49 0.07 1.43 3.28 
Tiger-Velvet-R 125i 97.90 1.98 0.07 1.50 3.23 
Tiger-Velvet-I 3i 98.38 1.65 0.09 1.43 3.22 
Tiger-Velvet-I 5i 98.40 1.56 0.08 1.47 3.18 
Tiger-Velvet-I 7i 98.43 1.53 0.09 1.48 2.20 
Tiger-Velvet-I 9i 98.36 1.49 0.09 1.39 3.22 
SOAPdenovo 55k 95.91 3.13 0.08 0.28 3.15 
SOAPdenovo 61k 97.09 2.22 0.08 0.38 3.54 
Tiger-Soap-R 10i 88.61 11.87 0.05 1.76 4.32 
Tiger-Soap-R 15i 95.18 6.49 0.05 2.54 4.18 
Tiger-Soap-R 26i 98.42 4.03 0.06 2.76 3.99 
Tiger-Soap-R 36i 98.08 4.36 0.06 2.78 3.91 
Tiger-Soap-R 45i 98.20 3.95 0.06 2.53 3.94 
Tiger-Soap-R 53i 99.67 3.24 0.05 2.82 3.84 
Tiger-Soap-R 120i 99.40 3.01 0.06 2.79 3.88 
Tiger-Soap-I 3i 98.53 2.40 0.07 1.17 3.90 
Tiger-Soap-I 5i 98.77 2.50 0.07 1.52 3.94 
Tiger-Soap-I 7i 98.68 2.43 0.07 1.46 3.98 
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Table 4. E. coli 24-tile assembly results in terms of contiguity and accuracy: the number of contigs, 
NG50 size and its error-corrected size, the number of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), 
and the number of indels and misjoins in contigs. K-mer 25 and 27 are the best k-mers for Velvet 
and SOAPdenovo (rows with bold border), respectively. “#i” stands for the iteration number. Both 
Tiger-Velvet-I and Tiger-Soap-I experiments use the best results from Velvet and SOAPdenovo as 
input, respectively. 
Experiments 








> 5 ≤  5 Inv. Reloc. 
Velvet 25k 147 87.0 67.3 238 9 28 0 2 
Tiger-Velvet-R 14i 365 83.0 63.0 162 10 18 5 7 
Tiger-Velvet-R 21i 279 95.4 82.9 150 8 22 2 4 
Tiger-Velvet-R 35i 340 95.8 85.0 183 7 12 2 1 
Tiger-Velvet-R 46i 338 95.6 87.2 360 7 42 1 4 
Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 281 95.6 87.2 190 11 24 2 1 
Tiger-Velvet-I 3i 275 87.1 80.7 214 10 24 0 2 
Tiger-Velvet-I 5i 271 87.2 83.1 237 10 24 3 11 
Tiger-Velvet-I 7i 276 95.4 87.2 211 7 26 1 11 
SOAPdenovo 27k 450 17.9 17.9 12 0 4 0 1 
Tiger-Soap-R 17i 522 18.5 18.5 9 3 6 0 1 
Tiger-Soap-R 34i 576 21.6 21.5 27 3 5 0 1 
Tiger-Soap-R 53i 524 24.1 24.0 17 3 4 0 1 
Tiger-Soap-R 72i 580 23.5 23.5 30 2 4 0 1 
Tiger-Soap-R 80i 524 25.6 25.6 31 3 8 1 2 
Tiger-Soap-I 3i 528 23.3 22.3 24 3 6 0 2 
Tiger-Soap-I 5i 501 24.1 24.1 7 3 4 0 2 
Tiger-Soap-I 7i 509 25.8 25.8 23 2 4 0 2 
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Table 5. E. coli 24-tile assembly statistics in terms of total assembly lengths, genome coverage 
(100 – Unaligned ref.), etc. K-mer 25 and 27 are the best k-mers for Velvet and SOAPdenovo 
(rows with bold border), respectively.  “#i” stands for the iteration number. “100 – Unaligned ref.” is 
the genome coverage. 







Velvet 25k 97.89 0.56 0.01 0.01 1.64 
Tiger-Velvet-R 14i 101.88 0.15 0.01 2.66 1.79 
Tiger-Velvet-R 21i 100.57 0.13 0.01 1.68 1.93 
Tiger-Velvet-R 35i 102.01 0.14 0.02 3.09 1.84 
Tiger-Velvet-R 46i 103.14 0.09 0.01 4.07 1.75 
Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 100.92 0.14 0.00 2.30 1.75 
Tiger-Velvet-I 3i 99.85 0.14 0.01 1.12 1.95 
Tiger-Velvet-I 5i 100.37 0.08 0.01 1.58 1.92 
Tiger-Velvet-I 7i 100.40 0.12 0.01 1.68 1.84 
SOAPdenovo 27k 97.56 1.31 0.01 0.00 1.24 
Tiger-Soap-R 17i 89.11 10.39 0.01 0.52 1.54 
Tiger-Soap-R 34i 95.36 4.68 0.01 0.93 1.76 
Tiger-Soap-R 53i 97.45 2.31 0.01 0.69 1.63 
Tiger-Soap-R 72i 98.76 1.25 0.01 0.94 1.70 
Tiger-Soap-R 80i 98.67 1.20 0.01 0.78 1.50 
Tiger-Soap-I 3i 98.79 0.84 0.01 0.56 1.58 
Tiger-Soap-I 5i 98.92 0.83 0.01 0.66 1.60 
Tiger-Soap-I 7i 98.78 0.80 0.01 0.64 1.59 
 
Table 6. The runtime and memory usage of the assemblies on the human chromosome 14 
genome, using 1 thread execution (using low-memory mode Tiger). Tiger-Velvet/Soap performs 
150-tile assemblies with multiple auto-k-mers for better assembly results as listed in the “k-mer #” 
column. “#i” stands for the iteration number. Note: The runtime and memory usage for Tiger 
assembler is on the read assembly (Step 5) only. This shows the memory usage of the read 
assembly can be greatly reduced with multi-tile assembly, as opposed to the traditional 1-tile 
assembly. 
Experiments Wall-clock Time (Hr.) 
Peak memory 
usage (GB) k-mer # 
Velvet 61k 0.95 8.26 1 
Tiger-Velvet-R 1i 1.49 0.17 8 
Tiger-Velvet-I 1i 1.96 0.29 3 
SOAPdenovo 55k 0.43 8.31 1 
Tiger-Soap-R 1i 1.35 1.8 8 
Tiger-Soap-I 1i 1.67 1.9 3 
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Table 7. The runtime and memory usage on the human chromosome 14 assembly (using low-
memory mode Tiger). Note: Tiger-Velvet uses the best k-mer of its counterpart with 150-tile 
assembly. The runtime and memory usage include the Tiger assembly processes from Steps 3 to 
5. “#i” stands for the iteration number. 









Velvet 61k 0.95 1x 8.26 1 1 
Velvet 61k 0.47 2.02x 8.40 4 1 
SOAPdenovo 55k 0.43 1x 8.31 1 1 
SOAPdenovo 55k 0.25 1.72x 8.50 4 1 
Tiger-Velvet-I 1i 4.69 1x 1.87 1 1 
Tiger-Velvet-I 1i 1.58 2.98x 2.44 4 1 
Tiger-Velvet-I 1i 0.83 5.69x N/A* 12 3 
Tiger-Velvet-I 1i 0.58 8.09x N/A* 20 5 
* The memory usage across machines cannot be measured in our environment. 
Table 8. Tiger low-memory mode runtimes, using different number of threads across machines on 
the chromosome 14. The speedups base line is labeled as 1x for other corresponding columns. 
Note: Tiger-Velvet uses the best k-mer of its counterpart with 150-tile assembly. Note that the input 
reads are revised in advance and the runtime is not counted here since they are reused for multiple 








Step 4 (4 tx 
as base line) 
Speedup on 
Step 4 (1 tx 
as base line) 
Speedup on 






(1 thread, 1 
machine) 
Step 3 7.97 2.83     
Step 4 230.17 81.86 0.29x 1x   
Step 5 43.03 15.30   1x  
Step 5* 29.40 10.46   1x  
Step 3-5 281.17 100.00    1x 
Tiger-
Velvet-I 1i 
(4 threads, 1 
machine) 
Step 3 8.85 8.52     
Step 4 78.37 71.55 1x 3.41x   
Step 5 17.18 19.93   2.29x  
Step 5* 7.73 9.21   3.38x  





Step 3 7.80 18.13     
Step 4 22.30 51.82 3.51x 10.32x   
Step 5 12.82 29.82   3.36x  
Step 5* 3.53 8.20   8.33x  





Step 3 7.85 22.73     
Step 4 14.77 42.77 5.31x 15.58x   
Step 5 11.75 34.03   3.66x  
Step 5* 2.28 6.60   12.89x  
Step 3-5 34.53 100.00    8.09x 
* The scaffolding task at Step 5 is not included since SSPACE does not execute across computers. 
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Table 9. Tiger improved runtimes, using different number of threads across machines on the 
chromosome 14. The speedups base line is labeled as 1x for other corresponding columns. Note: 








Step 4 (4 tx 
as base line) 
Speedup on 
Step 4 (1 tx 
as base line) 
Speedup on 






(1 thread, 1 
machine) 
Step 3 8.43 13.67     
Step 4 14.33 23.23 0.94x 1x   
Step 5 38.80 62.91   1x  
Step 5* 25.42 41.21   1x  
Step 3-5 61.67 100.00    1x 
Tiger-
Velvet-I 1i 
(4 threads, 1 
machine) 
Step 3 8.83 21.43     
Step 4 13.40 32.52 1x 1.07x   
Step 5 18.63 45.22   2.08x  
Step 5* 9.28 22.52   2.74x  





Step 3 8.50 24.85     
Step 4 12.71 37.16 1.05x 1.13x   
Step 5 12.82 37.49   3.03x  
Step 5* 3.20 9.36   7.94x  





Step 3 8.70 35.29     
Step 4 3.88 15.74 3.45x 3.69x   
Step 5 11.90 48.28   3.26x  
Step 5* 2.28 9.25   11.15x  
Step 3-5 24.65 100.00    2.50x 
* The scaffolding task at Step 5 is not included since SSPACE does not execute across computers. 
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Table 10. Runtime improvements on the assembly of the E. mexicana genome, which is 1.2 Gbp 
long. For Step 4 evaluation, 24 threads of three 4-core machines were used. For Step 5 evaluation, 
32 threads of four 4-core machines were used. The assembly was done using 3,000 tiles, where 4 
auto-k-mers for each tile assembly, where 710 out of 3,000 tasks were stolen by other machines. 
Tiger Assembler Step 4 
Machine Spec Bowtie-based alignment Word-based alignment Speedup 
24 threads / 3 machines 202.63 hours 135.44 hours 1.50 x 
    
Tiger Assembler Step 5 
Machine Spec Naïve task scheduling Dynamic task scheduling Speedup 
32 threads / 4 machines 16.16 hours 9.68 hours 1.67x 
 
Table 11. Runtime comparison between the low-memory and runtime-improved versions, using 
different number of threads across machines on the chromosome 14. The low-memory version is 








Low-Memory / Runtime-Improved 





Step 3 7.97 8.43    
Step 4 230.17 14.33 16.06x   
Step 5 43.03 38.80  1.11x  
Step 5* 29.40 25.42  1.16x  





Step 3 8.85 8.83    
Step 4 78.37 13.40 5.85x   
Step 5 17.18 18.63  0.92x  
Step 5* 7.73 9.28  0.83x  






Step 3 7.80 8.50    
Step 4 22.30 12.71 1.75x   
Step 5 12.82 12.82  1.00x  
Step 5* 3.53 3.20  1.10x  






Step 3 7.85 8.70    
Step 4 14.77 3.88 3.81x   
Step 5 11.75 11.90  0.99x  
Step 5* 2.28 2.28  1.00x  
Step 3-5 34.53 24.65   1.40x 
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4.4 A Practical Example 
To demonstrate the practical use of Tiger assembler, we experimented with a real example, the 
orchid bee genome or officially named Eufriesea mexicana (E. mexicana). De novo sequencing was 
performed using a whole genome shotgun (WGS) strategy and the NGS technologies HiSeq 2000. 
Two small insert libraries (170 bp and 500 bp) were constructed initially. Since the genome contains 
too many repetitions and were too difficult to assemble, another three large insert libraries (5 Kbp, 2 
Kbp, and 10 Kbp) were constructed later. Table 12 lists the summary. The genome size was estimated 
to be around 1.2 Gbp. The storage size of the five read libraries in FASTQ format was about 389 GB. 
Table 12. Details of the orchid bee genome read libraries. The genome size is about 1,273,350,000 
bp. 
Read library # # of paired-end reads Read length (bp) Insert length (bp) 
1 152,485,865 100 170 
2 135,743,313 100 500 
3 148,883,827 90 2,000 
4 129,063,270 90 5,000 
5 79,091,493 90 10,000 
 
4.4.1 Assembly Results by SOAPdenovo and ALLPATHS-LG 
The assembly was first done by Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI), using SOAPdenovo [Li R. et 
al. 2010b] (version 1.05) with the best k-mer size 63 bp (other parameters unknown). For the 
convenience of discussion, we call this assembly result, the SOAPdenovo (BGI) assembly result or 
similar terms. The contig and scaffold N50s were only 204 bp and 275 bp, respectively. They were 
only slightly higher than the 100 bp read length. Later, ALLPATHS-LG [Gnerre, 2010] was also 
adopted to check the possibility of improvement. However, although ALLPATHS-LG could generate 
much better contig and scaffold N50s, (11.7 Kbp and 273.4 Kbp, respectively), the assembled total 
contig length was only 330 Mbp, i.e., about two-thirds of the genome were missing. The first two 
columns in Table 13 and Table 14 list the sequence length statistics of the assembled contigs and 
scaffolds by them, respectively. We think the assembly failure by SOAPdenovo (BGI) and 
ALLPATHS-LG was caused by the high repetitive sequences in the orchid bee genome. On the other 
hand, the design ideas behind Tiger assembler can better deal with sequence repetitions. 
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Table 13. Statistics of the assembled contigs by SOAPdenovo (BGI), ALLPATHS-LG, and Tiger-
Velvet 6th iteration. Note that the contigs by SOAPdenovo (BGI) and ALLPATHS-LG are generated 
by unscaffolding their scaffolds. 
 SOAPdenovo (BGI) ALLPATHS-LG Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration 
# of contigs 4,869,591 49,959 1,868,746 
Total length 1,155,444,582 274,744,161 816,120,965 
Longest length 230,988 201,393 263,145 
N90 / contig # 115 3,779,474 1,844 29,153 141 1,241,170 
N80 / contig # 127 2,836,496 3,615 18,566 192 747,196 
N70 / contig # 127 1,926,697 5,666 12,481 276 384,704 
N60 / contig # 130 1,017,684 8,306 8,477 570 166,632 
N50 / contig # 204 288,387 11,738 5,698 1,414 71,589 
N40 / contig # 2,185 44,971 16,255 3,702 3,323 33,628 
N30 / contig # 8,174 19,234 22,264 2,252 6,687 16,108 
N20 / contig # 15,137 8,875 30,551 1,194 12,261 6,978 
N10 / contig # 26,412 2,990 45,080 443 24,010 2,047 
 
Table 14. Statistics of the assembled scaffolds by SOAPdenovo, ALLPATHS-LG, and Tiger-Velvet 
6th iteration. Note that the scaffolds by Tiger assembler were done by using the scaffolding function 
by SOAPdenovo. 
 SOAPdenovo (BGI) ALLPATHS-LG Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration 
# of scaffolds 4,752,943 5,572 1,397,908 
Total length 1,185,742,455 331,463,821 1,055,753,833 
Longest length 4,677,300 1,797,112 1,075,643 
N90 / contig # 115 3,642,927 53,394 1,364 170 656,254 
N80 / contig # 127 2,679,094 107,291 925 339 168,207 
N70 / contig # 127 1,745,438 157,226 670 3,304 36,948 
N60 / contig # 136 817,087 208,255 488 10,147 19,543 
N50 / contig # 275 121,059 273,428 348 15,611 10,766 
N40 / contig # 10,419 3,868 329,890 238 26,682 5,543 
N30 / contig # 186,673 619 414,565 148 50,756 2,596 
N20 / contig # 492,975 235 527,454 77 102,271 1,101 
N10 / contig # 1,074,228 69 825,463 28 199,989 343 
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4.4.2 Results by Tiger Assembler 
In order to save time and keep good quality results, we took an experienced guess on the number 
of read tiles for assembly to be 3,000 in order to fit the 24 GB memory on each machine. Only 10 
CPU threads in total (2 for each machine) were used for the read assembly step due to the limited 
memory. Normally some read tile assembly took about 10 GB, though in average the memory usage 
was about 1 GB. Still there were about three to five assembly failures out of 3,000 for each Tiger 
iteration. We looked into these failures and found reasons caused by the embedded assemblers are (1) 
some clustered read tiles happened to trigger segmentation faults, (2) some assemblies got stuck in an 
infinite loop for many hours, and (3) some assemblies required extremely large memory, up to 36 GB. 
For the last two cases, we had to kill them manually or waited until the system removed them. 
The Tiger assembly started from improving the output contigs from SOAPdenovo (BGI) instead 
of starting from scratch to save time. Tiger-Velvet was used for six iterations. Later, for additional 
experiments, Tiger-Soap was used for another iteration after Tiger-Velvet. The output contigs of all 
Tiger iterations were scaffolded by the scaffolding function by SOAPdenovo, named as Tiger-
Velvet+SOAPdenovo and Tiger-Soap+SOAPdenovo, respectively. The analyses of the contigs and 
scaffolds of the Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration results were listed in the third column in Table 13 and Table 
14, respectively, next to its counterparts. 
The analyses of all Tiger assemblies with respect to iterations were listed in Table 15 and Table 
16. One thing interesting is the total contig lengths were getting shorter from iteration to iteration, 
about 30% shorter than the BGI result. But the total scaffold length by Tiger-Velvet+SOAPdenovo is 
close to that of the BGI result. This shows there are many repetitions in the genome so that we have a 
much longer total scaffold length than its total contig length. There are many repetitions in the genome 
and thus contigs are reused a lot in the scaffolds. Since the scaffolding tool cannot efficiently duplicate 
the contigs in the scaffolds, there are many gaps in the scaffolds. For example, 25% gaps by Tiger-
Velvet+SOAPdenovo iterations, compared to 3% gaps by the BGI result as is listed in Table 17. 
As seen from Table 15, the assemblies seem to saturate. The respective Tiger-Velvet scaffold 
N50s for iteration 2 to 6 are 10,371, 12,467, 15,010, 15,525, and 15,611. It means we probably can 
reach 15 K at most with the given read libraries. To get longer scaffolds, we may need the read library 
with a longer read insert length or try another assembly parameter setting. 
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Table 15. Statistics of the assembled contigs and scaffolds by all Tiger-Velvet iterations. Note that 
the scaffolds by Tiger assembler were done by using the scaffolding function by SOAPdenovo. 
Iteration # Tiger-Velvet contig statistics Tiger-Velvet scaffold statistics 
1 
N90: 194, Contig #: 2240047 (74.063%) 
N80: 227, Contig #: 1674368 (55.360%) 
N70: 262, Contig #: 1183103 (39.117%) 
N60: 300, Contig #: 758990 (25.094%) 
N50: 349, Contig #: 384813 (12.723%) 
N40: 777, Contig #: 136154 (4.502%) 
N30: 2528, Contig #: 42961 (1.420%) 
N20: 7366, Contig #: 15063 (0.498%) 
N10: 17052, Contig #: 4131 (0.137%) 
Total number: 3024531 
Total length: 1193753751 
Longest length of contigs : 292741 
SD of contig lengths        : 1445.021 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration1.fa.nx0 
Not available due to out of memory. 
2 
N90: 133, Contig #: 2193845 (72.263%) 
N80: 169, Contig #: 1474509 (48.569%) 
N70: 223, Contig #: 929277 (30.610%) 
N60: 305, Contig #: 521085 (17.164%) 
N50: 492, Contig #: 235788 (7.767%) 
N40: 1133, Contig #: 85845 (2.828%) 
N30: 3593, Contig #: 30499 (1.005%) 
N20: 8823, Contig #: 11477 (0.378%) 
N10: 19523, Contig #: 3202 (0.105%) 
Total number: 3035903 
Total length: 1056515950 
Longest length of contigs : 353626 
SD of contig lengths        : 1507.887 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration2.fa.nx0 
N90: 157, Contig #: 1284478 (56.163%) 
N80: 242, Contig #: 562142 (24.579%) 
N70: 569, Contig #: 143164 (6.260%) 
N60: 5184, Contig #: 41120 (1.798%) 
N50: 10371, Contig #: 22537 (0.985%) 
N40: 16663, Contig #: 11654 (0.510%) 
N30: 29360, Contig #: 5305 (0.232%) 
N20: 65031, Contig #: 1970 (0.086%) 
N10: 154565, Contig #: 545 (0.024%) 
Total number: 2287044 
Total length: 1378501744 
Longest length of contigs : 1397011 
SD of contig lengths        : 5476.566 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration2.fa.scaf.nx0 
3 
N90: 133, Contig #: 1860287 (71.484%) 
N80: 160, Contig #: 1213510 (46.631%) 
N70: 206, Contig #: 703985 (27.052%) 
N60: 315, Contig #: 330700 (12.708%) 
N50: 734, Contig #: 130490 (5.014%) 
N40: 2058, Contig #: 51734 (1.988%) 
N30: 4907, Contig #: 22367 (0.859%) 
N20: 10048, Contig #: 9124 (0.351%) 
N10: 21126, Contig #: 2589 (0.099%) 
Total number: 2602380 
Total length: 918703570 
Longest length of contigs : 448073 
SD of contig lengths        : 1610.046 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration3.fa.nx0 
N90: 148, Contig #: 1068148 (55.624%) 
N80: 213, Contig #: 410757 (21.390%) 
N70: 896, Contig #: 71482 (3.722%) 
N60: 6423, Contig #: 25682 (1.337%) 
N50: 12467, Contig #: 13830 (0.720%) 
N40: 22201, Contig #: 6915 (0.360%) 
N30: 43137, Contig #: 3102 (0.162%) 
N20: 93326, Contig #: 1251 (0.065%) 
N10: 189685, Contig #: 376 (0.020%) 
Total number: 1920293 
Total length: 1146152253 
Longest length of contigs : 2127471 
SD of contig lengths        : 6220.256 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration3.fa.scaf.nx0 
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Table 15. (continued). Statistics of the assembled contigs and scaffolds by all Tiger-Velvet 
iterations. Note that the scaffolds by Tiger assembler were done by using the scaffolding function 
by SOAPdenovo. 
Iteration # Tiger-Velvet contig statistics Tiger-Velvet scaffold statistics 
4 
N90: 141, Contig #: 1321088 (67.575%) 
N80: 191, Contig #: 814767 (41.676%) 
N70: 265, Contig #: 436864 (22.346%) 
N60: 503, Contig #: 193915 (9.919%) 
N50: 1210, Contig #: 81847 (4.187%) 
N40: 2992, Contig #: 37156 (1.901%) 
N30: 6194, Contig #: 17404 (0.890%) 
N20: 11661, Contig #: 7455 (0.381%) 
N10: 22907, Contig #: 2170 (0.111%) 
Total number: 1954982 
Total length: 836010130 
Longest length of contigs : 431647 
SD of contig lengths        : 1894.400 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration4.fa.nx0 
N90: 170, Contig #: 711196 (48.197%) 
N80: 315, Contig #: 197122 (13.359%) 
N70: 2853, Contig #: 41057 (2.782%) 
N60: 10048, Contig #: 21511 (1.458%) 
N50: 15010, Contig #: 12013 (0.814%) 
N40: 24663, Contig #: 6200 (0.420%) 
N30: 47320, Contig #: 2872 (0.195%) 
N20: 96514, Contig #: 1207 (0.082%) 
N10: 187566, Contig #: 372 (0.025%) 
Total number: 1475612 
Total length: 1096920473 
Longest length of contigs : 1697722 
SD of contig lengths        : 6897.396 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration4.fa.scaf.nx0 
5 
N90: 141, Contig #: 1261736 (66.795%) 
N80: 192, Contig #: 764680 (40.482%) 
N70: 273, Contig #: 397907 (21.065%) 
N60: 556, Contig #: 173893 (9.206%) 
N50: 1361, Contig #: 74733 (3.956%) 
N40: 3214, Contig #: 34961 (1.851%) 
N30: 6503, Contig #: 16737 (0.886%) 
N20: 12011, Contig #: 7266 (0.385%) 
N10: 23042, Contig #: 2144 (0.114%) 
Total number of contigs      : 1888959 
Total length: 823902761 
Longest length of contigs    : 290290 
SD of valid contig lengths  : 1897.159 
Min. length of valid contigs : 100 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration5.fa.nx0 
N90: 170, Contig #: 671513 (47.259%) 
N80: 334, Contig #: 174838 (12.305%) 
N70: 3232, Contig #: 37925 (2.669%) 
N60: 10135, Contig #: 20096 (1.414%) 
N50: 15525, Contig #: 11122 (0.783%) 
N40: 26276, Contig #: 5747 (0.404%) 
N30: 49749, Contig #: 2687 (0.189%) 
N20: 100846, Contig #: 1130 (0.080%) 
N10: 195953, Contig #: 353 (0.025%) 
Total number of contigs      : 1420910 
Total length: 1073723443 
Longest length of contigs    : 2057261 
SD of valid contig lengths  : 7162.053 
Min. length of valid contigs : 100 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration5.fa.scaf.nx0 
6 
N90: 141, Contig #: 1241170 (66.417%) 
N80: 192, Contig #: 747196 (39.984%) 
N70: 276, Contig #: 384704 (20.586%) 
N60: 570, Contig #: 166632 (8.917%) 
N50: 1414, Contig #: 71589 (3.831%) 
N40: 3323, Contig #: 33628 (1.799%) 
N30: 6687, Contig #: 16108 (0.862%) 
N20: 12261, Contig #: 6978 (0.373%) 
N10: 24010, Contig #: 2047 (0.110%) 
Total number of contigs      : 1868746 
Total length: 816120965 
Longest length of contigs    : 263145 
SD of valid contig lengths  : 1906.979 
Min. length of valid contigs : 100 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration6.fa.nx0 
N90: 170, Contig #: 656254 (46.945%) 
N80: 339, Contig #: 168207 (12.033%) 
N70: 3304, Contig #: 36948 (2.643%) 
N60: 10147, Contig #: 19543 (1.398%) 
N50: 15611, Contig #: 10766 (0.770%) 
N40: 26682, Contig #: 5543 (0.397%) 
N30: 50756, Contig #: 2596 (0.186%) 
N20: 102271, Contig #: 1101 (0.079%) 
N10: 199989, Contig #: 343 (0.025%) 
Total number of contigs      : 1397908 
Total length: 1055753833 
Longest length of contigs    : 1075643 
SD of valid contig lengths  : 7029.155 
Min. length of valid contigs : 100 
Execution log: Tiger-Velvet.iteration6.fa.scaf.nx0 
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Table 16. Statistics of the assembled contigs and scaffolds by Tiger-Soap iteration 7. It is noted 
that the scaffolds were done by using SOAPdenovo. The assembly was started from the output by 
Tiger-Velvet iteration 6. 
Iteration # Tiger-Soap contig statistics Tiger-Soap scaffold statistics 
7 
N90: 122, Contig #: 2652664 (75.825%) 
N80: 139, Contig #: 1939358 (55.436%) 
N70: 160, Contig #: 1285491 (36.745%) 
N60: 214, Contig #: 782673 (22.372%) 
N50: 294, Contig #: 403521 (11.534%) 
N40: 584, Contig #: 160173 (4.578%) 
N30: 1660, Contig #: 62962 (1.800%) 
N20: 3691, Contig #: 24920 (0.712%) 
N10: 7903, Contig #: 7080  (0.202%) 
Total number of contigs : 3498404 
Total length: 933037863 
Longest length of contigs : 145770 
SD of valid contig lengths : 817.494 
Min. length of valid contigs : 100 
Execution log: Tiger-Soap.iteration7.fa.nx0 
N90: 139, Contig #: 1186752 (59.240%) 
N80: 191, Contig #: 489290 (24.424%) 
N70: 583, Contig #: 79558  (3.971%) 
N60: 6459, Contig #: 22016 (1.099%) 
N50: 13723, Contig #: 11055 (0.552%) 
N40: 25830, Contig #: 5111 (0.255%) 
N30: 59664, Contig #: 2151 (0.107%) 
N20: 131426, Contig #: 918 (0.046%) 
N10: 240051, Contig #: 296 (0.015%) 
Total number of contigs : 2003311 
Total length: 1096129941 
Longest length of contigs : 1461118 
SD of valid contig lengths : 6561.864 
Min. length of valid contigs : 100 
Execution log: Tiger-Soap.iteration7.fa.scaf.nx0 
 
Table 17. Analyses of the N’s in scaffolds by SOAPdenovo (BGI), ALLPATHS-LG, and Tiger-
Velvet+SOAPdenovo 4th to 6th iterations. The high percentage of N’s inside the scaffolds by Tiger 
provides the reason for the non-improving CEGMA results on scaffolds.  
 SOAPdenovo (BGI) ALLPATHS-LG Tiger-Velvet+SOAPdenovo 6th Iteration 5th Iteration 4th Iteration 
Contig total length 1,155,444,582 274,744,161 816,120,965 823,902,761 836,010,130 
Scaffold total length 1,185,742,455 331,463,821 1,055,753,833 1,073,723,443 1,096,920,473 
Longest scaffold length 4,677,300 1,797,112 1,075,643 2,057,261 1,697,722 
# of scaffolds 4,752,943 5,572 1,397,908 1,420,910 1,475,612 
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4.4.3 Evaluation for De Novo Assemblies 
There are two widely used methods for evaluating de novo assemblies. One is through the 
alignment between the extracted genes from an assembly to-be-evaluated and the common genes 
existing in most species. The other is to analyze the read coverage depths of an assembly to know if 
the assembly is contributed by most of the input reads. This idea is basically the same as our CC 
similarity-checking scheme, except the implementation, as is described in the feature-based 
approximate multi-genome aligner in Chapter 3. 
The CEGMA (Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping Approach)  [Parra, 2007], in short, is to measure 
the quality of new/draft genome assemblies, assuming all genomes should contain most or all 
conserved core eukaryotic genes (CEG), depending on the evolutionary divergence. In [Parra, 2009], 
248 CEGs were identified to exist in most species. They are used as the database CEGs for evaluating 
other new/draft CEGs. CEGMA reports two categories of evaluation results, i.e., “complete” and 
“partial.” Within the categories, four groups of proteins from very conservative ones to less 
conservative ones are listed to show the protein alignment distributions. The “complete” category 
means how many CEGs are contained in the given assembly. For the CEG in an evaluated assembly 
result to be included in the “complete” category, at least 70% coverage of the protein length of the 
CEG must be aligned to that in the CEG database. A smaller “complete” number may be from the 
reasons of (1) short coverage of the genome, (2) natural insertion of other genes, (3) undiscovered new 
genes, (4) wrong assembly, and other possibilities. Because of these reasons, the “complete” number is 
not necessarily to be 100% to show the full correctness of the assembly. For example, none of the new 
species listed in [Ian Korf Lab] has 100% completeness. But a higher number does provide a certain 
level of confidence regarding the assembly correctness. The other evaluation category is “partial,” 
showing a relaxed alignment criterion. 
Table 18 and Table 19 list the CEGMA results on the contigs and scaffolds by SOAPdenovo 
(BGI), ALLPATHS-LG, and Tiger-Velvet, respectively. Group 1 represents the least conserved of all 
CEGs, and Group 4 represents the most conserved. Tiger-Velvet has the most complete CEGs on 
contigs but slightly worse on scaffolds. Table 20 provides the detailed CEGMA results for Tiger-
Velvet from iteration to iteration. Overall, the CEGMA results on the contigs by Tiger-Velvet were 
improving. As for the scaffolds, it is not in a clear trend. We suspect that is because the orchid bee 
genome contains many repetitions. As the contigs get longer if the scaffolding tool cannot duplicate 
the repetitive contigs, the missing places (filled with gaps) lose protein information. Unfortunately, 
most existing scaffolding tools cannot duplicate the repetitive contigs in scaffolds due to the lack of 
repetition information. This suspicion can be confirmed through Table 18 and Table 19, where Tiger-
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Velvet has more complete proteins (extracted from contigs) aligned compared to SOAPdenovo (BGI) 
(237 against 229) but the Tiger-Velvet scaffold result has fewer proteins aligned. Since the contigs by 
SOAPdenovo (BGI) is more fragmented (its total contig length is closer to 1.2 Gbp), the repetitions 
can be spread in many contigs. The scaffolded result, though still short, the protein information is not 
lost as bad as that in Tiger-Velvet scaffolds. 
Table 18. The CEGMA evaluation results on the contigs by SOAPdenovo (BGI), ALLPATHS-LG, 
and Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration. Note that the contigs by SOAPdenovo (BGI) and ALLPATHS-LG are 
generated by unscaffolding the scaffolds. 
SOAPdenovo (BGI) Result ALLPATHS-LG Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 229 92.34 - 292 1.28 21.83 
   Group 1 62 93.94 - 81 1.31 24.19 
   Group 2 52 92.86 - 70 1.35 28.85 
   Group 3 54 88.52 - 67 1.24 16.67 
   Group 4 61 93.85 - 74 1.21 18.03 
  Partial 246 99.19 - 336 1.37 26.42 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 90 1.36 27.27 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 78 1.42 32.73 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 80 1.33 20.00 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 88 1.35 26.15 
#Prots  %Completeness  -  #Total  
Average  %Ortho 
  Complete 233 93.95 - 310 1.33 24.03 
   Group 1 64 96.97 - 81 1.27 20.31 
   Group 2 50 89.29 - 69 1.38 26.00 
   Group 3 56 91.80 - 73 1.30 21.43 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 87 1.38 28.57 
  Partial 246 99.19 - 346 1.41 28.05 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 88 1.33 25.76 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 79 1.46 31.48 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 84 1.38 22.95 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 95 1.46 32.31 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 237 95.56 - 301 1.27 19.41 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 80 1.23 15.38 
   Group 2 52 92.86 - 73 1.40 28.85 
   Group 3 57 93.44 - 70 1.23 19.30 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 78 1.24 15.87 
  Partial 247 99.60 - 338 1.37 25.10 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 86 1.30 19.70 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 84 1.53 34.55 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 81 1.33 24.59 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 87 1.34 23.08 
 
Table 19. The CEGMA evaluation results on the scaffolds by SOAPdenovo (BGI), ALLPATHS-LG, 
and Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration. Note that the scaffolds by Tiger assembler were done by using the 
scaffolding function by SOAPdenovo. 
SOAPdenovo (BGI) Result ALLPATHS-LG Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 244 98.39 - 263 1.08 6.97 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 68 1.03 3.03 
   Group 2 52 92.86 - 59 1.13 11.54 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 65 1.07 6.56 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 71 1.09 7.69 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 280 1.14 11.02 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 71 1.08 6.06 
   Group 2 53 94.64 - 63 1.19 15.09 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 71 1.16 11.48 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 75 1.15 12.31 
#Prots  %Completeness  -  #Total  
Average  %Ortho 
  Complete 238 95.97 - 256 1.08 7.56 
   Group 1 64 96.97 - 67 1.05 4.69 
   Group 2 51 91.07 - 58 1.14 13.73 
   Group 3 59 96.72 - 62 1.05 5.08 
   Group 4 64 98.46 - 69 1.08 7.81 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 281 1.15 12.24 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 73 1.11 9.09 
   Group 2 53 94.64 - 65 1.23 20.75 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 70 1.15 9.84 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 73 1.12 10.77 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho  
  Complete 237 95.56 - 254 1.07 6.75 
   Group 1 63 95.45 - 64 1.02 1.59 
   Group 2 53 94.64 - 59 1.11 11.32 
   Group 3 58 95.08 - 61 1.05 5.17 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 70 1.11 9.52 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 280 1.14 11.43 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 69 1.06 6.15 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 63 1.15 12.73 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 72 1.20 13.33 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 76 1.17 13.85 
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Table 20. The CEGMA evaluation results on the contigs and scaffolds by Tiger-Velvet with respect 
to different iterations. 
Tiger-Velvet iteration # Contigs by Tiger-Velvet Scaffolds by Tiger-Velvet 
1 
#Prots  %Completeness  -  #Total  
Average  %Ortho 
  Complete 232 93.55 - 286 1.23 17.24 
   Group 1 61 92.42 - 73 1.20 11.48 
   Group 2 51 91.07 - 62 1.22 15.69 
   Group 3 56 91.80 - 69 1.23 19.64 
   Group 4 64 98.46 - 82 1.28 21.88 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 327 1.33 22.86 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 84 1.27 18.18 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 71 1.31 22.22 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 83 1.38 26.67 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 89 1.37 24.62 
Not available due to out of memory 
on scaffolding the contigs. 
2 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 233 93.95 - 293 1.26 21.03 
   Group 1 62 93.94 - 78 1.26 24.19 
   Group 2 51 91.07 - 64 1.25 19.61 
   Group 3 58 95.08 - 71 1.22 17.24 
   Group 4 62 95.38 - 80 1.29 22.58 
  Partial 246 99.19 - 336 1.37 25.61 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 88 1.33 28.79 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 72 1.33 24.07 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 84 1.38 21.31 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 92 1.42 27.69 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 238 95.97 - 260 1.09 7.56 
   Group 1 62 93.94 - 67 1.08 4.84 
   Group 2 53 94.64 - 61 1.15 11.32 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 66 1.10 10.00 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 66 1.05 4.76 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 287 1.17 13.47 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 72 1.11 7.69 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 67 1.22 16.36 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 74 1.23 16.67 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 74 1.14 13.85 
3 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 236 95.16 - 307 1.30 22.88 
   Group 1 64 96.97 - 88 1.38 29.69 
   Group 2 51 91.07 - 70 1.37 29.41 
   Group 3 57 93.44 - 70 1.23 15.79 
   Group 4 64 98.46 - 79 1.23 17.19 
  Partial 246 99.19 - 348 1.41 28.46 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 95 1.44 33.33 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 81 1.50 35.19 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 82 1.34 21.31 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 90 1.38 24.62 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 240 96.77 - 262 1.09 7.08 
   Group 1 64 96.97 - 67 1.05 4.69 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 66 1.22 16.67 
   Group 3 58 95.08 - 61 1.05 3.45 
   Group 4 64 98.46 - 68 1.06 4.69 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 283 1.16 11.02 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 72 1.11 9.23 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 68 1.24 16.36 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 70 1.17 10.00 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 73 1.12 9.23 
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Table 20. (continued). The CEGMA evaluation results on the contigs and scaffolds by Tiger-Velvet 
with respect to different iterations. 
Tiger-Velvet iteration # Contigs by Tiger-Velvet Scaffolds by Tiger-Velvet 
4 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 232 93.55 - 291 1.25 18.97 
   Group 1 62 93.94 - 72 1.16 12.90 
   Group 2 50 89.29 - 64 1.28 22.00 
   Group 3 57 93.44 - 72 1.26 19.30 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 83 1.32 22.22 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 334 1.36 25.31 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 85 1.31 20.00 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 76 1.41 29.63 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 83 1.36 24.59 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 90 1.38 27.69 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 235 94.76 - 252 1.07 7.23 
   Group 1 63 95.45 - 66 1.05 4.76 
   Group 2 53 94.64 - 59 1.11 11.32 
   Group 3 57 93.44 - 61 1.07 7.02 
   Group 4 62 95.38 - 66 1.06 6.45 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 278 1.13 11.43 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 72 1.11 9.23 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 63 1.15 12.73 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 70 1.17 11.67 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 73 1.12 12.31 
5 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 235 94.76 - 310 1.32 23.40 
   Group 1 63 95.45 - 84 1.33 25.40 
   Group 2 51 91.07 - 68 1.33 27.45 
   Group 3 58 95.08 - 80 1.38 20.69 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 78 1.24 20.63 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 353 1.44 28.16 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 94 1.45 27.69 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 80 1.48 35.19 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 93 1.52 27.87 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 86 1.32 23.08 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho 
  Complete 239 96.37 - 261 1.09 7.95 
   Group 1 64 96.97 - 67 1.05 4.69 
   Group 2 54 96.43 - 61 1.13 12.96 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 65 1.08 8.33 
   Group 4 61 93.85 - 68 1.11 6.56 
  Partial 244 98.39 - 288 1.18 14.34 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 73 1.11 9.09 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 68 1.24 20.00 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 74 1.23 18.33 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 73 1.16 11.11 
6 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho  
  Complete 237 95.56 - 301 1.27 19.41 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 80 1.23 15.38 
   Group 2 52 92.86 - 73 1.40 28.85 
   Group 3 57 93.44 - 70 1.23 19.30 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 78 1.24 15.87 
  Partial 247 99.60 - 338 1.37 25.10 
   Group 1 66 100.00 - 86 1.30 19.70 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 84 1.53 34.55 
   Group 3 61 100.00 - 81 1.33 24.59 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 87 1.34 23.08 
#Prots %Completeness - #Total 
Average %Ortho  
  Complete 237 95.56 - 254 1.07 6.75 
   Group 1 63 95.45 - 64 1.02 1.59 
   Group 2 53 94.64 - 59 1.11 11.32 
   Group 3 58 95.08 - 61 1.05 5.17 
   Group 4 63 96.92 - 70 1.11 9.52 
  Partial 245 98.79 - 280 1.14 11.43 
   Group 1 65 98.48 - 69 1.06 6.15 
   Group 2 55 98.21 - 63 1.15 12.73 
   Group 3 60 98.36 - 72 1.20 13.33 
   Group 4 65 100.00 - 76 1.17 13.85 
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The other evaluation method for de novo assemblies is through the analysis of read coverage 
depth distributions. The idea is to align the input read set against the assembly result and to collect the 
read coverage depths for all base pairs across the scaffolds. A high read coverage depth shows a high 
number of (paired-end) reads is used to contribute the assembly, which thus indirectly proves the 
assembly is very likely to be correct. In the evaluation procedure, SOAPaligner [Li, 2009] is used to 
align all reads against the given scaffold set, where the allowed gap size for read alignment is up to 5 
bp and the allowed insert length variation for paired-end reads is +/-10% or +/-15%. After that, 
SOAPcoverage [Li, 2009] is used to analyze the result and to provide the number of mapped read 
depths. 
Table 21 lists the evaluation results by SOAPdenovo (BGI) and Tiger-Velvet assemblies. At the 
last row of Table 18, the number of “(read coverage depths >= 10) / (read coverage depths >= 1)” is 
used as the reliability measurement metric, meaning “(valid covered bases) / (total covered bases),” 
though it may not be fair for bigger denominators. For example, the paired-end mapped coverages 
(read coverage depths >= 1) by Tiger-Velvet are bigger and the “read coverage depths >=10” by it are 
also larger than its counterparts. But in short, all the listed results of aligned reads against the scaffold 
data sets are within the range of acceptable reliability, i.e., greater than 80%. Figure 20 is the chart for 
the read coverage depths of the corresponding assembly results. The coverage depths at the left part 
are smaller than the whole genome average depth (the hill height around 42), which indicates 
relatively lower confidence of correctness of the corresponding bases, especially those before 3 or 4. 
Also the hills are a bit wide/fat, compared to the ideal narrow hill for well-distributed reads, which 
implies the reads are not evenly mapped to the scaffolds. The peak Tiger-Velvet read coverages are 
higher than those by SOAPdenovo, (see the light red and blue lines), whereas at the right of the hill the 
SOAPdenovo curves are slightly higher. As a conclusion, for the orchid bee genome, Tiger-Velvet can 
generate relatively fewer and longer contigs/scaffolds (Table 13 and Table 14) and 10% more 
assembled bases for “read coverage depth >= 10” to show higher confidence of correctness. 
To sum up, the evaluation results show the strengths of the Tiger assembler in terms of sequence 
lengths and assembly qualities. It is also demonstrated the feasibility of using commodity machines for 
big genome assembly with quality results. 
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Table 21. Comparison of the read coverage depths on the scaffolds by SOAPdenovo (BGI) and 
Tiger-Velvet 6th iteration. “5g” means allowing 5 gaps in the alignments. “10i” and “15i” mean 
















(a): >= 1 538,109,426 537,505,234 623,194,163 623,506,336 
(b): >= 10 473,074,822 472,843,992 522,208,958 523,040,086 




Figure 20. The read coverage depth chart on the scaffolds by SOAPdenovo (BGI) and Tiger-Velvet 
6th iteration. “5g” means allowing up to 5 gaps in the alignments. “10i” and “15i” mean allowing 10% 
and 15% insert length differences, respectively. Y-axis lists the number of bases covered by reads; 
X-axis lists the coverage depths by reads. The top two lines (red and blue) in the chart are Tiger-
Velvet results allowing 10% and 15% insert length differences, respectively. The bottom two lines 
(yellow and green) are the SOAPdenovo (BGI) results. 
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CHAPTER 5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON SEQUENCE 
ALIGNMENT 
Although Tiger aligner can deal with alignments among multiple genomes in various forms, to 
demonstrate the strength, we experimented Tiger aligner with one frequently used application, 
followed by the other new application opened by Tiger. The experiments were first carried out on the 
setup of a read set against multiple contig sets using two genomes used in previous Tiger assembler 
evaluations. The other experimental setup is on the similarity checks among multiple simulated read 
sets with different error rates. To the best of our knowledge, none of existing works can perform 
similarity searches among genomes in the form of raw reads. 
Besides Tiger aligner, two existing pairwise sequence aligners, SOAPaligner [Li, 2009] (version 
2.21) and MUMmer [Kurtz, 2004] (version 3.0) (which is adopted in the GAGE evaluation scheme) 
were also used as comparisons on runtime, accuracy, and additional information if applicable. 
Although these three tools are targeting different applications, there are some pieces of information 
shared among them. For example, the information of genome coverage and other statistics by 
MUMmer serves as the strictest detailed similarity evaluation metrics when a reference genome is 
available. The information of read coverage depths by SOAPaligner provides a way to evaluate a 
draft/new genome assembly. As for Tiger aligner, the information of similarity scores, word 
alignments, and word coverage frequencies indirectly covers a part of the information by MUMmer 
and SOAP aligners. For instance, we can use the genome coverage by MUMmer to show the exact 
similarity between two sequences. 
The following sections describe the detailed information of the data and machines for 
experiments and the discussions along with evaluation results. 
5.1 Data and Machines for Experiments 
The used data sets are listed in Table 22. We reused the human chromosome 14 and E. coli 
genomes in Table 1 in previous sections so as to see the correlations between the Tiger aligner results 
and the MUMmer (GAGE evaluation) statistics. Moreover, to demonstrate the unique strength by 
Tiger aligner, we simulated five read sets with different error rates from the E. coli genome using 
Wgsim [Li H. et al., 2009] (version 0.3.0), where only SNPs were inserted. These five read sets were 
used for similarity checks among each other. 
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The machine for experiments is installed with Intel Core i7 CPU 950 (4 physical cores in clock 
rate 3.07 GHz), 24 GB system memory, and 2 TB disk space. 
Table 22. Data used in similarity checking experiments. 
Genome Information Genome size (bp) Read library # Total # of reads 
Human Chr14  SRP003680 [Salzberg, 2011] 88,289,540 3 48,686,530 
E. coli SRR001665 4,639,675 1 20,693,240 
E. coli Read set 1 with simulated 0% error rate 4,639,675 1 3,221,996 
E. coli Read set 2 with simulated 5% error rate 4,639,675 1 3,221,996 
E. coli Read set 3 with simulated 20% error rate 4,639,675 1 3,221,996 
E. coli Read set 4 with simulated 40% error rate 4,639,675 1 3,221,996 
E. coli Read set 5 with simulated 80% error rate 4,639,675 1 3,221,996 
 
5.2 Evaluation Setup and Results 
We conducted two detailed experiments on the setup of a raw read set against multiple contig sets 
assembled from the raw read set. The contig sets can be from the same or different assemblers with 
different parameters. The Bowtie- and word-based approaches in Tiger on the CC, EC, and WC 
checking schemes were both evaluated. The experiments on the WCS scheme were not carried out due 
to the lack of representatively real data. Yet, since the only difference between WC and WCS is the 
evaluation granularity (multiple sequences vs. a single sequence), the results by WC should provide 
enough ideas about what a detailed check on individual contigs by WCS would be like. 
The goal of the experiments is to demonstrate how existing sequence aligners and Tiger aligner 
provide meaningful evaluations on draft/new assemblies by different assemblers, especially when a 
reference genome may not be available. Moreover, from the other perspective, it also shows the 
similarity of the given read set to the various genomes in the database in terms of the different metrics 
provided by different tools. 
As listed in Table 23 and Table 24 for the E. coli genome, the results by Tiger aligner and 
MUMmer are listed side-by-side to show the accuracies between them on the assembly results by 
Velvet and SOAPdenovo using different k-mer sizes. The runtime is not provided since E. coli 
genome is too small. The SOAPaligner results are listed in Table 25, followed by the detailed 
MUMmer results in Table 26 and Table 27. 
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It is clear that Tiger provides high similarity scores by both Bowtie and word-based approaches 
for the same high-coverage assemblies asserted by MUMmer and SOAPaligner. On the other hand, the 
poor assemblies do not get good scores. In the detailed information by the EC and WC checking 
schemes by the word-based approach, the numbers of unique words are very similar for high-coverage 
assemblies. So are the numbers of word frequencies in terms of mean, standard deviation and the ones 
in the peak regions (top 10% word frequencies of the total) for high-coverage assemblies. It is noted 
that when there are no reference genomes and no information about the assemblers and their different 
assembly options, MUMmer is not applicable. 
Table 23 shows the results of the Bowtie-based approach. Two evaluation settings are enabled: 
70% or 100% of a read must map to the database sequences. The similarity scores of the 100% read 
alignment reflect the genome coverage percentages by MUMmer. For example, for the Velvet and 
SOAPdenovo assemblies with k-mer sizes, 15 and 35, the similarity scores from high to low are 
0.882616 (SOAPdenovo k-mer 15), 0.604314 (Velvet k-mer 35), 0.403818 (Velvet k-mer 15), and 
0.040513 (SOAPdenovo k-mer 35). The corresponding MUMmer genome coverages are 46.19%, 
11.84%, 0.10%, and 1.66%. The corresponding SOAPaligner aligned single reads are 58.55%, 
40.94%, 9.44%, and 2.11%. It is noted that the aligned paired reads by SOAPaligner are too few due 
to the strict requirement on insert lengths, so we do not use them for comparison. Different from the 
serious evaluations by MUMmer and SOAPaligner, Tiger does not overkill similarities for failed 
paired read alignment. (The similarity score weight α is set to 0.2 in the experiments to avoid this.) For 
really bad assemblies, e.g., SOAPdenovo k-mer 35, the similarity scores are always bad even when the 
evaluation criterion is relaxed to 70% read map. The same thing takes place for the word-based results 
in Table 24. For MUMmer, when we relaxed the minimum contig length for alignment from 200 bp to 
100 bp and to 50 bp, the genome coverage of Velvet k-mer 15 went up to 5.26% and 22.59%, 
respectively; the genome coverage of SOAPdenovo k-mer 35 went up to 3.35% and no more. This 
coincides what Tiger aligner shows for relaxed criteria from 100% to 70% alignments. SOAPaligner 
performs alignments at the granularity of a whole read, so there is no increment on aligned single 
reads when allowing 20 gaps with 30% insert length range. Furthermore, more information regarding 
the database genome is revealed by Tiger, especially for those with low MUMmer genome coverages. 
For SOAPdenovo k-mer 35, the results in Table 24 show much higher word frequencies and much 
fewer unique words, as compared to others, like Velvet k-mer 15. On the other hand, the detailed 
assembly statistics by MUMmer or those by SOAPaligner do not show more information for Velvet k-
mer 15 and SOAPdenovo k-mer 35 when the minimum contig length is lower. It shows Tiger can 
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provide more insights than the exact sequence aligners, like MUMmer, in terms of assembly 
similarities. 
Table 28, Table 29, and Table 30 are the similarity checks by Tiger aligner, MUMmer, and 
SOAPaligner on the human chromosome 14 assemblies by four different assemblers. As is said in 
[Salzberg, 2011], the reads for chromosome 14 were generated by first mapping all the reads to the 
whole human genome (using Bowtie) and collecting those mapped to chromosome 14. Thus, the 
alignment of the reads may be not as good as those collected from direct sequencing. Our Tiger results 
show this phenomenon because both Bowtie and word-based approaches did not have high paired read 
alignments. So did SOAPaligner, not reporting high alignments on all read libraries with the setting of 
maximum 15% insert length range, at most 5 bp gap, and 5 mismatches. Also SOAPaligner had much 
lower aligned paired-end reads than those by Tiger owing to the enforced stricter metric, which 
overkills many paired-end reads. SOAPaligner is aiming at providing strict evaluation on assembly 
quality. It may thus overlook the similarity between two genomes. Yet, Tiger is aiming at detecting 
similarity between genomes having close or distant relationships. 
Regarding runtime, the Bowtie-based Tiger aligner took the least time and then SOAPaligner. 
Both are using BWT as the main idea so the time complexity for alignments is close to O(N). On the 
other hand, the word-based Tiger aligner and MUMmer are using tree-based data structure to trade for 
retrieving more information through the alignments. 
To further demonstrate the unique strength of Tiger aligner among other pairwise sequence 
alignment tools, we performed similarity checks among five raw read sets of the E. coli genome, 
simulated with five different error rates. This fits the application that when sequence assembly is not 
feasible or not done yet, we can still check the similarities among genomes in the raw data form. Table 
32 and Table 33 list the evaluation results, using the error-free Read set 1 as the database set and the 
rest, including itself, as the query sets. The Bowtie-based approach cannot tell that actually five sets 
are from the E. coli genome. But the EC scheme by the word-based approach can show they are very 
similar to the E. coli genome, e.g., up to 99.88% unique word coverage for the read set having 80% 
errors. It is noted that the database is the same for all five query sets. A word in the database is said to 
be covered as long as there is one word from the query hits it. So for Read set 5, there are still 20% 
correct reads can hit the database words. The alignment statistics between Read set 1 and 5 tell Read 
set 5 can be a superset of Read set 1 because only a small part of Read set 5 reads covers Read set 1 
but almost all Read set 1 words are covered. Table 33 also shows that for high similar genomes, their 
similarity scores, unique word coverage, and word frequencies are all very high. 
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As a conclusion, Tiger aligner provides a fast, accurate enough, and flexible similarity checking 
scheme by the Bowtie-based approach. This serves the purpose for preliminary checks among 
thousands of genomes. In addition, the word-based approach can extract more information to estimate 
the assembly quality by the WC scheme and the relationship between two sequence sets by the EC 
scheme. This can be used for more detailed inspection when runtime is not a big concern. 
Furthermore, when the assembled genome is not available, Tiger aligner is the only tool that can 
provide similarity checks among raw data sets. 
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Table 23. Similarity checking of the assembly results (contigs) using the Bowtie-based approach 
on the E. coli genome (database) using E. coli reads (query). The assemblies on E. coli were done 
using Velvet/SOAPdenovo/Tiger-Velvet/Tiger-Soap with different assembly options. The similarity 
score weight α is set to 0.2. For the first column, 70% means the percentage of read overlap base 
pairs against the contig sets. 100% means the input reads must be fully aligned to the given contig 
set. The MUMmer evaluation results are with bold borders. 
Assembler Velvet Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 
K-mer size for assembly 15 19 25 33 35 auto-k-mer 
N50 116 20,983 86,952 8,058 142 95,599 
Assembly total length 4,316,843 4,574,553 4,564,196 4,584,832 2,493,939 4,682,378 
% of used reads for assembly 
(reported by Velvet) 85.38 97.99 94.93 88.61 39.97 N/A 
# of paired input reads 10,408,224 Same Same Same Same Same 
MUMmer NG50 0 20,763 86,952 8,006 107 95,599 
MUMmer genome coverage 0.10 99.08 99.44 99.56 11.84 99.85 
70% 
Similarity scores 0.680333 0.983215 0.984373 0.984543 0.675340 0.984063 
% of aligned reads regardless 
of single/paired 44.31 93.53 94.02 94.02 45.53 94.05 
% of aligned single reads 47.44 9.59 8.83 8.86 44.01 8.72 
% of aligned paired reads 20.59 88.73 89.61 89.59 23.53 89.70 
100% 
Similarity scores 0.403818 0.949283 0.951773 0.952395 0.604314 0.952129 
% of aligned reads regardless 
of single/paired 23.21 83.90 84.47 84.57 39.30 84.63 
% of aligned single reads 34.35 22.06 21.41 21.35 42.26 21.17 
% of aligned paired reads 6.04 72.87 73.76 73.89 18.17 74.04 
   
Assembler SOAPdenovo Tiger-Soap-R 80i 
K-mer size for assembly 15 19 27 33 35 auto-k-mer 
N50 222 5,362 18,278 1,943 124 26,096 
Assembly total length 3,777,521 4,545,816 4,595,749 4,637,780 78,288 4,577,750 
# of paired input reads 10,408,224 Same Same Same Same Same 
MUMmer NG50 188 5,252 17,888 1,943 0 25,618 
MUMmer genome coverage 46.19 98.20 98.69 97.82 1.66 98.80 
70% 
Similarity scores 0.964057 0.983215 0.984860 0.984407 0.046390 0.977529 
% of aligned reads regardless 
of single/paired 84.63 93.53 94.20 93.84 3.05 93.07 
% of aligned single reads 23.55 9.59 8.58 9.20 3.18 9.36 
% of aligned paired reads 72.85 88.73 89.91 89.24 1.46 88.40 
100% 
Similarity scores 0.882616 0.949283 0.951814 0.951746 0.040513 0.944858 
% of aligned reads regardless 
of single/paired 68.98 83.90 84.41 84.32 2.60 83.70 
% of aligned single reads 38.57 22.06 21.54 21.70 2.90 21.58 
% of aligned paired reads 49.70 72.87 73.65 73.47 1.15 72.91 
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Table 24. Similarity checking of the assembly results (contigs) using the word-based approach on 
the E. coli genome (database) using E. coli reads (query). The assemblies on E. coli were done 
using Velvet/SOAPdenovo/Tiger-Velvet/Tiger-Soap with different assembly options. The similarity 
score weight α is set to 0.2. The percentages of read overlap base pairs against the contig sets are 
80% and 100% the read length, respectively. And the word size percentages out of the read 
overlaps are all 80%. The peak mean/SD word frequencies are calculated from the top 10% word 
frequencies. The bold borders are the results of the corresponding similarity checking schemes, 
CC, EC, and WC. The MUMmer evaluation results are also with bold borders. 
Assembler Velvet Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 
K-mer size for assembly 15 19 25 33 35 auto-k-mer 
N50 116 20,983 86,952 8,058 142 95,599 
Assembly total length 4,316,843 4,574,553 4,564,196 4,584,832 2,493,939 4,682,378 
% of used reads for assembly 
(reported by Velvet) 85.38 97.99 94.93 88.61 39.97 N/A 
# of paired input reads 10,408,224 Same Same Same Same Same 
MUMmer NG50 0 20,763 86,952 8,006 107 95,599 






Similarity scores 0.707688 0.962388 0.964057 0.964101 0.608649 0.963775 
% of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired 55.29 92.65 92.98 92.98 46.23 92.98 
% of aligned single reads 46.45 10.77 10.27 10.29 43.91 10.19 
% of aligned paired reads 32.06 87.27 87.85 87.84 24.27 87.88 
# of unique words in db. 2,392,424 4,529,157 4,536,831 4,535,240 2,094,883 4,537,087 
% of unique words aligned 99.89 99.82 99.99 100.00 100.00 99.99 
Mean word frequency 63.78 63.02 63.08 63.09 67.45 63.07 
SD word frequency 16.65 24.88 25.64 25.66 34.65 25.61 
Peak mean word freq. 88.56 94.28 94.92 95.04 109.68 94.88 







Similarity scores 0.346575 0.912526 0.916117 0.91701 0.534295 0.916880 
% of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired 23.21 83.90 84.48 84.60 39.34 84.63 
% of aligned single reads 34.35 22.06 21.41 21.31 42.27 21.16 
% of aligned paired reads 6.04 72.87 73.77 73.94 18.21 74.05 
# of unique words in db. 1,842,590 4,528,098 4,539,505 4,537,750 2,014,214 4,541,625 
% of unique words aligned 99.86 99.72 99.98 99.99 100.00 99.99 
Mean word frequency 37.77 36.79 36.81 36.84 39.75 36.82 
SD word frequency 10.53 14.50 15.01 15.05 19.72 15.04 
Peak mean word freq. 54.50 57.08 57.45 57.55 66.46 57.48 
Peak SD word freq. 18.49 33.56 35.47 35.60 51.14 35.58 
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Table 24. (continued). Similarity checking of the assembly results (contigs) using the word-based 
approach on the E. coli genome (database) using E. coli reads (query). SOAPdenovo is used as 
the assembler. 
Assembler SOAPdenovo Tiger-Soap-R 80i 
K-mer size for assembly 15 19 27 33 35 auto-k-mer 
N50 222 5,362 18,278 1,943 124 26,096 
Assembly total length 6,076,833 4,664,561 4,595,749 4,681,926 78,288 4,577,750 
# of paired input reads 10,408,224 Same Same Same Same Same 
MUMmer NG50 188 5,252 17,888 1,943 0 25,618 







Similarity scores 0.949996 0.963921 0.964738 0.96347 0.041907 0.956327 
% of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired 90.00 92.95 99.12 92.83 3.11 92.04 
% of aligned single reads 15.00 10.33 10.07 10.56 3.25 10.78 
% of aligned paired reads 82.50 87.79 88.08 87.55 1.49 86.65 
# of unique words in db. 4,218,181 4,537,860 4,541,801 4,525,630 66,301 4,507,265 
% of unique words 
aligned 99.96 99.99 100.00 99.96 100.00 100.00 
Mean word frequency 63.00 62.93 63.10 63.15 143.49 62.84 
SD word frequency 21.84 23.46 26.77 26.82 155.62 24.44 
Peak mean word freq. 92.50 94.14 95.13 95.22 517.70 92.87 







Similarity scores 0.818342 0.911356 0.918155 0.916315 0.035689 0.909065 
% of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired 68.98 83.68 84.79 84.45 2.60 83.72 
% of aligned single reads 38.57 22.38 21.08 21.54 2.90 21.55 
% of aligned paired reads 49.70 72.48 74.25 73.68 1.15 72.95 
# of unique words in db. 3,956,292 4,518,300 4,547,131 4,524,780 63,215 4,509,961 
% of unique words 
aligned 99.98 99.99 100.00 99.95 100.00 100.00 
Mean word frequency 37.03 36.76 36.83 36.90 84.57 36.69 
SD word frequency 13.09 14.26 15.68 15.69 84.57 14.35 
Peak mean word freq. 55.98 56.90 57.61 57.68 300.19 56.35 
Peak SD word freq. 28.65 32.55 38.16 38.27 88.01 33.25 
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Table 25. Performance evaluation of the assembly results (contigs) using SOAPaligner on the E. 
coli genome (database) using the E. coli reads (query). The assemblies on E. coli were done using 
Velvet/SOAPdenovo/Tiger-Velvet/Tiger-Soap with different assembly options. The allowed gaps 
are 5 bp and the insert length within 15% range. Note that SOAPaligner provides different 
alignment information from Tiger aligner. "aligned paired reads" means both reads from the same 
pair can be mapped to the same scaffold/contig with normal insert size (in the interval of given 
minimum and maximum insert lengths; and "aligned singled reads" means only one read of the pair 
can be mapped, or two reads can be mapped but with abnormal insert size (outside the interval of 
given minimum and maximum insert lengths) or mapped to the different scaffold/contig. “% of 
aligned single reads” is using the “# of single reads” as the denominator. On the other hand, Tiger 
aligner uses “# of paired reads” as the denominator. 
Assembler Velvet Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 
K-mer size for assembly 15 19 25 33 35 auto-k-mer 
N50 116 20,983 86,952 8,058 142 95,599 
Assembly total contig length 4,316,843 4,574,553 4,564,196 4,584,832 2,493,939 4,682,378 
# of single reads 20,816,448 Same Same Same Same Same 
% of aligned single reads 9.44 9.24 8.16 10.90 40.94 7.24 
# of paired reads 10,408,224 Same Same Same Same Same 
% of aligned paired reads 0.01 88.77 90.40 87.54 2.83 91.53 
 
Assembler SOAPdenovo Tiger-Soap-R 80i 
K-mer size for assembly 15 19 27 33 35 auto-k-mer 
N50 222 5,362 18,278 1,943 124 26,096 
Assembly total contig length 3,777,521 4,545,816 4,595,749 4,637,780 78,288 4,577,750 
# of single reads 20,816,448 Same Same Same Same Same 
% of aligned single reads 58.55 12.77 9.66 20.91 2.11 8.50 
# of paired reads 10,408,224 Same Same Same Same Same 
% of aligned paired reads 14.12 84.16 88.53 76.42 0.93 89.11 
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Table 26. MUMmer (GAGE evaluation) results on E. coli in terms of contiguity and accuracy: the 
number of contigs, NG50 size and its error-corrected size, the number of single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs), and the number of indels and misjoins in contigs. K-mer 25 and 27 are the 
best k-mers for Velvet and SOAPdenovo (rows with bold border), respectively. “#i” stands for the 
iteration number. Contigs shorter than 200 bp are not considered unless otherwise specified. 
Experiments 








> 5 ≤  5 Inv. Reloc. 
Velvet 15k 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Velvet 15k 
(min contig length: 50 bp) 27,178 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 
Velvet 19k 399 20,763 15,125 768 126 366 1 3 
Velvet 25k 147 86,952 67,268 238 9 28 0 2 
Velvet 33k 962 8,006 7,901 119 4 17 1 4 
Velvet 35k 1,809 0 0 40 1 0 4 2 
Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 281 95,599 87,161 190 11 24 2 1 
SOAPdenovo 15k 6,771 0 0 11 0 1 0 0 
SOAPdenovo 19k 1,396 5,252 5,252 7 0 3 0 1 
SOAPdenovo 27k 450 17,888 17,888 12 0 4 0 1 
SOAPdenovo 33k 3,511 1,943 1,938 85 5 117 0 2 
SOAPdenovo 35k 37 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 
SOAPdenovo 35k 
(min contig length: 50 bp) 550 0 0 14 1 1 1 3 
Tiger-Soap-R 80i 524 25,618 25,598 31 3 8 1 2 
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Table 27. MUMmer (GAGE evaluation) results on E. coli 24-tile assembly statistics in terms of total 
assembly lengths, genome coverage (100 – Unaligned ref.), etc. K-mer 25 and 27 are the best k-
mers for Velvet and SOAPdenovo (rows with bold border), respectively.  “#i” stands for the iteration 
number. 
Experiments Asm. (%) Genome cov. (%) Unaligned asm. (%) Duplicated ref. (%) Compressed ref. (%) 
Velvet 15k 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Velvet 15k 
(min contig length: 50 bp) 42.18 22.59 45.84 0.00 0.05 
Velvet 19k 97.84 99.08 0.20 0.00 1.52 
Velvet 25k 97.89 99.44 0.01 0.01 1.64 
Velvet 33k 98.40 99.56 0.03 0.01 1.72 
Velvet 35k 10.31 11.84 0.12 0.00 1.62 
Tiger-Velvet-R 51i 100.92 99.86 0.00 2.30 1.75 
SOAPdenovo 15k 46.47 46.19 0.00 0.00 0.11 
SOAPdenovo 19k 97.37 98.20 0.00 0.00 1.20 
SOAPdenovo 27k 97.56 98.69 0.01 0.00 1.24 
SOAPdenovo 33k 98.18 97.82 0.00 0.00 1.39 
SOAPdenovo 35k 0.34 1.66 0.02 0.00 1.34 
SOAPdenovo 35k 
(min contig length: 50 bp) 1.68 3.35 0.06 0.00 1.73 
Tiger-Soap-R 80i 98.67 98.80 0.01 0.78 1.50 
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Table 28. Similarity checking of the assembly results (contigs) using the Bowtie-based approach 
on the human chromosome 14 genome (database) using the human chromosome 14 reads 
(query). The percentage of read overlap base pairs against the contig sets is 70% the read length. 
The similarity score weight α is set to 0.2. K-mer 61 and 55 are the best k-mers for Velvet and 
SOAPdenovo, respectively. “#i” stands for the iteration number. 
Assembler Velvet 61k SOAPdenovo 55k Tiger-Velvet-R 69i Tiger-Soap-R 53i 
N50 5,373 3,001 11,783 3,500 
Assembly total contig length 85,366,984 89,106,360 85,884,830 88,002,574 
MUMmer NG50 5,168 3,044 11,359 3,479 
MUMmer genome coverage 97.91 96.87 97.51 96.76 
Library 
1 
# of paired input reads 16,310,931 Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 0.971158 0.974222 0.972431 0.970294 
% of aligned reads regardless 
of single/paired 92.31 92.36 93.13 92.59 
% of aligned single reads 9.62 10.12 8.23 8.87 
% of aligned paired reads 87.50 87.30 89.02 88.16 
Library 
2 
# of paired input reads 7,027,497 Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 0.98649 0.987334 0.987017 0.98644 
% of aligned reads regardless 
of single/paired 91.92 92.26 92.55 92.07 
% of aligned single reads 13.45 12.95 12.31 13.15 
% of aligned paired reads 85.20 85.78 86.39 85.49 
Library 
3 
# of paired input reads 1,004,837 Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 0.016889 0.024826 0.000732 0.000845 
% of aligned reads regardless 
of single/paired 0.86 1.26 0.05 0.06 
% of aligned single reads 1.65 2.44 0.05 0.06 
% of aligned paired reads 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 
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Table 29. Similarity checking of the assembly results (contigs) using the word-based approach on 
the human chromosome 14 genome (database) using the human chromosome 14 reads (query). 
The similarity score weight α is set to 0.2. The percentage of read overlap base pairs against the 
contig sets is 70% the read length and the word size percentage out of the read overlap is 
100%. K-mer 61 and 55 are the best k-mers for Velvet and SOAPdenovo, respectively. “#i” stands 
for the iteration number. 
Assembler Velvet 61k SOAPdenovo 55k Tiger-Velvet-R 69i Tiger-Soap-R 53i 
N50 5,373 3,001 11,783 3,500 
Assembly total contig length 85,366,984 89,106,360 85,884,830 88,002,574 
MUMmer NG50 5,168 3,044 11,359 3,479 
MUMmer genome coverage 97.91 96.87 97.51 96.76 
Library 
1 
# of paired input reads 16,310,931 Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 0.919927 0.920276 0.921304 0.919473 
% of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired 86.43 86.54 86.86 86.69 
% of aligned single reads 16.96 16.48 15.81 15.77 
% of aligned paired reads 78.08 78.30 78.96 78.81 
# of unique words in db. 82,955,170 83,522,880 83,675,671 82,660,002 
% of unique words aligned 99.33 99.71 99.30 99.75 
Mean word frequency 9.99 9.86 9.98 10.03 
SD word frequency 5.94 4.63 7.49 7.47 
Peak mean freq. 19.04 18.71 19.52 19.50 
Peak SD word freq. 12.37 4.21 18.72 18.73 
Library 
2 
# of paired input reads 7,027,497 Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 0.838264 0.839316 0.840288 0.839653 
% of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired 69.68 69.86 70.03 69.92 
% of aligned single reads 42.45 42.23 42.00 42.15 
% of aligned paired reads 48.45 48.74 49.03 48.84 
# of unique words in db. 82,955,170 83,522,880 83,675,671 82,660,002 
% of unique words aligned 89.25 89.28 88.97 89.70 
Mean word frequency 3.39 3.37 3.40 3.40 
SD word frequency 2.32 2.12 2.57 2.56 
Peak mean freq. 7.92 7.83 8.04 8.04 
Peak SD word freq. 3.33 1.75 4.72 4.70 
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Table 29. (continued). Similarity checking of the assembly results (contigs) using the word-based 
approach on the human chromosome 14 genome (database) using the human chromosome 14 
reads (query). The execution for each experiment by Tiger aligner was using 4 threads. MUMmer 
can only use one thread. 
Assembler Velvet 61k SOAPdenovo 55k Tiger-Velvet-R 69i Tiger-Soap-R 53i 
Library 
3 
# of paired input reads 1,004,837 Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 0.450898 0.454879 0.449776 0.450178 
% of aligned reads 
regardless of single/paired 31.62 31.94 31.53 31.54 
% of aligned single reads 40.42 9.14 40.36 40.44 
% of aligned paired reads 11.41 13.46 11.35 11.32 
# of unique words in db. 82,955,170 83,522,880 83,675,671 82,660,002 
% of unique words aligned 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.01 
Mean word frequency 9.10 9.14 8.97 8.99 
SD word frequency 13.29 13.47 13.16 13.16 
Peak mean freq. 39.52 39.71 39.02 39.06 
Peak SD word freq. 22.48 23.23 22.41 22.35 
Table 30. Performance evaluation of the assembly results (contigs) using SOAPaligner on the 
human chromosome 14 genome (database) using the chromosome 14 reads (query). The 
allowed gaps are 5 bp and the insert length within 15% range. Note that SOAPaligner provides 
different alignment information from Tiger aligner. "aligned paired reads" means both reads from 
the same pair can be mapped to the same scaffold/contig with normal insert size (in the interval of 
given minimum and maximum insert lengths; and "aligned singled reads" means only one read of 
the pair can be mapped, or two reads can be mapped but with abnormal insert size (outside the 
interval of given minimum and maximum insert lengths) or mapped to the different scaffold/contig. 
“% of aligned single reads” is using the “# of single reads” as the denominator. On the other hand, 
Tiger aligner uses “# of paired reads” as the denominator. 
Assembler Velvet 61k SOAPdenovo 55k Tiger-Velvet-R 69i Tiger-Soap-R 53i 
N50 5,373 3,001 11,783 3,500 
Assembly total contig length 85,366,984 89,106,360 85,884,830 88,002,574 
Library 
1 
# of single reads 32,621,862 Same Same Same 
% of aligned single reads 26.30 24.31 25.00 22.69 
# of paired reads 16,310,931 Same Same Same 
% of aligned paired 
reads 69.76 70.13 71.94 71.69 
Library 
2 
# of single reads 14,054,994 Same Same Same 
% of aligned single reads 95.91 Segmentation fault Segmentation fault Segmentation fault 
# of paired reads 7,027,497 Same Same Same 
% of aligned paired 
reads 0.31 Segmentation fault Segmentation fault Segmentation fault 
Library 
3 
# of single reads 2,009,674 Same Same Same 
% of aligned single reads 0.56 0.59 0.05 0.05 
# of paired reads 1,004,837 Same Same Same 
% of aligned paired 
reads 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table 31. Runtime comparisons on similarity checking the human chromosome 14 genome 
(database) using the human chromosome 14 reads (query). Note that MUMmer can use only one 
thread. 
Assembler Velvet 61k SOAPdenovo 55k Tiger-Velvet-R 69i Tiger-Soap-R 53i 
Tiger aligner (Bowtie-based) 
CC scheme 
(4 threads) 
0.11 hr 0.10 hr 0.09 hr 0.11 hr 
Tiger aligner (Word-based) 
CC, EC, WC schemes 
(4 threads) 
0.87 hr 1.03 hr 0.88 hr 0.87 hr 
MUMmer 
(1 thread) 5.27 hr 1.42 hr 9.52 hr 10.09 hr 
SOAPaligner 
(4 threads) 0.53 hr 
0.44 hr 
(Segmentation fault 
 on library 2) 
0.34 hr 
(Segmentation fault 
 on library 2) 
0.32 hr 
(Segmentation fault 
 on library 2) 
 
Table 32. Similarity checking among raw read sets using the Bowtie-based approach on the 
simulated E. coli error-free reads (Read set 1) (database) using simulated E. coli reads (query) with 
different error rates (Read set 1 to 5). Only SNP errors were inserted. Reads are 36 bp long and 
200 bp as insert length with 20% standard deviation. The percentage of read overlap base pairs 
against the contig sets is 70% the read length. The similarity score weight α is set to 0.2. 
Read set ID 1 2 3 4 5 
Error rate (%) 0 5 20 40 80 
Read coverage 50x Same Same Same Same 
# of paired reads 3,221,996 Same Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 1.000000 0.986130 0.843305 0.591290 0.233392 
% of aligned reads regardless of 
single/paired 100.00 88.23 60.36 36.05 12.44 
% of aligned single reads 0.00 20.77 47.94 46.15 21.80 
% of aligned paired reads 100.00 77.84 36.39 12.98 1.54 
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Table 33. Similarity checking among raw read sets using the word-based approach on the 
simulated E. coli error-free reads (Read set 1) (database) using simulated E. coli reads (query) with 
different error rates (Read set 1 to 5). Only SNP errors were inserted. Reads are 36 bp long and 
200 bp as insert length with 20% standard deviation. The percentage of read overlap base pairs 
against the database read set is 70% the read length. And the word size percentage out of the 
read overlaps is 80%. The similarity score weight α is set to 0.2. 
Read set ID 1 2 3 4 5 
Error rate (%) 0 5 20 40 80 
Read coverage 50x Same Same Same Same 
# of paired reads 3,221,996 Same Same Same Same 
Similarity scores 1.000000 0.973839 0.866458 0.686476 0.354147 
% of aligned reads regardless of 
single/paired 100.00 93.10 73.71 51.99 23.45 
% of aligned single reads 0.00 12.86 38.79 49.97 35.88 
% of aligned paired reads 100.00 86.67 54.32 27.00 5.51 
# of unique words in db. 4,530,123 Same Same Same Same 
% of unique words aligned 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 99.88 
Mean word frequency 28.45 26.13 20.19 14.24 6.93 
SD word frequency 12.54 11.57 9.22 6.95 3.78 
Peak mean word freq. 43.53 40.16 32.07 23.65 12.99 
Peak SD word freq. 32.87 30.41 23.01 16.00 7.79 
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION 
We have demonstrated the idea and feasibility of the developed Tiger assembly and alignment 
framework in preceding chapters. The supplemental materials in Appendix A: Theorems include the 
explanation of the read clustering and iterative assembly in the ideal situation when the read clustering 
is perfect. Here we discuss the observations for sequence assembly and alignment in practice. 
6.1 Choice and Effect of the Number of Read Tiles 
The choice of the number of read tiles affects not only the processing time for good results but 
also the quality of results the assembler can reach. The more the number of read tiles, the longer 
processing time it will take and the better quality result the assembler can reach. Since in the 
beginning iterations contigs are shorter and have less overlap with one another, the transformation 
between reads and contigs needs more time to converge. On the other hand, when read tiles reach a 
well-clustered state, the assembler can focus on a smaller set of the read information and produces 
better quality results. 
6.2 Choice of K-mer Sizes for Read Tiles 
The choice of k-mer sizes for DBG-based assemblers is an unresolved issue. This is important 
because it impacts the assembly results a lot, as is emphasized in [Peng, 2010; VelvetOptimizer; Luo, 
2012]. In the Tiger assembler, the input reads are arranged in multiple relatively small clustered read 
tiles such that these k-mer size searching algorithms can provide better results. For the assemblers that 
require specifying k-mer sizes, the auto-k-mer scheme in Tiger picks the best k-mer sizes for each read 
tile. Based on our experiments, the best k-mer sizes picked by the auto-k-mer scheme are actually not 
the best ones used by the best single-tile assemblies. For example, in the Tiger-Velvet-R experiments, 
the picked top three k-mer sizes are actually 55, 57, and 59 instead of the best k-mer 61 by Velvet. 
6.3 Novel Features in Tiger 
Iterative improvement of assembly results: To the best of our knowledge, none of existing 
assemblers can provide this functionality. The iterative transformation between contigs and reads 
gradually improves the read clustering degree and thus assemblers need to manage only a smaller 
portion of the original read information. In the iterative process, the scale and complexity of the 
assembly problems are reduced. 
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Low memory footprint of each read tile assembly: The focus of our idea is on decomposing the 
input reads into sub-assembly problems, instead of decomposing the de Bruijn graph data structure. 
The required memory for an assembly is inversely proportional to the number of read tiles. 
Theoretically, the number of contigs in a contig cluster can be as few as one contig so that the 
clustered reads can be very small. For the whole human genome assembly result, the known best N50 
is 24 kbp [Butler, 2008]. As an example, using 100 bp as the read length and 50x as the read depth, we 
can have (24 K * 50) / 100 = 12 K reads. Most commodity computers can sustain such assembly task. 
Assembler embedding: It is known that every assembler has its characteristics designed for 
specific kinds of genomes [Baker, 2012]. The input to the Tiger assembly framework can be an 
assembly result from assembler A. Tiger can embed assembler A to further improve it, as is 
demonstrated in the experimental results. On the other hand, Tiger can also embed another assembler 
B to improve the results done by A, as is also experimented through a practical example. 
Furthermore, it is noted that Tiger can embed both DBG-based and overlap-layout-consensus 
(OLC)-based assemblers. Due to the current widespread application of the next-generation sequencing 
technologies, we did not embed an OLC-based assembler in Tiger. Yet, in the Tiger framework, there 
is no rule bound to DBG-based assemblers. With the advance of sequencing technologies, it is 
foreseeable that longer reads will be cheaper and OLC-based assemblers will be back [Li, 2011]. 
Scalable parallel assembly process: In the Tiger assembler, the most time-consuming steps are 
read clustering and read assembly. Both are highly parallel and take no communication between 
threads. This makes the framework suitable for either distributed- or shared-memory computer 
clusters. Since the runtimes of read assembly tasks can be very different, we further borrowed the task 
stealing idea from Intel TBB and tailored it to our distributed computation environment with the first-
finish, first-help-slowest task stealing policy. This policy dynamically adjusts the task queues for 
individual machines in accordance with the load imbalance among machines across the network. 
Multi-genome similarity checks: As far as we know, none of existing works is targeting at 
multi-genome alignments to provide similarity information. Although several sequence-to-sequence 
alignment tools can be extended to perform alignments between a read set and a contig/scaffold set, 
the information is about the alignments between two sequences and not easy to be extended for 
similarity checking between sets. For example, that is why our Bowtie-based alignment method can 
provide only Coverage Checking (CC) scheme because of the limitation from Bowtie, and on the other 
hand, the word-based method can provide more checking schemes. 
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6.4 Drawbacks in Tiger 
More duplications: In the results, we see more duplications in Tiger assemblies. Duplications are 
repeated sections happening in multiple places of contigs. For a single-tile assembly, assemblers 
usually can detect duplications and resolve most of them. Since in Tiger, assemblies are done 
independently, duplications are more likely to take place. When the duplications are in the contig ends, 
scaffolding tools usually can resolve them by merging contigs together. For example, the scaffolding 
tool, SSPACE, helps to eliminate contig-end duplications. When the duplications reside in the middle 
of two contigs, a possible way is to build the DBG of these contigs such that the duplications become 
shared sub-sequences between them and the new extracted contigs would have less duplications. We 
believe a post-processing step can resolve these duplications. 
No scaffolds: The Tiger assembler is good at generating contigs only. We do not show the 
scaffold results because at the contig clustering step, contigs are clustered only based on the degree of 
overlap with each other, but the contigs that can be scaffolded are not taken into consideration. 
However, if both contigs and scaffolds are clustered together, the corresponding clustered read 
information would be too much. To have the same or better NG50 of scaffolds than that of the single-
tile assembly, we added a scaffolding step after the current Tiger flow using the scaffolding function 
by SOAPdenovo. Experimental results showed using other scaffolding tools can provide comparable 
or better scaffolds. 
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CHAPTER 7. RELATED WORKS 
7.1 Genome Assemblers 
High assembly quality and low computational resources are two big issues to the assemblers for 
NGS reads. To tackle the problem of high memory usage, ABySS [Simpson, 2009], YAGA [Jackson, 
2010] and PASHA [Liu, 2011] developed distributed DBG algorithms that split the DBG and 
parallelize the assembly process on a cluster on the basis of message passing interface (MPI). 
However, this imposed considerable communication among servers because many adjacent nodes in 
the DBG could be located on different servers. The amount of communication among servers 
increases nonlinearly when the number of servers increases, causing scalability issues. 
Some assemblers made modifications to DBG in order to reduce memory usage. Goassembler 
[Conway, 2011, 2012] used a compressed bitmap representation of the DBG, resulting in a memory 
usage that could be close to the theoretical minimum value of a DBG. Cortex [Iqbal, 2012] utilized 
colored DBG to detect the variations among 10 human genomes with less than 256 GB of memory. 
SparseAssembler2 [Ye, 2011] reduced memory usage dramatically by storing only a small fraction of 
k-mers. SGA [Simpson, 2011] used a compressed index of reads and it could assemble a human 
genome under 60 GB of memory. Despite these developments, the memory usage of these tools is still 
too large for current commodity multi-core systems, limiting the scope of de novo assembly for large 
genomes to research groups that own large computer clusters. Therefore we urgently need new 
computational framework for scalable de novo genome assembly. 
Regarding the assembly quality and assembler capability to assemble big and complex genomes, 
there are several well-known assemblers targeting at NGS short reads, such as Velvet [Zerbino, 2008], 
ABySS [Simpson, 2009], SOAPdenovo [Li R. et al., 2010b; Luo, 2012], ALLPATHS-LG [Gnerre, 
2010], IDBA [Peng, 2010], etc. Their assembly algorithms are aiming at getting high quality results in 
the directions of: (1) varying k-mer sizes automatically, (2) error correction phase before assembly, (3) 
DBG graph building and traversal algorithms for error removal, (4) scaffolding capabilities, and (5) 
post-assembly gap fixes. For example, [Gnerre, 2010; Peng, 2010; VelvetOptimizer; Luo, 2012] either 
explicitly iterate all possible k-mer sizes or implicitly find suitable ones at different levels of assembly 
granularities for best results. Assemblers [Gnerre, 2010; Li R. et al., 2010b; Luo, 2012] have error 
correction done before the actual assembly starts. With these advancements, assemblers, ABySS, 
SOAPdenovo, ALLPATHS-LG, etc., have successfully assembled big genomes, like human and 
penda. However, there is still a long way toward assembling plant genomes, like crops, owing to their 
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huge sizes, higher ploidy, more heterozygosity, and more repeats [Imelfort, 2009; Schatz, 2012]. We 
argue one way to resolve repeats is through sorting the input reads across an imaginary target genome 
to remove the effect of ambiguous k-mers, which bias the error correction scheme on removing tips 
and cause short contigs. 
7.2 Genome Aligners 
Sequence alignment is an old problem. In the early 1990s, due to the expensive genome 
sequencing technologies, the available completed genomes were few and sequences for alignments 
were not long. The focus of the alignment problem is on base-pair-to-base-pair alignments between 
two sequences, or called pairwise alignments. Several earliest well-known alignment algorithms are 
Smith-Waterman (SW) algorithm [Smith, 1981], FASTA [Pearson, 1988], and BLAST [Altschul, 
1990]. SW does precise alignments using dynamic programming at the cost of demanding more 
computation power and runtime, but it provides the best similarity scoring accuracy. FASTA and 
BLAST perform approximately precise alignments through seed-based alignment and extension with 
SW, well known as the seed-and-extend idea, to save runtime at the cost of losing some accuracy. 
As the genome sequencing technologies evolves in 2000s, more completed and longer genomes 
were available for sequence analysis researches on gene structure/function studies, protein/nucleotide 
database searches, etc. The focus of sequence alignments moved to whole genome sequence 
alignments [Kurtz, 2004]. The alignment problem was extended from sequence-to-sequence alignment 
to a read set to a reference/completed genome alignment. The initial BLAST algorithm, suitable for 
several megabase-scale sequences, is too time-consuming for the new era. Some newer algorithms 
adopted the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [Burrows, 1994] to reduce time complexity and 
memory footprints, such as Bowtie [Langmead, 2009, 2012] and SOAP2 [Li R. et al., 2009], using 
only 2 to 3 GB memory for whole human genome alignments. But the BWT-based approach is 
vulnerable to mismatches. An SNP displacement disproves the rest correct base pairs. And the price to 
tolerate such mismatches is the increased runtime, several times higher than not allowing any 
mismatch. The others improved the BLAST and SW algorithms by adopting suffix-trees, such as 
MUMmer [Kurtz, 2004] and BWA/BWA-SW [Li and Durbin, 2009, 2010]. Another works further 
adopted GPUs and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), such as MUMmerGPU [Schatz, 2007], 
SOAP3 [Liu, 2012], and [Chen, 2013]. 
In recent years as of 2010s, as the NGS technologies are prevailing and the third-generation 
sequencing (TGS) technologies are approaching [Schadt, 2010], the need for simultaneous alignments 
among multiple genomes is emphasized [Schneeberger, 2009; Li and Homer, 2010; Li R. et al., 
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2010a]. One recent interesting work is SNAP [Zaharia, 2011], leveraging the trend of longer read 
lengths from the TGS technologies. Based on the BLAST algorithm, the seed size is extended and 
seeds are overlapping with each other so as to increase alignment accuracy and tolerate mismatches 
from insertion/deletion, because one mismatch may kill only a few overlapping seeds instead of all. 
Although increasing seed size can reduce false positive rates and the number of more alignment tasks, 
the downside is the increased memory usage, from 2 GB to 39 GB for a human genome alignment. 
The runtime was claimed 10 to 100x faster than previous works, like BWA. 
As is seen, the trend of sequence alignment is pushed by the sequencing technologies. It is 
foreseeable that longer and cheaper reads shall be prevailing. However, the qualities of reads and 
assemblies are a concern. The existing assemblies by the best assemblers for NGS reads are still not as 
good as those by Sanger sequencing [Baker, 2012]. On the other hand, the TGS technologies still have 
problems on generating quality reads as good as the NGS ones [Li Z. et al., 2011]. The existing exact 
or close-to-exact alignment algorithms could face problems on aligning low-quality assemblies, 
particularly when the assemblies are unfinished, misassembled, or simply irrelevant species. We 
conclude such examples as multi-genome alignments for the alignment subjects are not limited to 
closely related known species in the form of completed, clean genome sequences or contigs/scaffolds. 
This is because in the actual genome database, there can be a huge amount of genomes in various 
forms, and the query could be unidentified species in the form of unassembled raw reads or unfinished 
contigs/scaffolds. To the best of our knowledge, our Tiger aligner is the first one aiming at similarity 
checks among multiple genomes in different forms. 
One work targeting at checking genome similarities, like our Tiger aligner, is referred in [Kurtz, 
2004]. Built on top of MUMmer, the Nucmer and Promer packages can perform alignments between 
sets of raw contigs. Nucmer locates possible contigs between two sets by the nucleotide alignments by 
MUMmer. On the other hand, Promer extracts the amino acids. Then both sets in terms of nucleotides 
and amino acids, respectively, are used as seeds for the next match-and-extend step (the same idea as 
BLAST and FASTA) for further alignments. However, this tool can only check two completed 
genomes with high similarities, such as fly-to-fly and human-to-mouse. For distantly related species, 
like fly-to-mosquito, the only way to detect similarities is by amino acids. This thus limits its 
application for multi-genome alignments. SOAP2 [Li R. et al., 2009] is the other similar work to ours, 
whose purpose is to find out the quality of a given new/draft genome. A read set is aligned against the 
corresponding assembled genome scaffolds and the resultant read coverage depths are checked across 
them. If the read coverage depths are too low, the given genome is asserted to be incorrectly 
assembled. However, the provided information is about the base pair read coverages, not enough for 
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detailed similarity checking, particularly for different species. GenomeMapper [Schneeberger, 2009] 
is another work doing exact sequence alignments between a query read set and multiple database 
genomes. It is designed for the purpose of genome resequencing and thus assumes high-quality query 
reads and completed database genomes. A database genome sequence is transformed into multiple k-
mers of 5 to 13 bp long, interpreted as unique integers with location information to the genome. The 
genome sequence is further partitioned into non-overlapping sections of up to 256 bp for manipulation 
efficiency. All database genomes are combined into one condensed graph data structure, where the 
graph nodes are sequence sections and graph edges are the connections between adjacent sequence 
sections. The common sequence sections among multiple genomes are stored only once to save 
memory. The query is performed in the way similar to the seed-and-extend idea so as to preserve the 
alignment accuracy. Owing to the hash-based data structure, the runtime is slower than the BWT-
based approaches, like Bowtie. But it provides more gap tolerance capability to allow longer insertions 
or deletions. 
Despite of runtime and the available information from alignments, the existing aligners are bound 
for two reasons so that they cannot be easily extended to cope with multi-genome alignment problems: 
(1) given subject genomes had better be clean, finished, and with close gene structures, and (2) given 
database genomes must be contigs or longer sequences. The first one is about the capability of 
mismatch tolerance. Since existing aligners are targeting at providing exact or close-to-exact 
alignment accuracy, the sequence gaps, insertion/deletion, and misjoins usually stop at the seeding 
stage or fail to extend further alignments from good seeds. The situation is worse for distant species or 
contaminated raw data. Although adopting the primitive SW algorithm may relieve a part of the 
problems, the runtime is impractical for big genomes. The second reason stops either SW- or BLAST-
based algorithms for the case that database sequences are too short and too many (e.g., reads) such that 
the SW-based aligners are not practical in terms of available information, and BLAST-based aligners 
cannot proceed with the seeding and extending stages, e.g., MUMmer. 
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Conclusion 
In computational genomics, sequence assembly and alignment are two important harnesses to 
drive the advancement of later researches in this field. In this thesis, we presented our solutions to 
these two problems. 
For sequence assembly, our methodology provides comparable or better quality results while 
adapting to available memory resources. The key idea behind our approach is reads partitioning and 
clustering so that the memory usage for assembly is reversely proportional to the number of partitions. 
This fundamentally resolves the issue of high memory requirement in sequence assembly and 
potentially accelerates the research progress of this field. The developed approach can leverage 
existing well-built assemblers and iteratively improve the results. The approach can also start from an 
already assembled result and further improve it, using the original read set. To the best of our 
knowledge, none of works so far has this capability. In situations where traditional assemblers require 
more memory than that is present in available computers, our approach provides the only known 
viable path. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of getting better quality results with low 
memory footprint and the scalability of using distributed commodity computers. In particular, the 
experiment on a real example, orchid bee genome, shows the strength on practical applications. 
On the other hand, a standalone approximate multi-genome alignment tool is extended from our 
assembly framework. It aims at performing parallel similarity checks among thousands of genomes in 
different forms in terms of evolutionary relationships and sequence completeness. For instance, it can 
be used to check the similarities among distant species in the form of raw reads in parallel across 
computer network. As far as we know, our work is the first complete tool targeting at such multi-
genome alignment problems. The aligner is composed of two algorithms, Bowtie- and word-based 
approaches, targeting at fast low-memory alignment and mismatch-tolerant, multi-level similarity 
checks, respectively. Experiments show the strengths of both algorithms and the practicality of this 
alignment tool. 
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8.2 Future Work 
We have made significant progress on providing practical tools for sequence assembly and 
alignment. Along this line of research, we found potential places for further extension to benefit the 
community of computational genomics more. Here are two directions worth study. 
Similarity scoring: In this thesis, we provided the first attempt to score similarities among 
multiple genomes with different characteristics at the scoring granularity of sequence sets. Within our 
work, the feature-based image recognition is leveraged for sequence alignments. We believe we could 
borrow more ideas from the image recognition field to score the similarities among images and 
transfer the ideas to sequence similarity scoring. 
Hybrid sequence alignment: With the maturity of the assembly algorithms for the NGS and 
TGS technologies, it is foreseeable much bigger and complex genomes will be assembled and studied. 
To perform alignments between two huge genomes in the form of fragmented sequences, e.g., 
contigs/scaffolds, the required memory and time for the traditional precise alignment approaches may 
be unacceptable to deal with them directly. We suggest our multi-genome approximate alignment tool 
can be used as the first attempt to identify closely mapped sequences of two subjects, followed by an 
exact sequence alignment tool to further score the similarities among them. 
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APPENDIX A: THEOREMS 
Formally, a sequence assembly process can be represented in terms of A = {C, B, R}, where C is 
a set of legitimately correct contigs, B is a set of legitimately correct base pairs, R is a set of input 
reads, where C is composed of B, and B is contributed by R, or C = B ß R. We call this as the 
assembly using the input reads as a whole. Then, we can have the following theorems. 
Theorem 1 
Assemblies of well-clustered multiple read sets can reach the same genome coverage as those by 
the assembly of the reads as a whole. This means the multiple subsets of contigs C0, …, CC, can be 
contributed by multiple subsets of reads, R0, …, RR, where C = {C0, …, CC} and R = {R0, …, RR}. Or 
Ci ß Ri. 
Here we know one contig Ci = {B0, …, BB}, and one base pair set Bi can be contributed by a read 
set Ri. Or Bi ß Ri, where Bi = {b0, …, bb} and Ri = {r0, …, rr}. A well-clustered read set is an exact set 
of reads, Ri, that contributes to a legitimately correct contig, Ci, if and only if Ci can only be 
contributed by Ri. (Note that the well-clustered read set is hard to achieve in practice due to 
duplications and repetitive elements in the genome. What we describe here is the ideal case.) 
To prove this theorem, we need to have the following lemmas first. 
Lemma 1: A base pair b is said to be legitimately correct if all reads, rb = {rb0, …, rbn}, that can 
contribute to it are considered in the assembly process. Or this can be expressed as an all-to-one 
mapping, b ß rb = {rb0, …, rbn}. Then, we say rb is an exact set of reads to b. 
This is obvious since if a base pair is legitimately correct without considering all reads, this base 
pair may not be correct. 
Lemma 2: A contig c is said to be legitimately correct if all reads rc that can contribute to it are 
considered in the assembly process. Or this can be expressed as an all-to-one mapping, c ß rc = {rc0, 
…, rcn}. Then, we say rc is is an exact set of reads to c. 
Based on Lemma 1, since c = {b0, …, bn} and b ß {rb0, …, rbn}, then we can conclude, c ß 
{{rb00, …, rb0n}, …, {rbn0, …, rbnn }} = rc. 
Based on Lemma 1 and 2, we can prove Bi ß Ri, and since Ci = Bi, we can conclude Ci ß Ri. 
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Theorem 2 
The N50 of the legitimately correct contig set C (built from the input reads as a whole) is as good 
as that of the contig set Citer that is constructed through iteratively adding the input reads R to the 
assembly process. This means we can elongate the contigs in Citer through iterative read clustering to 
provide the exact set of reads for the assembly until they repeat themselves or reach their ends. 
We can prove this theorem by Lemma 3 and 4. 
Lemma 3: A contig c can be elongated legitimately correctly until it repeats itself or reaches its 
end if all reads, r, that can contribute to it are added to the assembly process. 
This is true by Lemma 2 since the elongation process has all exact reads considered. 
Lemma 4: A contig c can be adjusted in the elongation process when more reads are collected. 
When non-exact reads are considered in the assembly process, there can be tips generated. Yet on 
the other hand, the tips can be resolved when one tip is assembled using the exact reads added later. 
(This adjustment is actually used in existing assemblers, like Velvet.) 
Lemma 3 and 4 enumerate the only two situations in a contig elongation process. Hence, the 
length of a contig in Citer is as good as that in C. And we can infer Theorem 2 is true. 
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APPENDIX B: TIGER USER MANUAL – VERSION 1.1 
B.1 Introduction 
Tiger stands for “Tiled Iterative GEnome assembleR”, meaning the genome assembly is carried 
out through the assembly of tiled reads in an iterative fashion. Figure B.1 delineates the Tiger flow, 
showing that Tiger is inherently parallelizable. The steps of contig clustering (Step 3), read clustering 
(Step 4), and read assembly (Step 5) form an iteration. Tiger is designed to use low-memory 
commodity computers, connected with low-speed network. 
 
Figure B.1. Schematic view of our iterative framework for genome assembly. 
With the right environment setup and Tiger command option setting, the required memory 
installed on a commodity computer can be as low as 4 GB and the network bandwidth can be as low as 
10 MB/s. The disk space for Tiger takes about 120 MB. 
Currently, Tiger has successfully integrated Velvet (version 1.2.07, compiled with max k-mer 
size 96 and 6 categories) and SOAPdenovo (version 1.05), named as Tiger-Velvet and Tiger-Soap, 
respectively. Through the unified options in Tiger, users can also use Velvet and SOAPdenovo as 
standalone assemblers for single-tile or multi-tile assemblies. 
Here “tile” stands for the portion of the input reads (which can be one or many read library files). 
Single-tile assembly means to assemble the input reads as a whole, which is the traditional sequence 
assembly. Multi-tile assembly means to assemble the input reads part by part. Users can choose the 
number of tiles (through options -num_tiles <integer num> and -num_clusters <integer 
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num>) to assemble the given genome reads. The required memory is inversely proportional to the 
number of read tiles. 
B.2 Software Installation 
Unzipping the Tiger software package to a place (named as TIGER_PATH from now on) that can 
be accessed by all computers in the network. All the executable binaries in the package should be 
ready to use for most Linux 64-bit machines like Debian, Ubuntu, RedHat, etc. 
The executable binary, “tiger”, under TIGER_PATH is the main program to launch Tiger. Switch 
to TIGER_PATH and execute./tiger -help should show a list of options and information about 
the versions of Tiger and the embedded assemblers. 
There are two ways to execute Tiger at a place other than TIGER_PATH. One is to set the users’ 
shell environment variable “TIGER_PATH” to the place where the package is unzipped. The other 
way is to set the option –tiger_path <directory path> when executing the “tiger” executable. 
B.3 Quick Starting Guide 
B.3.1 Pilot Run 
Along with the Tiger software package, there is a test data package for the pilot run. Within the 
unzipped test data directory (named as TIGER_TEST_PATH from now on), there are several small C-
shell example scripts, with “.csh” as file extension, ready for execution. Small test data sets are 
attached too. For the least simplicity, only OpenMP is used. Users can first execute these scripts to 
make sure your Tiger software executable and your environment are set correctly. 
B.3.2 Simplest Execution 
Based on the example scripts in the test data package, there are several things to do before 
running your assemblies. Here are the most important options. For variations or detailed usage, please 
see the following sections. The usage of Tiger executable is in the form below. 
tiger <Mandatory options> <Options> 
Define	  Tiger	  executable	  path	  and	  output	  directories	  
Option -tiger_path <directory path> specifies the Tiger software executable directory 
(or TIGER_PATH). By this, Tiger knows where to launch the related executable binaries. Option -
odir specifies the directory to run the assembly and output results. 
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Use	  single	  FASTA	  read	  files	  with	  merged	  paired-­‐end	  reads	  
It is preferred to use FASTA read files. Paired-end reads of a read library are usually in two files, 
such as lib_1.fa and lib_2.fa. They must be merged into one read file. They are preferred to be in the 
forward-reverse (or called inward) read orientation, which is default in Tiger. Option -fa# <file 
path(s)> specifies the merged FASTA read library files.1 
Define	  insert	  lengths	  of	  the	  paired-­‐end	  reads	  
Option -insert_length# <integer num> specifies the estimated insert length between the 
ends of two reads of the same pair. 
Define	  the	  number	  of	  read	  tiles	  
Option -num_tiles <integer num> specifies the number of read tiles for assembly. Tiger 
will partition each given read library file into parts for you and assemble the reads in the granularity of 
the read tile number. 
Define	  k-­‐mer	  value	  
Option -kmer <integer num> specifies the k-mer value. It must be an odd number. 
Otherwise, an even number will be subtracted by one. 
Define	  k-­‐mer	  value	  range	  for	  the	  auto-­‐k-­‐mer	  scheme	  
Option -auto_kmer <integer num> defines the number of assemblies performed on each 
read tile using randomly chosen k-mer values within the range, specified by -mink <integer num> 
and -maxk <integer num>. The best assembly result will be chosen among the assemblies. 
Specify	  the	  assembler	  for	  assembly	  
Two assemblers have been integrated into Tiger, i.e., Velvet and SOAPdenovo. They can be 
specified through the options, -velvet or -soapdenovo. 
Specify	  parallelism	  degree	  for	  assembly	  
As far as performance is concerned, option -num_parallel_tiles <integer num> specifies 
the number of parallel assembly jobs running on each machine. 
                                                      
 
1	  Symbol	  “#”	  specifies	  a	  number,	  which	  can	  be	  {1,	  2,	  3,	  ...,	  8}	  for	  specifying	  multiple	  ones	  in	  the	  option.	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B.4 Computational Environment Setup 
To have Tiger run on commodity computers with low system memory and slow network 
environment, a special setup of the hardware and software environment is required or preferred in 
order to achieve good execution performance. Tiger can also run on computer clusters with shared- or 
distributed- memory architectures. Yet we found with suitable setup, the performance of commodity 
computer networks actually is better than that of using computer clusters. 
The software environment setup for these computational architectures is the same. Tiger uses 
Open MPI to pass commands to computing nodes (including the master node). The Open MPI 
executable, “mpirun”, must be accessible in all computers. OpenMP is also used in Tiger. For 
situations that Open MPI is not installed, Tiger can use OpenMP to dispatch jobs within a single 
computing node. For computer clusters with a shared memory space, executing jobs through OpenMP 
may not be as efficient as using Open MPI. To use Open MPI in Tiger, specifying -mpi_hosts 
<machine host name list> will enable it. 
The version of Open MPI should not matter. The versions we evaluated include 1.4.3 and 1.4.2. 
B.4.1 Commodity Computers 
We define the commodity computers as a combination of (cheap) desktop or laptop computers 
connected with common network routers. Such a computer should cost less than $1,000 US dollars, 
installed with 4 GB or up memory, a dual- or quad-core processor, and 2 TB hard drive. 
Using Open MPI to dispatch jobs across computers requires specifying the MPI login protocol 
through the option, -mpi_login <none, rsh, ssh>. (Default is using rsh protocol.) This means 
these computing nodes must trust each other using rsh/ssh login without asking for passwords. For the 
rsh protocol, the “hosts.equiv” file (usually under “/etc” of most Linux systems) must list all trusted 
machine host names. The ssh protocol requires more complicated ways to setup, which is out of the 
scope of this manual. The option, -mpi_hosts <list of machine host names>, specifies the 
computing nodes involved in the assembly. Note: It is suggested to list the master computing node 
name at the last place for better performance, where the master computing node is responsible for 
executing/launching Tiger executable. 
For situations that there is no high-performance RAID file system and high-speed networking 
shared among the computing nodes, it is strongly suggested to have each computing node installed 
with a storage place for temporary execution files. An estimation of the storage size is close to twice 
the size of given genome read files. Although it is not required, the storage place in all nodes had 
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better be mounted with the same name to avoid management confusion, e.g., “/dna_temp”. The option, 
-mpi_host_dirs <local temp directory paths of the corresponding machines>, 
specifies this local storage space of each computing node, respectively. In cases of execution failure in 
Tiger, the storage place stores all execution logs and files for diagnosis. 
If the given network speed is very slow, it is also strongly suggested to have all input files 
(referred later) stored in a local disk space of each computing node. The places storing these input files 
must be with the same paths on all computing nodes, e.g., “/dna_data”. So when the assembly job is 
launched by the master computing node, all nodes find the same input files through the same paths 
specified in the command line. 
If the hardware specs of given computing nodes are different, the option,  
-mpi_host_threads <thread numbers of the corresponding machines>, had better be 
specified to avoid oversubscribing threads. 
The option, -memory_limit <integer num of the memory in MB>, is also suggested to 
specify, especially for small memory machines. Some assemblers embedded in Tiger take this 
information into consideration to reduce the assembly memory usage. Inside Tiger, a few steps will 
consider this information and condense the memory usage too. 
Regarding the thread management, the option, -num_parallel_tiles <integer num>, 
specifies the maximum number of concurrent assemblies of read tiles on each machine. So, for 
instance, the execution with 3 parallel tiles and 3 machines for computing means 9 threads in total for 
assembly. The option, -num_parallel_asms <integer num>, provides another level of 
parallelism. It means the number of threads used in the assembler or the number of parallel auto-kmer 
assemblies. The option, -num_parallel_bowtie <integer num>, specifies the number of 
parallel threads used in each read tile collecting task. More details and related options are listed in the 
Tiger help messages. 
B.4.2 Distributed-Memory Computer Clusters 
The setup of such computer clusters differs from that of the commodity computers at very few 
places. First, the machine login protocol for Open MPI is usually not required, which is set through the 
option, -mpi_login none. 
Secondly, on such computer clusters the actual computing nodes assigned for assembly are 
known until launching jobs through the qsub command with the number of requested nodes and the 
number of threads of each node. The names of the assigned computing nodes are usually stored in a 
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system environment variable or a file in the form of a list of names. For example, for asking 3 nodes 
with 2 threads of each, the contents of the variable/file can be “comp1 comp1 comp2 comp2 comp3 
comp3”, meaning 6 threads launched across 3 machines. Such information must be filtered to become 
“comp1 comp2 comp3” and be fed into the Tiger options, “-mpi_hosts comp1 comp2 comp3”, “-
num_parallel_tiles 2”, and “-num_cores_per_socket 2”. Here, “-
num_cores_per_socket” defines the maximum number of threads for each computing node to 
avoid oversubscribing threads. 
Thirdly, though not required, the option, -if_cluster, had better be enforced for further option 
check-up. 
Fourthly, the options, -mpi_host_dirs and -mpi_host_threads, are usually not necessary 
since the computer cluster usually uses centralized file system and symmetric computing resources on 
all nodes. 
B.4.3 Shared-Memory Computer Clusters 
Similar to the setting of distributed-memory computer clusters, there are few differences. First, 
the Open MPI protocol is usually not required by giving the option, -mpi_login none. 
Secondly, the assigned computing node is not known and is usually one. For this case, the option, 
“-mpi_hosts localhost” , is required if Open MPI is enabled. And the option, “-
mpi_hosts_theads <integer num>”, specifies the total number of threads requested. 
B.5 Tiger Inputs and Outputs 
B.5.1 Input Files 
Reads	  as	  inputs	  
Tiger currently supports Illumina reads only. A DNA base pair has to be one of A, T, C, G, and N. 
All are case insensitive. Paired-end reads are preferred in order to get better assembly results. For 
Tiger-Velvet, the read orientation has to be forward-reverse (or 5’è3’ and 3’ç5’) direction, or called 
inward orientation. For Tiger-Soap, both inward and outward orientations are supported. The read 
orientation can be defined by the option -read_orientation# <forward, inward, 
backward, outward>. It specifies the read orientation of the #th read library2. For Tiger-Soap, the 
                                                      
 
2	  “#”	  stands	  for	  the	  ID	  of	  the	  read	  library.	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purpose for read assembly is also required through the option, -read_purpose# <contig, 
scaffold, both>, meaning reads are used for contig assembly, scaffold assembly, or both. 
Multiple read libraries are specified through the options, -fa# <file path(s)> for the 
FASTA read files and -fq# <file path(s)> for the FASTQ read files. When using the FASTQ 
read files, the corresponding FASTA files must be provided through the option, -mfa# <file 
path>.  The option, -fastq2fasta, can be used for the conversion. 
The types of reads, such as short/long paired or not paired, can be specified through the option, -
read_type# <short, shortPaired, long, longPaired>. For paired-end reads, reads of 
different orientations must be merged into one file in the forward-reverse fashion. For example, the 
first paired reads in the file should be forward and reverse, followed by the second paired reads, etc. 
The task for merging two paired-end read files can be done by the scripts provided along with the 
Velvet package, “TIGER_PATH/velvet/shuffleSequences_fasta.pl” or “TIGER_PATH/velvet/ 
shuffleSequences_fastq.pl”. 
For Tiger-Soap, reads must be in the FASTA file format. For Tiger-Velvet, reads can be in the 
FASTQ or FASTA file format. 
Contigs	  or	  scaffolds	  as	  additional	  inputs	  
Including the reads referred above, the output contigs or scaffolds (in the FASTA file format) 
from other assemblers can be used as additional inputs to Tiger for further improvement. The option, -
src_contig <fasta contig file path>, must be used to specify the contig/scaffold file. The 
usage of the rest options is the same as in the case when reads are used as inputs. 
Data	  reuse	  to	  save	  time	  
Although it is not required, if the read files would be used for multiple times, it is preferable to 
have them partitioned first. Otherwise, Tiger will partition the read files for you each time Tiger is 
launched. The option, -break_reads, serves the purpose of partitioning the reads into tiles. The 
option, -num_tiles <integer num>, specifies the number of read tiles as the input to Tiger. The 
option, -num_clusters <integer num>, specifies the number of contig clusters for assembly in 
Tiger. When the number of contig clusters is not specified, the default is using the number of read 
tiles. 
Internally Tiger revises the read files for each assembly. If the same read files would be used for 
multiple times, it is preferable to have the revised read files processed in advance, because. Otherwise, 
Tiger will revise the read files for you according to the options, -read_overlap <integer num> 
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or -read_overlap_percentage <float num> (preferred). The revised read files are used in the 
read clustering step in Tiger. The options, -rfa# <file path(s)> and -rfq# <file path(s)>, 
specify the revised read files. The option, -revise_reads, does the read file revising. 
B.5.2 Output Files 
The output by Tiger is a list of FASTA contig files of the corresponding assembly iterations 
under the temporary execution directory, specified by the option, -tdir <directory path>. The 
last-iteration output contig file is named as “tiger.contig.fa” under the directory specified by the 
option, -odir <directory path>. Users can specify the final contig file path by the option, -
ocontig <file path>. 
B.6 Resuming or Starting an Assembly Process 
It is very common to resume or start a Tiger assembly process from a previously assembled result 
due to reasons. There are two ways to do this, depending on situations. One situation is that users may 
want to improve a given contig file (in FASTA format) from a previous assembly by either Tiger or 
other assemblers. The first way serves this need. First, the given contig file had better be scaffolded 
using the option, -scaffold_contigs <fasta contig file path>. Then the scaffolded 
contigs (or scaffolds) are fed into Tiger by the option, -src_contig <fasta contig file 
path>.  
Another situation is that due to a normal or abnormal termination, users may need to resume from 
the previous Tiger assembly process using the same assembly output and temporary directories. First, 
both the output and temporary directories must be defined by the options, -odir <directory 
path> and -tdir <directory path>. Depending on the points to resume from, Tiger provides the 
option -skip_step1 to resume from Step 2 (contig assembly), and the option -skip_step2 to 
resume from Step 3 (contig clustering) in Tiger. 
Besides these required options for resumption, the rest option setting is decided by the users. 
B.7 Limitations 
Here lists the situations that currently Tiger has to follow. In the near future, we hope to remove 
most of them. 
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Contigs Only 
Tiger can generate better quality contigs than the counterpart single-tile assembly, but the results 
of scaffolds are not good due to the design characteristic in Tiger. We believe a post process stage can 
complement this weakness. 
Illumina Reads Only 
The internal design characteristic of Tiger makes this limitation. 
Merged Paired-End Read Files Only 
For each paired-end read library, the forward and reverse reads must be merged into one file. For 
example, the first paired reads in the file should be forward and reverse, followed by the second paired 
reads, etc. 
Tiger-Soap Accepts FASTA Files Only 
Tiger accepts merged paired-end read files in either FASTA or FASTQ file format. On the other 
hand, SOAPdenovo accepts merged paired-end reads in the FASTA file format only. 
B.8 Suggestions 
Here are some Tiger option usage suggestions for the inexperienced users. 
(1) Use option "-auto_kmer #", which means for each read tile, Tiger will try # (usually > 3) 
randomly-picked k-mers and use the best one as the result. Usually, the best k-mer picked for each 
read tile is different from the best k-mer for the 1-tile assembly. But of course, the runtime will be 
longer too. 
Note that option "-kmer" is different from "-auto_kmer". "-kmer" is used to all read tile 
assemblies for all Tiger iterations, no matter the result is good or bad. "-auto_kmer" is, however, 
trying different random k-mers and picking the best out of them. When both options are combined, "-
kmer" is used as the first k-mer to try and "-auto_kmer" will try others and pick the best result out of 
them based on a fine-tuned result picking criterion. 
In short, simply using "-kmer" option will suppress the strength of Tiger. Besides, iterating 
different k-mers (e.g., from 45 to 15) by "-kmer" is not as good as using "-auto_kmer 15 -mink 15 -
maxk 45". 
(2) Try Tiger-Soap if you are concerned about the error rate but with shorter contigs; Try Tiger-
Velvet if you prefer to have longer contigs but with higher errors. We found the error rate is mostly 
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controlled by the embedded assembler. It seems SOAPdenovo1 is more conservative than Velvet. Yet, 
we are still trying to figure out the reason why Tiger cannot reduce the error rate and why in some 
cases, Tiger can introduce errors and sometimes reduce errors. 
 (3) For an 1 Gbp long genome, I would suggest to use at least 1000 read-tile assembly. For 
example, if you don't see empty contig clusters at the Step 3 output, like the following log snippet, it 
usually means you need to set more read tiles for assembly. The idea behind Tiger is to isolate reads 
belonging to different contig clusters. So if the number of read tiles is too few, the assembly result 
usually will only be slightly better than it is counterpart. 
         Dump the clustered contigs into files. 
           Cluster   0:    618 contigs, 176398 bp 
           Cluster   1:     26 contigs,  10327 bp 
           Cluster   2:    267 contigs, 237275 bp 
           Cluster   3:     10 contigs,   2072 bp 
           ... 
           Cluster  23:      0 contigs,      0 bp 
           Cluster  24:     26 contigs,  14721 bp 
           Cluster  25:      5 contigs,   2726 bp 
           Cluster  26:     19 contigs,   4975 bp 
           Cluster  27:      0 contigs,      0 bp 
           Cluster  28:     18 contigs,   6252 bp 
 
(4) For the assembly starting from scratch, which should be the case on comparing performances 
of different assemblers, usually I will give 30 iterations or more. If you see the N50 is still improved 
from iteration to iteration, it means Tiger has not saturated yet and there is room for improvement. If 
you give too few iterations, the coverage is usually bad but it will be improved from iteration to 
iteration. Note that for highly repetitive genomes, the total contig length will get shorter and saturate 
somewhere. Yet, the scaffolds of the contigs will be close to the actual genome length. This is 
validated through one real example we did recently. 
For the assembly starting from improving an assembly result by other assemblers, giving 10 to 20 
iterations should be enough in most cases. Again, if the N50 is still improved, it means there is room 
left for improvement. Note that Tiger is the only assembler which iteratively improves the assemblies. 
Giving more time will usually improve the N50 and genome coverage, unless some options are not set 
correctly. 
(5) Tiger is designed to generate better contigs, not scaffolds, though there is an option "-
scaffolding" provided. You can try other scaffolding tools, like the embedded SOAPdenovo1 and 
SSPACE in Tiger, to do scaffolds on the Tiger output contigs. 
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B.9 Tiger Command Options 
 +=========================================================================+ 
 | TIGER version: 2.0 (release), build date: Tue May  7 15:43:18 CDT 2013  | 
 | Current time: 05/07/13 15:44:06                                         | 
 | Evaluation of 0.001 day(s) out of 100.000 days has passed.              | 
 | developed by:                                                           | 
 |                IMPACT & ES/CAD & CCG Research Groups                    | 
 |              University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign                 | 
 |                                                                         | 
 | (C) Copyright 2013 The Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois. | 
 | All rights reserved.                                                    | 
 +=========================================================================+ 
 
Program usage: tiger <Mandatory options> <Options> 
 
Symbol definition: 
  #    A number, which can be {1, 2, 3, ..., 8} for specifying multiple ones. 




  -fa# <file path(s)> 
  -fq# <file path(s)> 
       File(s) of the #th input fasta/fastq read library. 
       Note: A read library can be partitioned into parts in advance to save 
       time if it will be reused for times. 
       Note: Options -fa# and -fq# are exclusive. 
  -insert_length# <integer num> 
       Expected insert length in base pairs between the ends of two reads of 
       the same pair. '#' specifies the read library ID. 




  -insert_std# <floating-point num> 
       Standard deviations of the expected distance between two paired end 
       reads of the #th input read library. For example, <insert_length> * 
       <insert_std> is considered as valid pairs. 
       This value has to be within 1.0 and 0.0. 
       Default is 0.2. 
  -read_type# <"short", "shortPaired", "long", "longPaired"> 
       Read type of the #th read library. 
       Default is shortPaired. 
  -read_orientation# <"forward", "inward", "backward", "outward"> 
       Read orientation of the #th read library. 
       Forward-reverse (or called Inward) direction 
       Strand 1: 5'->3' ..... 
       Strand 2:        ..... 3'<-5' 
       Reverse-forward (or called Outward) direction 
       Strand 1:        ..... 5'->3' 
       Strand 2: 3'<-5' ..... 
       Note: Velvet requires forward-reverse read orientation only. 
       Default is inward. 
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  -read_purpose# <"contig", "scaffold", "both"> 
       It defines how the #th read library is used for assembly. 
       Note: This applies to SOAPdenovo only. 
       Default is both. 
 
  -mfa# <file path> 
       #th input fasta read library. 
       When -mfa# option is not defined, the merged sequence file will be 
       generated from merging or using the given sequence file(s) from -fa# 
       option. 
  -rfa# <file path(s)> 
  -rfq# <file path(s)> 
       File(s) of the #th revised input fasta/fastq read library by using 
       -revise_reads option in advance. 
       This has to be the same format as the -fa#/-fq# option. When defined, 
       this has to be > 1. Tiger will generate this in default but providing 
       this saves time. 
  -tiger_path <directory path> 
       Tiger installation path for the third-party executables used in 
       Tiger. 
       You can also define the system environment variable 
       TIGER_PATH to set this option. 
       Default is ".". 
 
Contig fine-tuning options: 
 
  -velvet          (Version 1.2.07) 
  -soapdenovo      (Version 1.05) 
       Available assemblers integrated into Tiger. 
       Velvet is the default. These options are exclusive. 
  -asm_special# <"strings with spaces in between"> 
       Added command options used in the assembly stages of assemblers. 
       This is used when the given options here are not enough. 
       # stands for the assembly stage to insert the option strings. 
       Velvet takes 2 stages, i.e., velveth and velvetg. 
       SOAPdenovo takes 4 stages, i.e., pregraph, contig, map, and scaff. 
  -app <integer num> 
       Tiger approach to apply. 
       Available approaches are 1, 421, 423, 741. 
       Approach 1 is to use the standalone assembler, like Velvet, etc. 
       Default is 741. 
  -app_try423 
       For approach 741, try use approach 423 for read assembly first. 
       If approach 423 is not better, approach 421 is used. 
       Note: Approach 423 may cause big memory usage. 
       Default is using approach 421. 
  -num_tiles <integer num> 
       Number of read tiles to process when one input read file is given. 
       When not specified, the given input read file will be partitioned 
       into pieces with 1000000 reads each. 
  -num_clusters <integer num> 
       Number of contig clusters to process. This usually applies when one 
       contig file is given and -skip_step1 and -skip_step2 are enabled. 
       Default is the same as <num_tiles>. 
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  -read_tile_size <integer num> 
       Expected maximum file size in MB of the clustered read tiles. 
       This is to avoid memory explosion in read assembly due to biased 
       read clustering. 
       Default is max(max(given input read tile files), 200). 
  -num_iterations <integer num> 
       Number of iterations for assembly. 
       Default is 4. 
  -start_iteration <integer num> 
       Starting iteration number. 
       This helps to resume a previous assembly without overwriting the 
       previous output contig files. 
       Default is 1. 
 
  -contig_overlap <integer num> 
       Contig overlap base pairs required in the contig clustering process. 
       The smaller this number, the more possible connections between 
       contigs and the more time for the contig clustering process. 
       For genomes with high repeats, this had better be big to avoid big 
       memory usage during contig hypergraph construction. 
       It's suggested to use some number around the k-mer size. 
       Default is 32. 
  -contig_weight_mode <"flat", "hat", "hill", "hole", "camel"> 
       Weighting mode used in the contig clustering process. 
       It's unclear which one fits the best. 
       But the flat mode seems to work in most cases. 
       Default is "camel". 
  -balance_factor <integer num> 
       Allowed imbalance ratio among the contig clusters. 
       For METIS, the load imbalance is the equation 1 + x/1000. 
       Basically, pick a small/big number for small/big number of 
       partitions. For the randomly partitioned read tiles, use smaller 
       value. For improving an existent contig set, use bigger value. 
       Default is 50. 
 
  -alignment_approach <"bowtie", "word"> 
       The alignment algorithm used for reads-to-contigs alignment. 
       Default is word. 
  -read_overlap <integer num> 
       Read overlap base pairs required in the read clustering step. 
       The smaller this number is; the higher resultant coverage can be; 
       the more errors can be in the contigs; the lower N50 can be. 
       reads and the worse clustering results. 
       Note: This has to be changed in accordance with the read length. 
       Default is 30. 
  -read_overlap_percentage <floating-point num> 
       This is similar to -read_overlap but it takes the portion of the 
       given reads according to the percentage. 
       This will overwrite -read_overlap when both options are given. 
       Default is 0.7. 
  -read_overlap_mismatches <integer num> 
       Number of mismatches allowed for the reads in alignments. 
       The more mismatches allowd; the slower the alignment task is. 
       For the Bowtie-based alignment, this value has to be between 1 and 3. 
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       For the word-based alignment, this value cannot be too big to violate 
       the valid threshold, calculated based on read length. 
       Default is 0. 
  -stride <integer num> 
       Stride between words used in the word-based alignment algorithm. 
       Default is 1. 
  -word_size <integer num> 
       Word size used in the word-based alignment algorithm. 
       It has to be smaller or equal to the -read_overlap value. 
       Default is 30. 
  -word_size_percentage <floating-point num> 
       This is similar to -word_size but it takes the portion of the given 
       -read_overlap value according to the percentage. 
       This will overwrite -word_size when both options are given. 
       Default is 0.7. 
 
  -n50_std <integer num> 
       Standard deviation threshold for N50s to bypass Step 3 to save time 
       with improving N50s. 
       For bigger number of multi-piece assemblies, this should be smaller. 
       Otherwise, Step 3 will be enabled for every iteration. 
       Note: This is genome-dependent and may not give better results. 
       Default is 100000. 
 
  -split_app <integer num> 
       Read picking approach when splitting input read file. 
       0: Random (default) 
       1: Hashing 
  -split_policy <integer num> 
       Read picking policy when splitting the input read file. 
       0: Pick one pair reads met of every <num_tiles> reads 
          from the input read file. 
       1: Pick every pair reads met in the input read file. 
          This is default. 
       N: Pick one pair reads met of every N reads from the 
          input read file. 
  -split_tuning <floating-point num> 
       Tuning factor to split the input read file. 
       This number must be >= 1.0. 




  -kmer <integer num> 
       K-mer size. 
       If the k-mer size is bigger than the read size, the read size minus 
       one is used. For some assemblers, the given even k-mer size will be 
       subtracted by one. 
       Default is 27. 
  -auto_kmer <integer num> 
       This iterates multiple k-mer values for you from the range between 
       0.6 read length to the maximum K 
       supported by Velvet or the read size. 
       The k-mer specified in the -kmer option is applied first, followed by 
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       random k-mers. Hence <num> has to be larger than 1. 
       Options -mink and -maxk must be defined. 
  -mink <integer num> 
       Minimum k-mer value used to limit the -auto_kmer range. 
       Default is 0.6 read length. 
  -maxk <integer num> 
       Maximum k-mer value used to limit the -auto_kmer range. 
       Default is read length. 
 
  -scaffolding <"yes" | "no"> 
       Scaffold contigs used paired end information. 
       Gaps will be filled with N's. 
       Default is no. 
       Note: Currently Tiger is designed to generate better contigs only. 
  -cutoff <floating-point num> 
       Removal of low coverage nodes or allow the system to infer it. 
       Default is auto. 
  -min_contig <integer num> 
       Minimum exported contig length in base pairs. 
       It's strongly suggested to set a higher number, like 200, for 
       SOAPdenovo assembler since it usually generates many short contigs, 
       which will cause bloated clustered read files. 
       Default is <k-mer * 2>. 
  -max_contig_num <integer num> 
       Maximum number of contigs of the merged contigs for each iteration. 
       This is to avoid too many short contigs generated in the assembly 
       process and the output result. Too many short contigs will cause 
       long processing time. 
       Default is 300000. 
 
Additional exclusive functions: 
 
  When one of these options is given, other assembly options may be ignored. 
 
  -calculate_n50 <fasta-format contig file path> 
       Calculate the N50 of the given fasta file. 
  -calculate_nx0 <fasta-format contig file path> 
       Calculate the N10, N20, till N90 of the given fasta file. 
 
  -scaffold_contigs <fasta-format contig file path> 
       Do contig scaffolding on the given contig file using the provided 
       fasta paired-end read file by -fa option. 
       -insert_length option is required too. 
       Other options, like -insert_std, etc., can be used. 
       When -soapdenovo is defined, SOAPdenovo is used for scaffolding. 
       Otherwise, SSPACE is used as default. 
  -gapcloser <fasta-format contig/scaffold file path> 
       Do GapCloser on the given scaffold file using the provided 
       merged fasta paired-end read file by -fa option. 
       -insert_length option is required too. 
  -unscaffold_contigs <fasta-format contig file path> 
       Unscaffold a given contig file, where the N/n letters used to bridge 
       contigs will be removed. 
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  -check_similarity <fasta-format database sequence file path(s)> 
       Check the similarity between the query sequence(s) and the database 
       sequence(s). The similarity results are generated based on the 
       selected -alignment_approach. 
       The query sequence can be read sets, contig sets, or a complete 
       sequence. Use option -fa/-fq to specify the query sequence(s). 
       Read library is allowed for the query read sets. 
       The database sequence can be read sets, contig sets, or a complete 
       sequence too, except the read libraries. 
       Options -fa/-fq are used to specify the query read file(s). 
       Options -alignment_approach, -read_overlap, -read_overlap_mismatches, 
       and -read_overlap_percentage are used to specify the read overlapping 
       requirement. 
  -similarity_scheme <"CC", "EC", "WC", "WCS"> 
       CC: It finds the number of overlapping reads/words between the query 
       and database sets. 
       EC: It detects if a unique word in the database exists in the query. 
       WC: It measures the distribution of word coverage depths of the 
       query across the given database sequence set. 
       WCS: It performs WC checking w.r.t. each sequence. 
       Default is CC. 
 
  -break_reads 
       Break the given read file into multiple tiles evenly. 
       Options -fa/-fq are used with this option. Option -num_tiles has 
       to be defined. And options -read_type, -split_app, -split_policy, and 
       -split_tuning can also be used with this option. 
       Option -oprefix can be used to specify the output file name prefix. 
  -revise_reads 
       Process the given read file by replacing the read header with numbers 
       ("#" and "p#") and a part of the reads are truncated according to 
       the given -read_overlap or -read_overlap_percentage options. 
       Note: This option applies to the Bowtie-based alignment approach. 
       Options -fa/-fq and corresponding options are used with this option. 
       Option -num_parallel_tiles can be used to parallelize the process. 
       Option -oprefix can be used to specify the output file name prefix. 
  -fastq2fasta 
       Converting a given fastq file into a fasta file without considering 
       the quality scores. 
       Options -fq is used with this option. 
       Option -oprefix can be used to specify the output file name prefix. 
  -fasta2fastq 
       Converting a given fasta file into a fastq file and using '.' 
       as the default quality score. 
       Options -fa is used with this option. 
       Option -oprefix can be used to specify the output file name prefix. 
  -oprefix <string> 
       Output file name prefix 
       This is only used in some exclusive functions. 
 
Computation resource management options: 
 
  -num_parallel_tiles <integer num> 
       Specify the number of concurrent/parallel read tiles to process for 
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       each computing node. 
       The more this number is; the more memory is required at one time for 
       each computing node. 
       Default is 1. 
  -num_stolen_tiles <integer num> 
       Specify the number of stolen read tiles for parallel assemblies. 
       Note: The more this number is; the more network bandwidth may be 
       affected. Also, the machine being stolen jobs may be slowed down too. 
       Default is the same as -num_parallel_tiles. 
  -num_parallel_asms <integer num> 
       Specify the number of concurrent/parallel assemblies to launch for 
       each read tile assembly with auto-kmer enabled. Without auto-kmer, 
       this specifies the number of parallel threads used by one assembler 
       on assembling one read tile. 
       The more this number is; the more memory is required at one time. 
       Default is 1. 
       Note: The max total number of used threads is (num_parallel_asms * 
       num_parallel_tiles), which must be smaller than the system available 
       threads. Otherwise, the execution will suffer slowness. 
       Note: -num_parallel_tiles and -num_parallel_asms are used to manage 
       the assembly parallelization. 
       It's better to allocate enough threads for all auto-kmer assemblies. 
  -num_parallel_alignment <integer num> 
       Number of parallel threads for each alignment task at the read 
       clustering step on each machine. 
       For word-based approach, this is the number of parallel read tiles. 
       For Bowtie-based approach, (num_parallel_tiles * num_parallel_asms * 
       num_parallel_alignment) is the number of threads used. 
       Note: A larger num_parallel_alignment value may saturate the disk I/O 
       bandwidth and/or the network bandwidth, because multiple threads will 
       be reading the input reads and dumping the clustered read tiles at 
       the same time. 
       Default is 1. 
  -num_cores_per_socket <integer num> 
       Number of available threads/cores per socket in a computer cluster 
       environment. This is independent of -num_parallel_tiles and 
       -num_parallel_asms. 
       This is used in cluster-based environment. Be aware, using threads 
       across sockets will slow down the computation. 
       Default is the detected system thread number. 
 
  -if_cluster 
       If Tiger is running on a computer cluster. 
       This will enable Tiger to have special managements on threads for 
       cluster-based machine environment. E.g., -num_cores_per_socket is 
       honored. 
       Default is assuming commodity computers. 
  -mpi_hosts <list of machine host names> 
       Machine list to do assembly in parallel. 
       Tiger will launch assembly jobs to these machines. 
       If not defined, Tiger launches jobs on "localhost". 
       If defined, the last machine is assumed to be the local host. Hence, 
       it is suggested to launch Tiger at the last machine. 
       Note: It's assumed every machine can handle the same number of 
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       threads if -mpi_host_threads is not specified. 
  -mpi_host_dirs <local temp directory paths of the corresponding machines> 
       Directory list for execution of the corresponding machines listed in 
       option -mpi_hosts. 
       Note: It's strongly suggested to use local hard drives for storing 
       the temporary execution results to avoid intensive accesses to the 
       main storage device and high network congestion. 
       Default is "<odir>". 
  -mpi_host_threads <thread numbers of the corresponding machines> 
       Thread number list for execution of the corresponding machines listed 
       in option -mpi_hosts. 
       Default is the current host thread number. 
  -mpi_login <"none", "rsh", "ssh"> 
       The Open MPI login protocol for dispatching jobs. 
       Default is using "rsh" login protocol. 
  -mpi_specific <"strings with spaces in between"> 
       Designated specific options to pass to the MPI launch command. 
       This overrides the -mpi_login option and the rest ones in Tiger. 
       The new MPI job launch command will be like: 
       mpirun <mpi_specific> -np # -hostfile ... commands ... 
  -memory_limit <integer num of the memory in MB> 
       Tiger will try to follow this limit and pass this to the assemblers 
       if they support this option. 




  -odir <directory path> 
       Output data directory. 
       Default is ".". 
  -tdir <directory path> 
       Directory for storing temporary files in the execution. 
       Default is "<odir>/tiger.tmp". 
  -ocontig <file path> 
       Output contig file path. 
       Default is "<odir>/tiger.contig.fa". 
  -olog <file path> 
       Output log file of the execution process. 
       Default is "<odir>/tiger.log". 
  -random_seed <integer num> 
       Specify the seed for the random number generator used in the assembly 
       process. 
       Default is 0, meaning randomly picking the seed every time. 
  -skip_step1 
  -skip_step2 
  -skip_step3 
  -skip_step4 
       If skip the specific steps processed previously. 
       This can save a bunch of time if you'd like to try different options 
       affecting other steps only. Or, if the assembly was terminated for 
       some reasons and you'd like to resume from a specific step. 
       But remember to specify the partitioned read files and the <tdir> 
       used in the previous run. 
       When this option is enabled, -keep_all is enabled too. 
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       When -skip_step# is set, the steps before it will be set too. 
  -continue 
       This equals to enabling -skip_step1 and -skip_step2 
  -src_contig <fasta contig file path> 
       This is used when users want to do assembly from a given contig file. 
       -skip_step1 and -skip_step2 will be enabled automatically. 
  -keep_all 
       If keep all files during the execution. 
       Default is to remove all but the useful ones. 
  -log_n50 <log file path> 
       Extract the N50s of all iterations in the Tiger log. 
  -log_time <log file path> 
       Extract the runtime of all iterations in the Tiger log. 
  -version 
       Version of this release. 
  -license 
       License information. 
  -silence 
       Print out messages as less as possible. 
  -help 
       This message. 
 
Tiger command examples: 
 
  Simplest form to use Velvet as a standalone assembler: 
  $> ./tiger -app 1 -fq test.fq -velvet 
  Simplest form to use SOAPdenovo as a standalone assembler: 
  $> ./tiger -app 1 -fa test.fa -soapdenovo 
  Specify more options with the default approach: 
  $> ./tiger -fq test.fq -num_tiles 4 -odir . -tdir output.tmp -log run.log 
  Specify number of pieces and Tiger approach: 
  $> ./tiger -fq test.fq -num_tiles 2 -num_iterations 10 
  Using MPI in the assembly process: 
  $> ./tiger -fa test.fa -num_tiles 2 -mpi_hosts host1 host2 \ 
     -mpi_host_dirs /host1/tmp /host2/tmp 
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B.10 Example Scripts 
Example Script Using OpenMP 
#!/bin/csh -f 
 
set tiger_path = ../tiger 
set exe = $tiger_path/tiger 
set odir = tigerOut 
set fa1 = /data/srr001665-10k/e0p0.fa 
set fa2 = /data/srr001665-10k/e0p5.fa 
set fa3 = /data/srr001665-10k/e1p0.fa 
set insert_length1 = 200 
set insert_length2 = 200 
set insert_length3 = 200 
set num_tiles = 3 
set num_iterations = 2 
set num_parallel_tiles = 3 
 
$exe -velvet \ 
    -fa1 $fa1 -fa2 $fa2 -fa3 $fa3 \ 
    -insert_length $insert_length1 \ 
    -insert_length2 $insert_length2 \ 
    -insert_length3 $insert_length3 \ 
    -num_tiles $num_tiles \ 
    -num_iterations $num_iterations \ 
    -odir $odir -tiger_path $tiger_path \ 
    -num_parallel_tiles $num_parallel_tiles 
 
if ($status != 0) then 
    echo "" 
    echo "*** Error: Failed execution." 
    echo "" 
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Example Script Using Both OpenMP and Open MPI 
#!/bin/csh -f 
 
set tiger_path = ../tiger 
set exe = $tiger_path/tiger 
set odir = tigerOut 
set tdir = $odir/tiger.tmp 
 
set fa1 = "/data/50p/frag.50p.?.fa /data/50p/frag.50p.1?.fa 
/data/50p/frag.50p.2?.fa /data/50p/frag.50p.3?.fa /data/50p/frag.50p.4?.fa" 
 








set mfa1 = /data/frag.fa 
set mfa2 = /data/shortjump.fa 
set mfa3 = /data/longjump.fa 
 












set insert_length1 = 155 
set insert_length2 = 2543 
set insert_length3 = 35295 
 
set insert_std1 = 0.20 
set insert_std2 = 0.30 
set insert_std3 = 0.10 
 
set num_tiles = 50 
set num_clusters = 150 
set read_tile_size = 200 
set min_contig = 100 
set max_contig_num = 150000 
set scaffolding = no 
set read_overlap = 70 
set contig_overlap = 32 
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set contig_weight_mode = camel 
 
set mpi_hosts = "m1 m2 m3 m4 m5" 
set mpi_hosts_dirs = "/m1/tmp /m2/tmp /m3/tmp /m4/tmp /m5/tmp" 
set num_cores_per_socket = 8 
 
if (1) then 
    set app = 741 
    set num_iterations = 3 
    set num_parallel_tiles = 6 
    set num_parallel_asms = 1 
    set kmer = 51 
    set mink = 51 
    set maxk = 85 
    set auto_kmer = 8 
    set balance_factor = 1 
 
    $exe -app $app -soapdenovo \ 
        -fa1 $fa1 -fa2 $fa2 -fa3 $fa3 \ 
        -mfa1 $mfa1 -mfa2 $mfa2 -mfa3 $mfa3 \ 
        -rfa1 $rfa1 -rfa2 $rfa2 -rfa3 $rfa3 \ 
        -insert_length1 $insert_length1 -insert_length2 $insert_length2 \ 
        -insert_length3 $insert_length3 \ 
        -insert_std1 $insert_std1 -insert_std2 $insert_std2 \ 
        -insert_std3 $insert_std3 \ 
        -num_tiles $num_tiles -num_clusters $num_clusters \ 
        -read_tile_size $read_tile_size \ 
        -num_iterations $num_iterations \ 
        -odir $odir -tdir $tdir -path $tiger_path \ 
        -num_parallel_tiles $num_parallel_tiles \ 
        -num_parallel_asms $num_parallel_asms \ 
        -num_cores_per_socket $num_cores_per_socket \ 
        -read_overlap $read_overlap -contig_overlap $contig_overlap \ 
        -contig_weight_mode $contig_weight_mode \ 
        -scaffolding $scaffolding \ 
        -kmer $kmer -mink $mink -maxk $maxk -auto_kmer $auto_kmer \ 
        -balance_factor $balance_factor \ 
        -min_contig $min_contig -max_contig_num $max_contig_num \ 
        -mpi_hosts $mpi_hosts -mpi_hosts_dirs $mpi_hosts_dirs 
 
    if ($status != 0) then 
        echo "" 
        echo "*** Error: Failed execution." 
        echo "" 
        exit (1); 
    endif 
endif 
 
if (1) then 
    set app = 741 
    set num_iterations = 50 
    set num_parallel_tiles = 6 
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    set num_parallel_asms = 1 
    set kmer = 55 
    set mink = 55 
    set maxk = 65 
    set auto_kmer = 4 
    set balance_factor = 50 
    set start_iteration = 4 
     
    $exe -app $app -soap \ 
        -fa1 $fa1 -fa2 $fa2 -fa3 $fa3 \ 
        -mfa1 $mfa1 -mfa2 $mfa2 -mfa3 $mfa3 \ 
        -rfa1 $rfa1 -rfa2 $rfa2 -rfa3 $rfa3 \ 
        -insert_length1 $insert_length1 -insert_length2 $insert_length2 \ 
        -insert_length3 $insert_length3 \ 
        -insert_std1 $insert_std1 -insert_std2 $insert_std2 \ 
        -insert_std3 $insert_std3 \ 
        -num_tiles $num_tiles -num_clusters $num_clusters \ 
        -read_tile_size $read_tile_size \ 
        -num_iterations $num_iterations \ 
        -odir $odir -tdir $tdir -path $tiger_path \ 
        -num_parallel_tiles $num_parallel_tiles \ 
        -num_parallel_asms $num_parallel_asms \ 
        -num_cores_per_socket $num_cores_per_socket \ 
        -read_overlap $read_overlap -contig_overlap $contig_overlap \ 
        -contig_weight_mode $contig_weight_mode \ 
        -scaffolding $scaffolding \ 
        -kmer $kmer -mink $mink -maxk $maxk -auto_kmer $auto_kmer \ 
        -balance_factor $balance_factor \ 
        -min_contig $min_contig -max_contig_num $max_contig_num \ 
        -mpi_hosts $mpi_hosts -mpi_hosts_dirs $mpi_hosts_dirs \ 
        -skip_step1 -skip_step2 -start_iteration $start_iteration 
 
    if ($status != 0) then 
        echo "" 
        echo "*** Error: Failed execution." 
        echo "" 
        exit (1); 
    endif 
endif 
 
exit (0); 
